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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the effect of reading graded readers extensively on Iranian
EFL learner’s vocabulary knowledge and reading fluency. Sixty-one female and
male EFL learners, aged 16-18, were divided randomly into two groups, namely,
experimental and control. Forty-six students participated in an extensive reading
program and 15 students attended the common intensive reading program.
Following a quasi-experimental design, the authors measured the participant’s
initial vocabulary knowledge and reading speed, having administered two
pretests, that is, Vocabulary Levels Test and Reading Entire Text method,
respectively. During the treatment, in addition to intensive reading instruction,
students in the extensive reading group were provided with 180 graded readers
with topics from diverse genres. The results of a set of two-way ANOVA revealed
that: (a) extensive reading approach compared to the more focused intensive
reading approach significantly improved reading fluency of the EFL learners, (b)
vocabulary knowledge did not turn out to be significantly improved as a result of
extensive reading instruction and (c) females did better than the males in tests of
reading and vocabulary. The findings are discussed in relation to effective EFL
instruction in the Iranian context.
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Background
No one denies the importance of strong reading skills, especially for English as a
foreign language (EFL) learners whose objectives are having access to unique
sources of information through reading different texts (e.g. magazines, textbooks,
articles, etc. ) in the foreign language and getting better results in different
Entrance exams. Reading skills become particularly important for college and
graduate students who often have to complete extremely long readings each week.
Thus, effective teaching of reading skills seems to be highly important.
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Among the variety of techniques and skills of teaching reading, five of them are
identified as essential by the National Reading Panel (2000). They include: (a)
Phonemics awareness, (b) phonics, (c) comprehension, (d) fluency, and (e)
vocabulary.It is proposed that these five skills are effectively promoted by reading
extensively in second language (L2) (Krashen, 2000; Gardiner, 2005; Renandya,
2007; Schmitt, 2008; Nation, 2006). These researchers justify reading as a
communicative process used not only to increase learners’ awareness of language
features ( e.g. grammar, vocabulary) by providing them with more exposure to
reading materials repeatedly, but also to teach them bottom up reading skills suc h
as scanning, skimming, and finding the meaning through context. Extensive
reading is an approach to language teaching in which learners read a lot of easy
material in the new language. They choose their own reading material and read it
independently of the teacher. They read for general, overall meaning, and for
information and enjoyment. An understanding of the term ‘extensive reading’ (
ER) which the main focus of the present study seems necessary here.
In order to achieve outstanding outcomes of using reading activities for teaching
the second language, Day and Bamford (1998) and Chastain (1988) divided reading
into two types: Extensive and intensive reading. ER programs are different from
skill-based courses such as intensive reading (IR) programs in which students learn
reading skills like skimming, scanning, and guessing of the meaning of unknown
words. The goal in the IR is detailed understanding texts. However, in ER
programs, the goal is reading large amounts of reading to understand the overall
meaning. Readers are encouraged to choose the books they enjoy reading. In
contrast to IR programs, readers in ER programs are not obsessed with language
features (e.g. vocabulary, grammar...) or reading skills such as scanning, skimming,
making inference, so on, but readers pay more attention to meaning than form. It is
maintained that ER programs are an excellent means of providing students with
language experiences and this volume of experience with language is a key factor
in learning language forms (e.g. vocabulary, grammar…) (Nagy & Anderson,
1984). In addition, extensive reading is proposed to be effective in teaching second
language skills such as reading since it provides remarkable amounts of
comprehensible input (Renadya, 2007; Krashen, 1993; Mangubhai, 2001). Renadya
(2007), depending on one's personal experience, belief’s, and theoretical
orientations, offered one of the following factors as the reason for the relative lack
of success in second or foreign language learning: (a) inappropriate teaching
methodology, (b) outdated course books, (c) crowded classrooms, (d) under
qualified and underpaid teachers, (e) unmotivated learners, (f) inefficient learning
strategies, (g) lack of opportunity to use the target language, (h) lack of input.
Although Renadya maintained that these factors are all important, he believed that
the lack of suitable input accounts for much of the variability in the outcome of
foreign language learning.
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One of the strongest proponents of input as a means of second language
acquisition has been (Krashen, 1982, 1985, 1991). Krashen (1993) claimed that one
source of comprehensible input is ER. According to Krashen, while students are
reading for meaning, they pay a large portion of their attention to meaning rather
than form which makes the process of reading more purposeful and enjoyable.
Theoretical frameworks supporting ER include: (a) Input Hypothesis (Krashen,
1985), (b) Pleasure Hypothesis (Krashen, 2004), and (c) Reading Hypothesis
(Krashen, 1993), According to Krashen (1982, 1985, 1989) language learners acquire
languages by understanding messages in a low anxiety context, that is, when they
understand what people say to them and when they comprehend what they read.
Krashen, provides further support thorough his pleasure hypothesis. This
hypothesis suggests that pedagogical activities which help language acquisition
are those that are enjoyable, although enjoyment does not guarantee language
acquisition. Krashen also (1993) proposed the Reading Hypothesis postulating the
facilitating effect of extensive reading on various abilities/skills such as reading
comprehension, writing style, vocabulary, grammar, and spelling.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Therefore, providing the language learners in EFL contexts with ample amount of
comprehensible input through reading graded readers seems to be beneficial to
them. The discouraging results of participants in University Entrance English
Exam and postgraduate’s proficiency tests (e.g. TOEFL) in which reading is
considered as the most important part show that many participants have problems
reading fluently. This lack of fluency, especially among undergraduates, has made
reading authentic texts in English a very difficult and daunting task; thus, students
are not willing to read books, articles and textbooks in English. Consequently,
students’ access to the primary sources of new information through reading is
reduced, whereas, this exposure to L2 through reading can be effective in
improving students’ fluency by accelerating the automaticity of word recognition
and decoding. In such circumstances, especially in EFL contexts where students do
not have access to the necessary amount of comprehensible input, student’s
reluctance to read in L2 can cause serious problems.
A combination of these factors points to the necessity of learners having
opportunity to read extensively so that they can take advantages of an ER program
as a complementary course to their traditional intensive reading courses to make
the process of learning easier and enjoyable for them and to read in a higher speed
to accelerate the process of word decoding and recognition. This interest to use ER
as a complementary course to teach reading skills such as fluency has led to the
necessity of empirical research on the issue. Hence, this study was an attempt to
investigate benefits of incorporating an ER program in the reading program of a
group of Iranian EFL learners and find out its possible effects on reading fluency
and vocabulary knowledge.
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Researchers have reported beneficial effects of extensive reading on various
aspects of second language ability; for example, reading comprehension and
reading speed, grammar, vocabulary and general second language proficiency
(Yamashita, 2008); extensive reading and its positive effects on attitudes toward
reading Macalister (2007); strong association between ER and reading motivation
(Pilgreen, 2000), improvements in general reading comprehension ability
(Lituanas, Jacobs & Renandya, 2001). A few studies are elaborated more in the
following section.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Al-Homoud and Schmitt (2009) divided 70 main students into two groups, one
receiving an intensive reading approach and the other an extensive reading
approach. Two tests were used to measure the participant’s reading
comprehension: Cambridge Preliminary English Test and the reading section of a
Pre-TOEFL test. The result of these tests showed that the extensive reading
approach was at least as effective in improving reading comprehension as the
intensive approach. Since the results of these studies show meaningful effects of
ER on participants’ reading comprehension, it is perceived that this improvement
may lead to enhancement of these participants’ vocabulary knowledge and the
other reading skill (e.g. reading fluency). In order to justify this claim, we look at
some of the studies with reference to the impact of ER on vocabulary acquisition
and reading fluency.
Lai (1993) conducted a study over 4 weeks on lower secondary students aged 11 to
15 in Hong Kong. There were 338 students in control group and 345 students who
joined the extensive reading in experimental group. Lai compared the results of
this study to the findings of two previous studies in 1988 and 1989. In this
overview, there were three treatment groups, no control group, and the students’
English proficiency was heterogeneous. Participants took pretests and posttests,
and the researcher used a t-test, though it was not an appropriate statistical test for
such an investigation, to compare means within groups. The mean rate in the
posttests in Treatment 1 improved from 165 to 226 wpm, in Treatment 2 from 85 to
181 wpm, and in Treatment 3 ( 1991) from 106 to 121 wpm. The differences
between the pretests and posttests of the two treatment groups were statistically
significant, but not in the third treatment group. The participants in the treatment
groups read an average of 16.2 books every 4 weeks. To measure the rate, the
participants first read a text, and when they finished reading they recorded the
time they spent. Their rates were then calculated by wpm. In the rate test, the
participants knew there were eight true or false questions after reading. Although
there was no discussion of why the results were not as significant as the findings in
previous studies, it was indicated to benefits of an ER to students’ reading fluency.
In another study, Bell (2001) decided to relate classroom extensive reading
methodology to the variables of reading speed and comprehension. Twenty six
elementary level students at the British Council English language center in Sana,
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Yemen were exposed to different reading programs. Fourteen students as an
experimental group received an ER program (reading graded readers) for six
months and the other students took their traditional intensive reading lessons.
Reading program covered one quarter of the total class time. Reading speed was
defined as speeds measured in words per minutes on selected texts at a level
appropriate to learners and reading comprehension was defined as scores on three
tests of reading comprehension with three texts. Two texts of reading fluency were
selected based on teacher preference, readability and length of texts and t-tests
were used to compare the results before and after the treatment (ER). The results
showed that the learners in ER group achieved significantly faster reading speeds
and higher post - study scores on all three reading comprehension tests. In spite of
a small sample size and lack of reliable and valid measures, the large and
significant difference on gains of reading speed and comprehension suggested that
an ER program based on graded readers is much more beneficial to the
development of reading speed and comprehension than traditional reading lessons
based on the close study of short texts.
Similarly, Sheu (2003) conducted a study on junior high school students in Taiwan.
The participants’ English proficiency was at a beginning level. There were two
treatment groups and one control group in this study. The participants in the first
treatment group read graded readers, and the participants in the second treatment
group read books for native English-speaking children. The participants in the
treatment groups read books during classes, but not outside of school. Sheu used t
tests to compare mean differences between the pretests and posttest within groups.
The mean rate in the posttests improved from 59.7 to 95.8 wpm in the first
treatment group, from 98.6 to 136.0 wpm in the second treatment group, and from
85.2 to 118.6 wpm in the control group. The mean differences of all three groups
were statistically significant. For measuring rate, he adopted Nuttall (1982)
assessment. In this assessment, calculating wpm was done by dividing the number
of words in the text by the number of 10-second intervals the participants spent in
reading the text. Following this, the number from the formula was multiplied by
six.
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Another study regarding the effect of ER on reading fluency was conducted by
Iwahori (2007). Thirty three Japanese high school students were selected to
participate in a seven-week ER program. The students were provided with graded
readers as homework for seven weeks. The participants read 13 books, on average.
In order to measure students’ general language proficiency and reading rate, the
researcher compared the results of both pretests and posttests. To compare means
of each test within the group, a paired t-test was used. The comparison of the
differences of each student in pre-and posttest reading rates indicated that most of
the student's posttest reading rates were significantly increased. Descriptive
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statistics for the reading rates showed that the mean reading rate from the pretest
to the posttest improved from 84.18 to 112.82 wpm.
Al-Homoud &Schmitt (2009) divided 70 male EFL students in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia into two groups, one receiving an IR approach and the other an ER
approach. The participants’ language proficiency was heterogeneous and they
were novice learners. The participants in the ER group were exposed to 150 graded
readers for 10 weeks. The participants’ reading speeds were measured before the
ER course through a reading speed test that consisted of three reading passages
taken from one book of graded readers. The research design was T1 – treatment –
T2. The results of paired-samples t-tests showed that both the extensive and
intensive groups improved significantly in their reading speed. However, an
independent t-test showed that the extensive group had a significantly larger
improvement than the intensive group. Thus, the results showed that both groups
improved their reading speed between T1 and T2, but that the extensive group had
the advantage in increasing reading speed which implied more automatic
vocabulary recognition speeds. However, not every research study has ended in
positive findings in favor of ER. One study that provides counterevidence to the
findings reported above is briefly explained below.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

One study that does not fit into literature and showed that ER did not improve the
students’ reading speed was conducted by (Shang, Briody & Lin, 2006). Eleven
subjects, within the age range of 20-23, were involved in this study. The
participants were college students at I-Shou University. The procedure was a
sampling strategy, that is, the participants who had experience of extensive
reading were chosen then the data was collected through eleven interviews.
Although this small sample size cannot safely make claims for statistical
generalization, the results of interviews showed that 9 out of 11 (82%) participants
disagreed with the idea that extensive reading would increase students’ reading
speed, by developing their reading skills. Due to the invalid data collection
method, the findings of his study may not be reliable enough to get an inclusive
conclusion. For, example, there is no explanation of the characteristics of the
extensive reading experienced by the participants in the study.
Although research in the area has looked at the possible effects of ER in language
learning in general and reading components in particular, few have examined it
through an ER+ program, as recommended by many scholars (e.g. Day & Bamford,
1998; Rosszell, 2006). In ER+ interactive programs language learners are at the
center. To do so, EFL practitioners are suggested to promote follow interactive
activates in (e.g. summarizing graded readers or giving an explanation of the
writers’ point of viewed. ) as post reading stages to get the most of learning.
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Participants
Initially 72 female and male EFL learners, aged 16-18 participated in this study.
However, among these learners, some of them (N= 11) got low scores in the pre
reading and vocabulary size tests and were excluded from the study. Accordingly,
the whole number was reduced to 61 intermediate EFL learners including 24
females and 37males) who formed the final sample of the study They were English
learners who had been studying English as a foreign language for two years at two
English institutes (Ida and Sina), in Bane, Iran. English has been taught for more
than 10 years in these institutes. At the time of this study, the learners were
studying Interchange book 1 and passages from Select Reading and had normally
passed more than 5 terms that consists of 18 sessions. These participants had been
also studying English as a foreign language for 5 years in secondary and high
school usually for a 75-minute class a week.. All the participants’ first language
was Kurdish and they also were able to read, speak and write in their second
language (Farsi).
Instruments
The participants were divided into two groups, one receiving instruction through
the traditional intensive reading approach, and the other being instructed through
the extensive reading method as an extracurricular reading approach in addition to
the intensive reading materials.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

The intensive group was taught by a colleague (full guidelines of teaching were
provided by the researcher) of the author. The students were required to read texts
from Select Reading (Lee & Gunderson, 2002), followed by comprehension
questions. In addition to reading this book, the students had to study Interchange1
(Richards, 2005). Moreover, they practiced various reading skills (e.g. scanning,
skimming, and making inferences).
For extensive group, in addition to the materials used in the intensive group, 180
graded readers chosen from Oxford University Press, Longman, and Cambridge
University Press were used. In order to cater for the assorted nature of the
participants’ interest, the titles of graded readers were chosen from diverse genres
such as fact files topics, thrillers, adventures, detective stories, human interest.
Since graded readers are published at seven levels from Easystarts (200 word
families) to Advanced (3000 word families), they have traditionally been
considered to be essential tools in literacy and vocabulary development
particularly at beginning and intermediate levels (Nation, 1999; Nation & Waring,
2004).Therefore, graded readers at level 3 pre-intermediate (1100 word families)
and level4 intermediate (1600 families) were used in this study, This was due to the
fact that the participants’ vocabulary size test in the pretest phase showed that
these two levels were within or slightly above the participants’ vocabulary
knowledge. In the other words, since one of objectives of vocabulary size test was
to identify the participant’s vocabulary proficiency or the numbers of word
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families they know, results of this test in pretest phase was considered to choose
appropriate level of graded readers for the participants. Moreover, graded readers
are classified according to word families they contain. From an SLA point of view,
students should read texts at an “i+1” or I, that is, within or slightly above their
current ability level. Graded readers level 3 was chosen, because it was assumed
that the participants as recommend by many scholars (e.g. Day & Bamford, 1989;
Krashen, 1993; Macalister, 2007; Renandya, 2007), could begin with easier texts.
Vocabulary Size Test
In order to measure the vocabulary knowledge of the participants, the Voca bulary
Size Test (VST) developed by Nation (2006) was used. The Vocabulary Size Test
was developed to provide a reliable, accurate, and comprehensive measure of a
learner’s vocabulary size from the 1st 1000 to the 14th 1000 word families of
English. There are several reasons for administering a vocabulary size test: (a) to
see how close the learner is to having enough vocabulary to be able to perform
certain tasks such as reading a novel, reading newspapers, watching movies, etc.,
(b) to be able to chart the growth of learners’ vocabularies, and (c) to be able to
compare nonnative speakers’ vocabulary learning process with that of native
speakers (Nation & Beglar, 2007). The Vocabulary Size Test samples from the most
frequent 14,000 word families of English. The test consists of 140 items (ten from
each 1000 word level).In order to measure the participants’ vocabulary knowledge
in this study, levels 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 were used. Here is a sample item from
the 2nd 1000 word level.
1. Maintain: Can they maintain it?
a. keep it as it is
b. make it larger
c. get a better one than it

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

d. get it
The fourteen levels of the test are arranged in logical order so that the test begins
with the items more likely to be known. Therefore, in ordering the test items word
family, range, and frequency figures from only the 10 million token spoken section
of the British National Corpus (BNC) were used.
Reading Entire Method
According to Iwahori (2007), there are two methods to measure participant's
reading rate: 1 minute reading method and entire text method. The entire text
method is considered as an authentic reading measure because students read a
whole text just as people do in the real world (Rasinski, 2003). This method,
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therefore, was applied to measure the reading fluency of the participants in the
pretest and posttest stages. For this end, the students were required to read a text
(Appendix C) extracted from one of the graded reading books at level 3. The
participants’ vocabulary proficiency resulted from VST (T1) revealed that the
participants would be able to read the texts at level3 with ease, so they were
assumed appropriate to be used to measure the students’ reading fluency.
They were asked to move at a normal pace, reading for general comprehension
because they had been expected to answer some questions at the end of reading.
Having recorded the entire text readings and the answers to the questions by the
participants, the researcher counted the number of the words involved and scored
each participant in terms of reading fluency.
Procedure
This study followed the principles of a quasi-experimental design, that is, pretest,
treatment, posttest. Before the extensive reading course began, for homogeneity
purposes, the participants were given two tests: The Vocabulary Size Test and the
Reading Entire text test. Those participants whose scores were far from means
were excluded from the sample.,Then, they were assigned to one of two groups
(control and ER) randomly. They, then, attended in a 12-week course with one
week break in the middle of course. The 15 participants in the control group, 7
female and 8 male, were given the usual reading instruction at the institutes, which
consisted of two one-hour classes a week. In each reading session, the teacher
explicitly taught new words, quizzed students on pervious met words, and drilled
reading strategies and dictionary use strategies.
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The 46 participants in the treatment groups (extensive reading) had the same
amount of class time, but were encouraged to read, extensively, without
examinations. This group also received intensive reading exercises in addition to
extensive reading approach. The rationale behind this was as Nation (2001),
Waring (2009), Chastain (1988), and Brown (2001) proposed to balance the ER
program by keeping it intertwined with IR exercises. Students were provided with
graded readers at Level 3 and 4. Inasmuch as the participants hadn’t been
accustomed to reading extensively, it was decided to give the easier graded readers
first, thus, graded readers in Level 3 were assumed to be appropriate for them.
The researcher attempted to meet the requirements of an integrative extensive
reading (ER+). In order to help the participants develop their productive
knowledge of vocabulary learning and vocabulary proficiency, the participants
were required to do some follow-up interactive activities (e.g. writing the word
formations of new words, discussing the meaning of words, discussing the writer’s
point of view, etc.). As recommended by Day and Bamford (1998) to make the ER
program successful ER program, learners were put at the center of program.
Otherwise stated, to promote ER+ some follow up interactive activates (e.g.
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summarizing graded readers or giving an explanation of the writers’ point of
viewed) were also conducted.
At the end of the course, the participants were given the same tests (T2), that is,
VST and Reading Entire text test. The results of these tests were, then compared to
the results of the same tests administered before the three month course began. In
order to figure out the possible effects of reading instruction types on vocabulary
knowledge and reading fluency, with gender considered as a moderator variable,
two sets of Two way ANOVA (analysis of variance) was used. The significance
level was set at P< 0.05.
Findings
This study mainly addressed the following questions:
Q1: Does an ER program improve Iranian EFL learners’ reading fluency?
Q2: Does gender moderate the effect/s of ER on Iranian EFL learners’ reading
fluency?
Q3: Does an ER program improve Iranian EFL learners’ vocabulary knowledge?
Q4: Does gender moderate the effect of ER on Iranian EFL learners’ vocabulary
knowledge?
In this section, a detailed description of the findings of the study as regards the
effectiveness of the treatment is provided.
As stated before, a vocabulary size test and reading entire text test were
administered in the pretest stage in order to measure the participants’ vocabulary
knowledge and their reading fluency, respectively. The main objective was to
homogenize the participants in terms of their reading fluency and vocabulary
knowledge prior to the treatment (ER).
Table 1 indicates the descriptive statistics including the means and standard
deviations for the groups as far as their reading fluency in the pretest is concerned.
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics: Reading fluency Scores (pretest)

14

Groups

N

Mean

ER

46

86.407

Std. Deviation

22.962
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82.73

933.16

Table 2 summarizes further descriptive data (e.g. Means and standard deviations)
for the groups as far as their vocabulary knowledge in the posttest is concerned.
Table 2 Descriptive Statistics: vocabulary knowledge Scores (pretest)

Groups

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

ER

46

1547.83

312.509

IR

15

1520

709.207

The obtained results showed that the means of the ER (M= 86.407) and IR groups
(M=82.73) were not different to begin with. Also the participants’ mean scores in
vocabulary knowledge for both ER (M= 1547.83) and IR groups (M= 1520) did not
turn out to be different. Since the two groups were almost similar in terms of their
reading fluency, vocabulary knowledge, age range, and level of motivation at the
beginning of the study, data from the posttest was compared to see the effect of
treatment.
In order to satisfy the assumptions underlying parametric statistical tests, a
Kolmogorov – Simirnov goodness- of – fit, was performed to find if the data was
normal. The results of these tests showed that the significant levels for both
variables: reading fluency (0.740) and vocabulary knowledge (0. 290) were more
than 0.05. Therefore, the requirements of normal distribution were met and one
could use parametric statistics to proceed testing the hypotheses.
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Finding 1
Does an ER program improve Iranian EFL learners’ reading fluency?
Table 3 describes data (i.e. means and standard deviations) for the groups with
regard to reading fluency in the posttest.
Table 3 Descriptive Statistics: Reading fluency Scores (posttest)
Instruction type

15

N

Mean

Std. Deviation
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ER

46

99.200

23.691

IR

15

53.376

336.18

As the comparison of the means across groups shows, the students in ER group
(M= 99. 200) performed better than the IR group (M=53.376). The comparison of
total means of the ER group shows that the total mean (M=86.407) of ER group has
increased in the posttest (M=99.200), however, the total mean of IR group (M=
82.73) does not show any outstanding increase compared to those in the posttest
(M=53.376); it is decreased dramatically.
The data was submitted to a two way ANOVA to measure statistical significance
with treatments and gender as between group variables. Table 4 indicates the SPSS
output reporting two – way ANOVA results for reading fluency.
Table 4 The Results of Two-way ANOVA for Reading fluency
Source Type III

df

Corrected Model 3731.163
Intercept
723100.296
Instruction types 3717.280
Gender
8.050

Mean Square
2
1
1
1

F
1865.582
723100.296
3717.280
8.050

Sig.
3.391
1314.249
6.756
0.015

Sum of Squres
.072
.937
.041
.000
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As it is indicated in lines 3 of Table 4 considering the first research question, since
the amount of F (1.61) = 6.756 for instruction type does not exceed the critical
value, it is obvious that there is a significant effect of instruction type (ER, IR) on
students' reading fluency. In other words, since the F value (F = 6.756) is significant
(Sig. =.041) and less than 0.05, instruction truly affects students' reading fluency.
By comparing the means of both groups, one can infer that the ER group worked
better than the IR group in which the participants were not exposed to a large
amount of reading.
Also, regarding the second research question that aimed to find out the possible
difference between genders in reading fluency as far as different types of
instruction were involved, line 4 reveals that significant effect of gender (F = 0.015)
was observed. In other words, since the F value (F = 0.015) is significant (Sig = 0.00)
and less than 0.05, one can conclude that gender affects student’s reading fluency.
Otherwise stated, through comparing the mean scores one could conclude that
females had better achievements in reading fluency through the instruction type
(ER).
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Finding 2
Does an ER program improve Iranian EFL learners’ vocabulary knowledge?
In order to find out the effect of independent variables (ER, IR, and gender) on
vocabulary knowledge, another set of two - way ANOVA analysis was performed.
Table 5 shows the means and standard deviations for the groups as far as
vocabulary knowledge in the posttest is concerned.

Table 5 Descriptive Statistics: Vocabulary knowledge Scores (posttest)
Instruction type

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

ER

46

1795.56

350.944

IR

15

1660

643.247

The comparison between means of vocabulary knowledge in pretest and posttest
shows that the participants’ vocabulary knowledge is not increased through
treatment. Although the increase in participants’ vocabulary knowledge (M=
1795.56) in comparison to this amount in pretest (M= 1547.83) is not remarkable,
the effect of an ER treatment is observable. The comparison between the means of
IR group in the pretest (M= 1520) and the posttest (M=1660) indicates a slight
improvement in participants’ vocabulary knowledge.
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As the comparison between the means of both IR and ER groups in the posttest
with their corresponding amounts in the pretest indicates the effect of instruction
type was not outstanding.
The data was also submitted to a two way ANOVA to measure statistical
significance with treatments and gender as between group variables. Table 6
indicates the SPSS output reporting two – way ANOVA results for vocabulary
knowledge.
Table 6 The Results of Two-way ANOVA for vocabulary knowledge
Source Type III
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df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Sum of Squres
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Corrected Model
Intercept
Instruction type
Gender

1398779.8
6.99
1393884.48
2783.426

2
1
1
1

Dec. 2011

699389.908 6.273
2.346
2104.373
1393884.481 12.502
2783.426
0.025

.125
.960
.124
.000

As it is indicated in line 3 of Table 6 the amounts of F and P values are 12.502 and
0.124, respectively. Considering the third research question, since the amount of F
value (F = 12.502 is not significant (Sig= 0.124) and more than 0.05, instruction
(ER/IR) does not significantly affect the students’ vocabulary knowledge. By
comparing the means of both groups, one can infer that although the ER group
performed slightly better than the IR group in vocabulary knowledge, this amount
of improvement was not significant.
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Therefore, we can safely accept the third null hypothesis which predicted that an
extensive reading program versus an IR program does not have any significant
effect on improving Iranian EFL learners’ vocabulary knowledge.
Moreover, regarding the fourth research question that aimed to explore the
possible difference between genders in vocabulary knowledge as far as different
types of instruction are involved, line 4 (Table 6) reveals that significant effect of
gender ( F = 0.025), was observed. In other words, since the F value (F= 0.025) is
significant (Sig = 0.00) and less than 0.05, gender affects students’ vocabulary
knowledge. This provides support for the rejection of the fourth null hypothesis
assuming no effect of gender on vocabulary knowledge as far as different
instruction types are involved. In other words, an in-depth analysis indicates that
females had better achievements in vocabulary knowledge through the instruction
type (ER).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This section presents an extended interpretation of the key findings from the
present study. Overall, the findings reported, except for findings related to the
third research question when the findings were marginal, added to the evidence
contributed by many studies on ER and skills development in FL. The results of
indicated that learners who were taught through the ER program performed
remarkably better in reading fluency than did those who were trained through the
traditional intensive reading method. However, further analysis indicated that the
two groups treated through ER and IR did not differ in terms of their vocabulary
knowledge at the end of treatment. Otherwise stated, the findings, confirmed the
previous studies highlighting the positive relationship between reading
extensively in second language and success in reading fluency (Robb & Susser,
1989; Lai, 1993; Bell, 2001; Sheu, 2003; Iwahori 2007 Al-Homoud &Schmitt, 2009).
However, further investigation seems necessary as regards the influence of ER/IR
on vocabulary development.
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As mentioned earlier, students were provided with large amounts of reading
through an ER method in an EFL context. The findings supported the important
role of reading extensively in enabling students to deal with reading fluency
difficulties. They confirmed the results of previous studies concerning the effect of
automatic word recognition process gained through reading extensively on
students’ reading fluency when engaged in reading tasks. The findings of this
study are in line with Laberge and Samuels (1974), Mangubhai (2001), Renandya
(2007), Al-Homoud and Schmitt (2008), Iwahori, (2008) who proposed
incorporating an ER program in current traditional teaching reading approaches to
empower students through helping them improve low – level reading skills (e.g.
word decoding) which will enable them to recognize words automatically and
comprehend reading texts faster and effortlessly. Furthermore, the findings
confirmed Day & Bamfords’ claim indicating that ER is crucial in a iding the
development of one of the most important components of fluent reading i.e. large
sight vocabulary. It is thought possible that, at the end of the ER program the
students were able to recognize more words. This is, in fact, to use Day &
Bamfords’ terms, an implication of an increase in terms of sight vocabulary.
Therefore, it can be argued that reading extensively in the second language leads to
successful readers who are able to read reading texts fluently, achieve better
understanding and as Krashen (1993) pointed out experience the pleasure of
reading.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

With regard to vocabulary knowledge, the results indicated that although the
amount of vocabulary learning was observable, it was not significant. Even though
the results were not significant in terms of vocabulary gain, the difference between
the results of the vocabulary size pretests and posttests was observable in terms of
vocabulary growth. The results did not confirm the previous studies highlighting
the positive relationship between ER and improvement in vocabulary knowledge.
One possible explanation for the findings is that, to use Huslstijn’s (2011) terms,
incidental reading may have been slow and error – prone process with small
vocabulary gains. Secondly, according to Schmitt (2008), the most part of learning
occurred in ER is the result of guessing the meaning through the context, however,
this learning strategy needs to be taught and it may be difficult for those readers
are who not familiar with this strategy, especially for those readers who are
supposed to read extensively at home without the help of a teacher in ER
programs..
In addition, it can be argued that the nature of vocabulary learning in ER to use
Warning and Nation’s (2004) terms is gradual and incremental. In other words, the
students’ vocabulary gains may not have been increased dramatically but their
vocabulary growth have been enhanced. This slight and gradual improvement can
be considered a valuable movement toward the mastery of vocabulary knowledge.
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Finally, the findings of this study may confirm Warring and Nations’ (2004) idea
who believed inefficient pick up rates in ER studies may have been caused by
invalid tests. Therefore this indicates designing more sensitive tests to measure
small vocabulary gains as Warring and Nation recommend.
Several conclusions and interpretations, so far, were drawn from the explanations
provided. If these interpretations and conclusions are correct, the findings, then,
might have useful implications for teachers, educational policy makers, and EFL
practitioners. However, one should bear in mind that these implications are
hypothetical and need to be examined in real situations carefully, before they are
implemented.
First of all, this study suggests that students should be provided with a lot of
reading materials. Graded readers used in ER programs can be a good source of
reading especially for language learners, with different levels of proficiency. These
books are also a remarkable source of practicing word level reading skills such as
word recognition. Since these books are simplified in terms of words and
structures, students’ attention source is not drawn toward forms and students can
focus on meaning and enjoy reading books.
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Secondly, practicing word level reading skills like word recognition can lead to a
fluent and effortless reading while the students are reading extensively. It can be
very beneficial for those EFL learners who have problems reading texts fluently
through being exposed to a lot of reading materials through ER. In other words,
reading extensively in second language will enable them to practice word level
skills and become more fluent readers.
ER programs must be designed so that interactions based activities are of upmost
frequency. There should be continual interaction in ER program in order to gain
better results. In other words, as Renandya (2007) and Rossule (2006) suggest an
(ER+) which is an integrated type of ER should be implemented, to gain better
results. As they maintain a successful extensive program (ER+) includes the views
of integrationist. In such programs students should take part in post - reading
activities. For example, students can role play the story, design a poster to
advertise the book, or write a letter to the author, write a summary and discuss the
texts. The last implication that emerges from the last one is for EFL practitioners
who should attempt to increase awareness rising concerning the appropriate use of
ER programs in their syllabuses.
This study opened new avenues of enquiry that warrants further investigation.
Looking at possible differences between various groups of EFL learners, with an
emphasis on the following perspectives, promises to be a rich area of research for
those interested in issues related to effective EFL instruction.
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As was mentioned earlier, only receptive knowledge of vocabulary learning was
investigated. However, word – meaning relation is one aspect of vocabulary
learning and the other aspect of vocabulary learning, that is, Depth of vocabulary
learning ( e.g. learning infections, collocations, etc. ) need to be investigated.
Moreover, productive knowledge (e.g. using different parts of speech of one word)
of vocabulary learning can be scrutinized by designing tests which are able to elicit
these productive aspects of vocabulary learning.
In the present study, the effect of ER on a lexical reading skill i.e. word recognition
was explored. However, the benefits of ER for the improvement of post lexical
reading skills can also be investigated. Moreover, the effect of ER on High-level
skills like higher-level post-lexical reading processes, such as using basic cognitive
and metacognitive strategies, and activating background schemas compared to its
effect of low-level skills can be a promising area of research. Finally, It seems that
advantages of ER extends to some other areas like, (a) spelling, vocabulary,
grammar, and text structure, (b) knowledge of the world, (c) writing skills, and (d)
higher possibility of developing a reading habit. Investigating such areas in
relation to ER seems to be fruitful of enquiry for the future research.
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ABSTRACT
Despite the fact that teaching grammar is controversial in modern trends to
methodology, grammar knowledge and its function is of great significance for all
language skills. While most of the recent methods relegate explicit instruction of
grammar, only a minority of them has adopted a compromising stance on the act
through consciousness-raising (CR). Based on the fact that deductive teaching of
grammar is inevitable in some educational situations, the present paper attempts
to investigate the effect of CR on learning grammar in two different ways:
immediate practice after teaching grammar and a time interval (at least two days)
after it. Dividing the participants into two control and experimental groups and
manipulating predetermined, distinctive techniques on each group, we have come
to the conclusion that the former (immediate practice after teaching grammar
consciously) is more effective than the latter. The outcome of the study can have
valuable implications for teaching grammar to some foreign language learners in
situations like Iran.
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saliency, noticing
1. Introduction
Despite the fact that modern trends to language pedagogy emphasize the
significance of exposing learners to different components of language holistically,
it seems that prioritizing one or some of them is inevitable according to some
variables like learners needs, objectives of the course, time limitation and other
circumstances. The relationship between some skills/sub-skills may also be so
intimate and straight- forward that teaching and learning them in juxtaposition
with one another are materialized. According to Allen (1983), if grammar is the
skeleton of language, vocabulary is its flesh; therefore, students who do not learn
grammar along with vocabulary will not be able to use the language for
communication even in its narrower sense. Evidence shows that even material in
which all the words look familiar may be impossible to understand unless the
grammatical constructions have been learned. Accordingly, there is no conflict
between developing a firm command of grammar and learning the most essential
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words. In broader sense, teaching grammar deductively/inductively is closely
linked to presenting vocabulary.
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One of the issues surrounding grammar teaching is whether to teach it at all or not.
Rutherford (1987) points out that teaching grammar has been central to and often
synonymous with teaching foreign languages for the past 2500 years, but in the
past several years many ESL/EFL professionals have come to assume that second
language learning (SLL) is very much like first language acquisition. Their
argument is that providing 'comprehensible input' is really all that a teacher can do
to facilitate the process. Richards (1985) believes that the basic assumption of such
an approach is that communicative classrooms provide a better environment for
SLL and FLL than classrooms dominated by formal instruction. However
approaches like these are intuitively appealing, there are no actual empirical
studies proving that communicative classrooms foster better language learners
than the more traditional teacher- dominated classrooms. Higgs and Clifford(1982)
claim that there is equally appealing and convincing evidence that communicative
approach can lead to the development of a 'broken, ungrammatical, pidginized
form of the language' beyond which students can never really progress. Such
students are said to have 'fossilized' in their acquisition of the language. In
addition, Long (1986) advocates the view that prognosis in the long run is much
better for those with overt formal instruction than for those without none. To strike
a balance between these two extremes, Celce-Murcia and Hilles (1988) mention
that there are no studies providing evidence that overt grammar instruction is
essential and although comprehensible input may be necessary, it is by no means
clear that it is sufficient for mastery of a second language.
Hatch (1985) elaborates on the point that people learning anything use at least two
distinct strategies: analytical and holistic. Analytical learners by forming and
testing hypotheses extract paradigms and rules from examples (rule learners), but
holistic learners learn best by doing little or no analysis. Instead, they learn by
exposure to large chunks of language in meaningful contexts (data-gatherers).To
complicate matters further, learning strategies are affected by age variable as well.
She (ibid) claims that children seem to prefer a holistic approach and even those
adults who are more comfortable with an analytical style often approach a
completely new learning situation holistically and later switch to an analytical one.
Hyams (1986), Landau and Gleitman (1985), Aitchison (1985), Gleitman (1985) and
Lightfoot(1983)advocate the concept of 'critical period' presented by Lenneberg
(1967) and argue that during this period, the child learns whatever language s/he
is exposed to automatically without instruction or correction provided that the
environment is linguistically rich enough. Many researchers seem to agree that
overt instruction in the L1 during this period is of no value to the child and may
even tend to slow the process of acquisition. Aitchision (1985) thinks that this
might also apply to children learning an L2 during the critical period. While
Schumann(1987) believes that for many language learners a ‘pidginized
communicative interlanguage’ is sufficient and a lexical approach or a
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‘grammarless communicative syllabus’ may meet their needs, Higgs and
Clifford(ibid) assert that such a course would work to the disadvantage of students
who wish to develop higher levels of proficiency.
According to Richards and Renandya (2002), in the early parts of the twentieth
century, grammar teaching formed an essential part of language instruction, so
much so that other aspects of language learning were either ignored or
downplayed due to the assumption that if somebody knew the grammatical rules
of a language, s/he would be able to use it communicatively. This concept,
however, was strongly challenged in the early 1970s and during this period,
grammar teaching became less prominent. In recent years, grammar teaching has
regained its rightful place in the language curriculum and there is now a general
consensus that without a good knowledge of grammar, learners' language
development will be severely constrained.
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Thus, the issue now centres on questions like: which grammar items do learners
need most and how are grammar items taught in the most efficient way? For
example, Swan (2002) suggests that grammar teaching should be determined by
the needs of the students and be based on the principles of comprehensibility and
acceptability. Cook (ibid) supports the idea that since language patterns and
regularities make up some aspect of grammar, knowledge of grammar is the
central area of any language system; however important the other elements of
language, they relate to each other through grammar. In some ways grammar is
easy to study because it is highly systematic and its effects are obvious in learners'
production. The most comprehensive recent conceptualization of grammar has
been provided by Larsen-Freeman (1995). She sees grammar as a higher-order
concept within linguistics having three interrelated dimensions: ‘form, meaning
and use’. Her model thus attempts to integrate three aspects of linguistics that have
traditionally been kept separate as syntax, semantics and pragmatics. It therefore
shares a great deal in common with the model of systemic-functional grammar
developed by Halliday (1985).
In view of the aforementioned controversial issues over the inclusion or exclusion
of grammar and the degree of its centralization, the teachers' tasks in teaching
grammar can be legitimately defended. In recent years, a lot of research studies
have focused on the contribution of consciousness-raising (CR) to the learners in
order to better establish L2 learning of grammatical forms. According to Schmidt
(1990, 1993 and 2001), conscious attention to forms or what he calls 'noticing' or'
saliency' has a great role in engaging the L2 learners' cognitive processes in
instructional settings. Modern approaches to ELT quite rightly emphasize
communication and communicative competence and more importantly what
Widdowson (1990) calls a 'communicative capacity' (Preparing the learner to
function in any possible real-life situation and be able to adopt appropriate
communication strategies accordingly. But despite all this, attention to structures
and 'focus on forms' has not been neglected. (cf. Long 1983 and 1991; Norris and
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Ortega 2000, and Brown 2007). Moreover, second language researchers who
advocate 'acquisition' rather than 'learning' conditions for L2 pedagogy do not
deny the role of grammar and the need to raise the learners' consciousness about
the forms. This they refer to 'monitor'(see Krashen and Terrel 1983) by which they
mean the learner's use of conscious knowledge of grammar to monitor production
(planning before and editing after production). Therefore, some conscious
knowledge of grammar can function as a facilitating agent lubricating the learner's
engagement in the act of communication and its acquisition thereof. Hawkins
(1984) also looks at CR as a preliminary to L2 teaching and maintains that if the
students know the kind of thing to expect, they are more receptive to it.
Ellis (2002) points out that CR offers an attractive alternative to traditional
grammar practice; through carefully designed CR activities learners will develop
an explicit knowledge of the grammar of the language which facilitates their ability
to communicate. According to Ellis(ibid), CR does not involve the learner in
repeated production due to the fact that the aim of this kind of grammar teaching
is not to enable the learner to perform a structure correctly but simply to help him
to know about it. Rutherford and Sharwood-Smith (1985) are in line with the above
argument and claim that CR is considered as a ‘potential facilitator’ for the
acquisition of linguistic competence and has nothing directly to do with the use of
that competence for the achievement of specific communicative objectives.
Nevertheless, they believe that no grammar teaching can take place without some
CR occurring, i.e. even if the practice work is directed at the implicit learning of the
structure and no formal explanation is provided, learners (particularly adults) are
likely to try to construct some kind of explicit representation of the rule or what
Ellis (ibid) calls ‘declarative’ rather than ‘procedural’ knowledge of language.
While Ellis (2002) differentiates between CR and practice in nature, he explores
some relationship in this respect. Accordingly, practice is directed at the
acquisition of implicit knowledge of a grammatical structure to use language, but
CR is directed at the formation of explicit knowledge about a language. Although
CR does not contribute directly to the acquisition of implicit knowledge, it does so
indirectly as follows. The acquisition of implicit knowledge involves three stages:
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1. Noticing (the learner becomes conscious of the presence of a linguistic feature in
the input, whereas previously s/he had ignored it.)
2. Comparing (the learner compares the linguistic feature noticed in the input with
her own mental grammar and registers the gap.)
3. Integrating (the learner integrates a representation of the new linguistic feature
into his/her mental grammar.)
Ellis (ibid) argues that the first two processes involve conscious attention to
language, but the third one takes place at a very 'deep level' of which the learner is
generally not aware.
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In response to the question of how CR contributes to the acquisition of implicit
knowledge, Ellis (ibid) presents two ways. Firstly, it contributes to the processes of
'noticing' and 'comparing' and, therefore, paves the grounds for the integration of
new linguistic material although it will not bring about integration. This process is
controlled by the learner and will happen only when the learner is
'developmentally ready'. Secondly, it results in explicit knowledge; thus, even if
the learner is unable to integrate the new feature as implicit knowledge, s/he can
construct an alternative explicit representation which can be stored separately and
accessed when the learner is 'developmentally primed to handle it'. While Ellis
(ibid) enumerates two major shortcomings of CR including its delayed effect and
its inappropriacy for young learners and beginners, he concludes that CR
constitutes an approach to grammar teaching which is compatible with current
thinking about how learners acquire L2 grammar. It also constitutes an approach
that accords with progressive views about education as a process of discovery
through problem-solving tasks. By and large, Ellis (ibid) regards CR not as an
alternative to communication activities but as a supplement.
Cook (1991) believes that mostly grammatical explanations have relied on the
assumption that rules learnt consciously can be converted into processes that are
known unconsciously, viz after a period of absorption, the conscious rules would
become part of learners' unconscious ability to use the language. Rutherford (1987)
has also been advocating CR in teaching grammar functioning as an aid to help the
learners avoid some of the pitfalls rather than an end in itself. Perhaps we should
remember that many graduates of universities who learnt English through
traditional grammar classes have turned into fluent spontaneous speakers of
English. This at least suggests that the conversion of conscious rules to nonconscious processes does indeed take place for some highly academic students.
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Taking the literature into account, we intend to contrast the effects of two CR
methods of teaching grammar on students' achievement. The assumption behind
this proposition is that based on the experience gained in recent years students'
progress through one of the methods(CR without interval between teaching and
practice) must be more remarkable than that through the other(CR with interval
between teaching and practice) because of circumstances specific to the context of
our research which will be discussed later.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
Two hundred and twenty freshman students majoring in technical fields in
Sanandaj Technical University in Iran were randomly selected. They were all male
and their ages ranged from 17 to 20.These participants were in six classes (two
groups were in the first term of their education and the other four freshman groups
were in the second term).Besides, they were nearly homogeneous in terms of
English background knowledge based on their scores on an entrance examination
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previously administered by the state measurement and evaluation organization. It
is necessary to say that the first two groups in our sample had passed eight credits
and the other four groups had passed ten credits in English language in high
schools and the technical institute. Therefore, the parallel groups were in the same
boat in terms of the educational programmes exposed to.
2.2. Materials and Procedures
To assure the homogeneity of the parallel groups in terms of their present English
grammar knowledge, students were given as pretest only the grammar section of
the Nelson Test 100 A (Fowler and Coe, 1976). T-test analysis indicated no
significant difference prior to treatment in English grammar knowledge for the
first two parallel groups and for the other four parallel groups,
respectively:[t(58)=.40,NS ]and [t(58)=.51,NS ].
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To improve the students' grammar knowledge in accordance with the objective of
the course, we assigned an English textbook containing gradable reading
comprehension texts, vocabulary exercises and grammar section for any unit to be
dealt with in a term. It is worth noting that the instructor of the six classes
participating in the study was the present researcher to enhance the internal
validity of the research. Techniques of teaching grammar run in all six classes were
through CR, e.g. explanation, exemplification, cross-linguistic instruction and
deduction. After receiving grammar instruction as mentioned above in any session
the three control groups of students were asked to do the related grammatical
exercises for their next class with an interval of at least two days and then the
exercises were done in due course under the supervision of the researcher.
However, the students in the three experimental groups were asked to do the
grammatical exercises immediately after the teacher's presentation of grammar
without an interval in the same session and the teacher supervised all processes of
the task. In other words, the students of the experimental groups went through a
treatment of teaching grammar by the same CR except for the variable of interval.
With regard to the time dedicated to the courses by the authorities in the ministry
of education, the first two parallel groups passed 20 hours and the other four
groups spent 28 hours to learn grammar during the term.
At the end of the term the parallel groups were evaluated with two distinctive
achievement tests consisting of reading comprehension, vocabulary and grammar
sections, but to narrow down the scope of the study and to ratify/refute our
hypothesis (whether there exists any logical relationship between grammar
teaching through CR and doing exercises immediately after a lapse of time), we
directed our attention to only grammar scale.
Twenty three and twenty nine multiple-choice grammatical items were designed
for the first two parallel groups and the other four parallel groups, respectively.
3. Data Analysis
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It is deemed relevant to mention that the design of the research is similar to 'pretest
posttest control group design'(Hatch and Farhady, 1981) to avoid all the problems
associated with internal and external validity.
After scoring the two sets of papers by assigning one point to any correct response
in any set of tests, we analysed the data using the SPSS programme. It needs to be
mentioned in passing that the maximum scores of any test paper for the two
parallel groups would be 23 and 29, consecutively if all the answers were right.
The guessing correction formula introduced by Harris (1969) was employed to
neutralize the guessing effect of the tests. Table 1 shows the posttest scores of the
first two parallel groups and table 2 displays the posttest scores of the other four
parallel groups (see appendix). Meanwhile, tables 3 and 4 display the mean scores
and standard deviations of the pretest, posttest and gain scores of parallel groups
mentioned above.
Table 3: Comparison of grammatical knowledge of the first two parallel groups
Groups
Pretest
Post-test SD
Gain Scores
SD
Mean
Mean
Mean SD
Control Group
7.30 5.00
11.13 4.30
3.75 1.48
Experimental
6.82 3.91
14.74 4.10
7.61 1.25
Group
Table 4: Comparison of grammatical knowledge of the other four parallel groups
Groups
Pretest SD
Posttest SD
Gain Scores
Mean
Mean
Mean SD
Control Group
8.54 3.83
11.22 4.12
2.54 1.52
Experimental
8.11 4.10
14.80 4.48
6.49 1.67
Group
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4. Results
4.1. Findings
T-test analysis of pretest mean scores of the two sets of parallel groups (control
group 7.30 vs. experimental group 6.82 and control group 8.54 vs. experimental
group 8.11) indicated no significant difference [t(58)=.53, NS]. However, t-test
analyses of the mean gain scores of the two sets of experimental groups(7.61. and
6.49) were significantly higher than the main gain scores of the two sets of control
groups(3.75 and 2.54), so[t(58)=9.45,P<001 and t(58)=9.67, p<001)].
Thus, there are significant differences between the gain scores of experimental and
control groups. This indicates that the experimental groups outperformed the
control group by a significant margin, illustrating the considerable impact of
consciousness-raising of teaching grammar and doing exercises immediately
without any interval time.
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4.2. Discussions
As it was mentioned in the previous subsection, there is a wide discrepancy
between the students' abilities because of their exposure to two different types of
teaching grammar. While new teaching methods focus upon teaching and learning
communicative use of language in real social contexts and incorporating all
language elements in relationship with one another, it is unlikely to actualize this
process in all educational settings due to the presence of some variables including
language planning, language policy, course objectives, syllabus design, learners'
needs, time limitation, and so forth. For instance, in countries like Iran where
university students majoring in fields other than foreign languages, have to pass
just two or three credit units in English language, is it logical to teach the actual use
of language? And if the response is positive, to what extent is it possible in such a
short period of time, e.g. 30 or 40 hours? Is it feasible for instructors to teach
grammar inductively in almost all crowded classes and how many grammatical
points and patterns can be taught practically in such classes? It is worth
mentioning that students continuing their studies in TEFL even to the level of
Ph.D. pass only eight credits of grammar at B.A. with regard to the fact that they
should be familiarized with advanced rules of grammar. Doesn't an instructor
adopting any method to teach grammar other than consciousness-raising sacrifice
the goal in favour of his pretentious behaviour? Putting all things together, the
efficiency and appropriacy of any method and technique is manifested in the
presence of different delicate variables surrounding any pedagogical process.
5. Implications
According to the related literature and the outcome of the research mentioned
above, CR can be viewed as a foreign language facilitator of grammatical forms in
some FL settings including Iran. The high school English programmes in Iran are
mostly grammar-based and product –oriented. The reasons cited for this by
Lotfipour (2006) are as follows:
1. The deeply-rooted misconception about language which considers 'knowing a
language' equals to 'possessing the knowledge of the grammar of that language'.
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2. Due to the lack of adequate teacher education programmes, even the new
textbooks and teaching materials are handled in the traditional manner.
3. The majority of examinations both at high school and university entrance levels
are mainly grammar-based and memory/product oriented.
The predominance of experimental groups over the control ones in our research
indicates the facilitative impact of CR and doing exercises immediately without
any time interval in contrast with the effect of CR and doing exercises with a
noticeable time interval. Although the results of the study are in contradiction to
many teachers’ ideas in that a considerable lapse of time between teaching
grammar and doing exercises should deepen the learners' understanding of forms
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and lead to learning enhancement psycholinguistically, this direct contradiction
can be simply justified in the specific context of our research; the rising level of
unemployment especially for graduates of technical schools in Iran has led to the
lack of motivation to study. When the students' graduation within a natural time
frame does not influence their future, they find studying less and less motivating
and instrumental; therefore, a large number of them lengthen the period of
education only because of their blurred future. As evidenced by my interviews
with students, when many of them claim that they study about one hour out of
class in a week, time interval between teaching and practice would function
counter-productively and the 3 P's of learning process(presentation, practice and
production) mentioned by Nunan (ibid) would be dismantled. On the whole, the
findings of this study are context – specific because of the mentioned obstacles the
students encounter in technical institutes, so the implications should be taken
cautiously in other academic settings.
6. Suggestions for Further Research
Based on the theoretical concepts and practical procedures followed in this study,
some related investigations are recommended.
1. The participants in this study were all male learners between 17 and 20 years of
age. The study can be replicated with participants of higher levels of language
proficiency, e.g. students majoring in English language, or with those of different
ages and sex.
2. Other studies could investigate the effects of our independent variables (two
types of CR to teach grammar manipulated in this research) on more motivated
learners.
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Table 1: Posttest scores of the first two parallel groups
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Students in
control groups

Scores out of
23

Students in
experimental
group

Scores out of
23

1

15

1

19

2

6

2

9

3

5

3

8

4

9

4

7

5

5

5

13

6

6

6

14

7

5

7

10

8

3

8

19

9

6

9

16

10

10

10

22

11

17

11

12

12

15

12

14

13

7

13

15

14

18

14

19

15

14

15

15

16

9

16

19

17

18

17

13

18

13

18

7

19

11

19

16
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20

13

20

9

21

11

21

22

22

14

22

18

23

8

23

18

24

18

24

15

25

16

25

14

26

9

26

16

27

15

27

15

28

11

28

18

29

12

29

20

30
31
32
33
34

15
15
10
10
8

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

10
14
22
20
9
16
10
11
12
8
20
13
16
15
15

Table 2: Posttest scores of the other four parallel groups
Students in
Students in
Scores out of
Scores out of
experimental
control groups
29
29
groups
1
16
1
18
2
9
2
26
3
11
3
18
4
5
4
8
5
19
5
18
6
8
6
15
7
9
7
11
8
7
8
19
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

37

8
13
13
7
10
21
11
11
11
20
6
14
6
24
10
15
19
13
13
10
11
9
12
9
6
10
15
9
7
14
7
12
8
8
10
15
13
11
10
8
10
12
12

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
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17
18
15
10
19
16
17
18
9
10
10
15
19
16
13
20
20
7
9
13
12
16
23
18
14
12
9
11
14
15
12
20
12
16
13
7
18
19
20
13
23
19
6
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52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
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17
14
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5
5
6
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14
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7
6
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13
14
12
14
15
5
8

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
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60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
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76
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13
22
11
10
22
14
10
13
15
8
7
19
15
16
9
13
16
11
21
12
9
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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the intertwined relationship between comprehension
monitoring and level of reading proficiency of Iranian EFL learners during reading
academic materials in an EFL context. Participants were 115 freshman university
students majoring in Electronics. They were first given a standard TOEFL test to
make sure of the homogeneity of them in terms of general proficiency and then a
standard test of reading proficiency to choose the ones with high and low reading
abilities. Finally, 10 were selected as more proficient (MP) and less proficient (LP)
readers. Data triangulation including think-aloud protocol analysis, error detection
paradigm and retrospective questions was used to examine the comprehension
monitoring of readers. The results of the t-tests, percentages of comprehension
monitoring and qualitative analysis of think-aloud protocols of each group
revealed that comprehension monitoring of less proficient readers is less frequent
and poorly performed in comparison with more proficient readers.
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KEYWORDS
Comprehension monitoring, Metacognition, Reading comprehension, More
proficient readers, Less proficient readers
1- Introduction
Psychologists interested in how individuals learn have devoted much attention to
the cognitive processes involved in encoding, storing, and retrieving information
of all types, as well as comprehending the complex information with which they
are confronted daily. Investigators have examined a variety of cognitive processes,
with particular attention to memory and language comprehension, and have tried
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to expand our understanding of the factors that lead to enhanced comprehension
during reading.
As mentioned in Loizidou and Koutselini, 2007, in the current declaration of the
European Union’s strategic tasks for the year 2010 (European Committee, 2003), it
is clearly evident that developing students’ metacognitive skills is of great
importance since it has a direct relationship with enabling lifelong learning and
active social enactment among students. In a similar vein, the metacognitive task
described as helping ‘students to learn how to learn’ has been declared by
UNESCO as the highest educational priority (UNESCO, 2002, cited in Loizidou
and Koutselini, 2007).
According to Hetherington and Parke, (1993, p.367) "one reason that many
investigators are currently interested in metacognition is because of its relevance to
educational problems such as reading.” Poor readers have been shown to have
metacognitive deficits in a wide variety of the aspects of reading (Baker, 1985).
They are less likely than better readers to spend more time on difficult passages, to
review the passages learned, and to adapt their reading activities to the demands
and goals of the reading task. They do not redeploy their effort in a task-adaptive
manner over time.
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Comprehension monitoring is one aspect of metacognitive control in reading
comprehension (Baker & Brown, 1984; Brown, 1987; Hacker, 1997; Oakhill, Hartt, &
Samols, 2005; Wagoner, 1983) which is a process by which an individual evaluates
the state of his/her understanding of information” (Oakhill, Hartt, & Samols 2005,
p. 658), and it “directs the reader’s cognitive processes as he/she strives to make
sense of incoming textual information” (Wagoner, 1983, p. 328). It is the awareness
of whether comprehension is occurring and the conscious application of
appropriate strategies to correct comprehension (Zipke, 2007). Brown (1987)
postulated that effective comprehension monitoring requires a balance of both
automatic and controlled processes. When comprehension is occurring smoothly,
the process is automatic without much conscious attention; but when a “trigger
event” takes place, controlled processing is activated to “debug” comprehension
breakdowns.
As mentioned previously, the primary goal of metacognitive monitoring is to
detect a lack of comprehension so that it can be corrected. As soon as readers
realize that they do not comprehend whatever they are reading, they use fix-up
strategies to try to compensate for that. These corrective strategies consist of
rereading, asking for help from others, using reference materials such as
dictionary, reading an additional text, making logical inferences within the text or
from background knowledge, making a diagram, or reading ahead to try to make
sense of it (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995). Also, strategies such as summarizing,
general questions and predictions are associated with monitoring (Cromely, 2005).
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Having these issues in mind, this study intends to examine the manifestation of
comprehension monitoring among proficient and less-proficient readers. The study
indirectly stresses the point that the more we understand the thought processes in
our students, the better we as teachers can instruct our lessons to reflect all the
ways our students are decoding whatever we are trying to teach. If we can read
up-to- date research on how our students are thinking and how they are learning
about what they are thinking we can adjust our delivering accordingly.
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2- Literature Review
2-1 Studies on comprehension monitoring and reading comprehension
To date, most of the research concerning comprehension monitoring has been
conducted with native speakers of English (Baker & Brown, 1984; Flavell, 1981;
Markman, 1981; Zabrucky & Ratner, 1992). However, the comprehension
monitoring of foreign language readers has not been well documented and there is
a dearth of studies in which comprehension monitoring process of EFL readers has
been investigated. This is while it can be claimed that comprehension monitoring is
of utmost importance for EFL readers. First of all, due to lack of consistent
exposure to written foreign discourse EFL readers encounter more problems in
understanding authentic, unmodified written materials. Consequently, they might
need to “repair more gaps” (Block, 1992) in their understanding than L1 readers.
Studies on the comprehension monitoring of English native speakers abound.
These studies have usually employed an error detection paradigm, in which
readers’ comprehension monitoring was examined with a task that required them
to detect errors embedded in a text (Garner, 1987). These errors included nonsense
words (lexical inconsistencies), information that violates general knowledge (i.e.,
external inconsistencies), and information that is contradictory within the text itself
(i.e., internal inconsistencies) (Oakhill, Hartt, & Samols, 2005). It has been found
that the detection of ‘internal inconsistencies’ tends to be more difficult than the
detection of ‘external inconsistencies’ (e.g., Ehrlich, Remond, & Tardieu, 1999). In
order to detect an internal inconsistency, readers must first encode and store the
relevant information, draw necessary inferences, and construct a global text
representation. They must then be able to evaluate the incoming information
against that representation, retrieve the incompatible proposition and then
compare the two propositions. For detection of an external inconsistency, readers
only need to understand sentences at a local level, and then make a comparison
between information in the sentence and their general knowledge, which is likely
to be more stable than information just gained from the text (Baker & Zimlin, 1989;
Ehrlich, Remond, & Tardieu, 1999; Markman, 1985; Oakhill, Harrt, & Samols, 2005;
Otero & Kintsch, 1992, cited in Stevenson and Han, 2008).
L1 studies have also examined the contribution of comprehension monitoring to
reading comprehension. Zinar (2000) examined the contributions of both word
identification skills and comprehension monitoring and found that word
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recognition made a larger contribution than comprehension monitoring, which
made a small but significant contribution to the prediction of L1 reading
comprehension.
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As the review of the literature reveals, there is little research on comprehension
monitoring in FL reading. Among the few existing studies, most investigated the
process of readers’ comprehension monitoring by using think-aloud protocols
(Jiménez, García, & Pearson, 1996; Stevenson & Han, 2008; Yang, 2002).
Stevenson & Han (2008) conducted a study of comprehension monitoring of
Chinese lower intermediate EFL (English as a foreign language) learners in first
language (L1) and foreign language (FL) reading. They investigated the outcome of
comprehension monitoring in L1 and FL reading, as well as the separate
contributions of L1 reading proficiency and FL comprehension monitoring to FL
reading proficiency. 126 students in the vocational department of a foreign
languages university in China participated in the study. They completed a Chinese
and an English error detection task, in which they were asked to read two texts in
each language embedded with external and internal inconsistencies. Measures of
Chinese and English reading proficiency were obtained from the mid-term
examinations. Four of the 126 readers also participated in retrospective interviews
in which they explained the basis on which they had identified the textual
inconsistencies and also offered possible corrections. Quantitative data from the
two error detection tasks and the reading scores were analyzed using repeated
measures ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) and multiple regression analysis.
Supplementary qualitative data from the retrospective interviews were analyzed
using content analysis. The results showed that participants performed
significantly better in comprehension monitoring in L1 reading than in FL reading.
They also showed that FL comprehension monitoring made a small, unique
contribution to FL reading proficiency, but that L1 reading proficiency made a
much larger contribution. The results suggest that metacognitive control does play
a role in FL reading.
Block (1992) conducted a study concerning the comprehension monitoring of L1
and L2 readers as they read an expository text. There were four groups in the
study including 16 (8 L1 and 8 L2 readers) being classified as proficient and 9 (3 L1
and 6 L2 readers) as non-proficient. Two specific problems were implemented to
discuss monitoring, one involving a search for a referent and the other a
vocabulary problem. Three phases and six specific steps of: evaluation phase
(problem recognition and problem source identification), action phase (strategic
plan and action/ solution attempt), and checking phase (check and revision) have
been defined. She analyzed responses and they showed that monitoring was most
thorough with the referent problem when the problem was explicitly signaled.
There were two primary findings. First, during monitoring a referent problem,
proficient L1 and L2 readers involved in comprehension monitoring processes in
the same way. Likewise, both less proficient L1 and L2 readers were more likely to
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fail to recognize that a problem existed or identify the source and solve the
problem. It showed that reading proficiency is definitely a factor in determining
the success of readers’ comprehension monitoring processes.
In the second place, when monitoring a vocabulary problem, both proficient L1
and L2 readers performed comprehension monitoring in the same way as they did
a referent problem.
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Block further concluded that differences in the efficiency of comprehension
monitoring between the four groups is in their reading proficiency, rather than
their language background.
Other studies have shown that students who use metacognitive strategies, such as
those who monitor their reading comprehension, adjust their reading rates,
consider the objectives and so on tend to be better readers. A two-part first
language study by Paris and Meyers (1981) was carried out to examine
comprehension monitoring and study of strategies of good and poor readers. The
initial part of their study investigated the differences in comprehension monitoring
between good and poor fourth grade readers during an oral reading of a story.
Their ability to monitor comprehension of difficult anomalous information was
measured by spontaneous self-corrections during oral reading, by directed
underlining of incomprehensible words and phrases, and by study behaviors.
Their study demonstrated that poor readers do not engage in accurate monitoring
as frequently as good readers. Furthermore, poor readers also demonstrated less
accurate comprehension and recall of the stories than good readers. The second
phase of their study was conducted to provide additional information about the
differences between good and poor readers' comprehension skills. The researchers
paid particular attention to children's strategies for deriving meaning for diffic ult
vocabulary words. It was found that good readers used comprehension strategies
far more frequently than poor readers. For example, good readers wrote notes and
summaries related to the text. The children were also asked to define specific
vocabulary words. Most good readers reported using strategies of asking questions
or referring to the dictionary to determine word meaning; while none of the poor
readers did so. Poor readers were more concerned with the pronunciation of words
rather than meanings. Overall, poor readers engaged in a few spontaneous study
behaviors, failed to ask questions, take notes or use a dictionary as often as good
readers. High proficient readers, on the other hand, used cognitive, memory,
metacognitive, compensation, and social strategies to a far greater extent than low
proficient readers. Although the above discussion pertaining to reading strategies
and second language learning is by no means exhaustive, it does provide one with
an overview of the kinds of investigations and range of studies that has been
carried out by researchers in this area.
From the above findings of research in reading strategies, it becomes clear that
there are indeed differences between successful or good readers, and less
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successful or poor readers in terms of comprehension monitoring. There is also a
strong relationship between reading strategies used by readers and proficiency
level. Overall, successful readers or high proficient readers, appear to be using a
wider range of strategies. Moreover, these readers also appear to use strategies
more frequently than less successful or poor readers. Results of some studies have
also shown that successful readers know when and how to apply reading
strategies on a given task.
3- The Current Study
This study intended to delineate the probable difference between comprehension
monitoring of more proficient and less proficient Iranian EFL readers. Accordingly,
the following research question was identified and guided this study:
Are there any differences between more proficient readers (MP) and less proficient
readers (LP) in terms of the quantity and quality of comprehension monitoring
performance?
To empirically study the proposed research question, the following null hypothesis
is mentioned:
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There is no difference between MP and LP learners in terms of the quantity and
quality of comprehension monitoring performance.
4- Methodology
4-1 Participants of the study
The subjects who participated in this study were selected from among 115
volunteer students majoring in electronics in Babol University of Technology
(BUT), Mazandaran, Iran. They were freshmen who attended general English
classes. They were both males and females and their age range was 19-20. To make
sure of the homogeneity of the sample in terms of general English proficiency, a
proficiency test (TOEFL) was administered to all 115 students and the mean of
their scores was calculated. The students whose scores were 1 SD above and below
the mean score were selected as subjects. Then, 80 out of 115 were identified to be
at the same level of language proficiency and were chosen for the next step of
sample selection. In the next part, they were administered a reading
comprehension test of Longman's TOEFL test (1996, second edition by Deborah
Phillips). Based on the results of the Reading comprehension test of Longman's
TOEFL test, those participants having highest and lowest scores in reading
comprehension test were chosen and grouped into More Proficient readers (MP)
and Less Proficient readers (LP), 5 (MP) and 5 (LP).
4-2 Instrumentation
Qualitative-quantitative design was adopted in the present research. Due to the
nature of this study, qualitative design was used in which through data
triangulation it was tried to obtain multiple measures of participant s'
comprehension monitoring strategies. In fact, three methods of think-aloud, error
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detection paradigm and retrospective questions were manipulated in data
collection procedure. The error-detection technique was employed to investigate
the nature of comprehension monitoring. This procedure defines the evaluation
component of comprehension monitoring operationally as the ability to identify
successfully errors introduced intentionally into an intact text and the regulation
component as the ability to deploy remedial strategies for comprehension failure
(Zabrucky & Ratner, 1992).
The monitoring ability of readers was assessed by detecting the inconsistent
information. They are asked to report, explain the nature of the errors and reasons
for the answers after reading text silently or loudly. They displayed regulation by
changing the errors and through behaviors such as looking back at text read
earlier. Through specifically worded questions, evaluation and regulation of errors
were elicited. The questions that helped with process were as follow: “Does
everything make sense?” or “If something doesn’t make sense, what change would
you make?” or globally worded questions such as” Did the story make sense?”
(Zebrucky & Ratner, 1992 cited in Ling, 2000). The next tool was think-aloud
technique. The thinking aloud technique was manipulated as a procedure to
investigate on-line cognitive processing. It was used to explore the nature of
reading comprehension processes and reading strategies use. The rationale for
using it in comprehension monitoring research was that thinking aloud during
reading not only reflects comprehension monitoring but also represents a form of
comprehension monitoring itself (Baumann et al., 1993). Think-aloud procedures
produce concurrent verbalization about an activity that is temporarily interrupted
for provision of the verbal report. Readers stop reading periodically to say aloud
what they are processing, what they understand and the reading strategies they
are using (Baumann et al., 1993). The instruction such as "Tell me what you are
thinking and doing while you read this article" elicits this process. The recorded
verbalization on audiotape for analysis is then transcribed and categorized and
finally irrelevant information in protocols is discarded (Garner, 1987b).
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Retrospective questions were used to tap into students' comprehension monitoring
strategies reportedly used in reading the passage and detecting the error. Here,
too, students' responses were recorded and transcribed for inter-rater coding.
5- Results
5-1 Statistical results concerning the difference among MP and LP in
comprehension monitoring
To answer the proposed research question, first t-test was used to determine
whether the means of MP group and LP group were equal. As it is clearly depicted
in table (1) Levene’s test of equality of variances shows that sig=.001 and since it is
not considered significant when less than 0.05, the null hypothesis that “There is
no difference between MP and LP learners in terms of the quantity and quality of
comprehension monitoring performance” is rejected. This is in fact what is further
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verified by confidence interval of differences (.390-1.240) within which no 0 can be
found.
Table (1) Independent Samples t-test for MP and LP groups
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To explore further to see where the difference(s) in comprehension monitoring of
proficient and less proficient readers lie(s), cross tabulation was used to calculate
the frequency and percentage of using the six subcomponents of comprehension
monitoring strategies among more proficient and less-proficient readers. As it is
represented in table (2), MP group significantly manipulated more monitoring
strategies (63.2%) while LP group utilized fewer strategies (36.8%). Further
exploration of the data also indicates the difference in percentages and in fact
priority of MP group to LP group which is correspondingly prevalent in
implementation of each single sub component of comprehension monitoring
except for one case.
Delving into the details of use of subcomponents of comprehension monitoring
strategies, it can be noticed that MP group made less use of determining word
meaning strategy (43.8%) while LP group employed more of this strategy (56.2%).
For the second strategy which is questioning, MP group implemented it for (57.1%)
whereas LP group used it for (42.9%). The third strategy, reflecting, was used
(80%) by MP group but the same strategy was deployed just (20%). Monitoring, the
fourth strategy in the subcomponents, was used (75%) by MP group and (25%) by
LP group. Summarizing strategy has been implemented (71.4%) by MP group and
(28.6%) by LP group. The last strategy which is looking for important information
has been used (66.7%) by MP group and (33.3%) by LP group.
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Table (2) Monitoring Strategies among MP and LP Groups

5-2 Qualitative results concerning the underlying difference among MP and LP in
comprehension monitoring
According to Block (1992), the operation of comprehension monitoring can only be
observable when failure of comprehension occurs. Therefore the result of think
aloud protocol analysis describing how the proficient and less-proficient readers of
the study performed their comprehension monitoring and manipulated each
subcomponent strategy is depicted to show where similarities and differences lie.
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5-2-1 Think aloud protocol analysis of more proficient readers
It was clearly observed that some proficient readers were involved in planning
which is an activity performed by good readers before reading a particular text
(Pressley, 2002).
Example 1: “I want to skim through the whole text once from the beginning to the
end to get the gist of the text.”
The monitoring strategy of ‘rereading’ was clearly detected in her reading process.
Example 2: '' I read it (the paragraph) once, I didn’t understand. I reread the last
line and now it’s clear to me."
Even after rereading the portion, some of them translated it into their mother
tongue.
Example 4: "I translate those sentences which are harder."
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Also, some participants of this group repeatedly attempted to make guesses of the
meaning of new words by help of contextual clues rather than relying on
dictionary a lot, except for being ensured.
Example 5: "Homogeneity? I don’t know its meaning. I try looking into the
following parenthesis to guess its meaning."
Apparently, frequency of unknown words made a burden for comprehending the
passage therefore some tried out ‘rereading’ strategy to make up for that.
Monitoring strategy was also employed.
Example 6: "The first sentence was vague to me. I continued and read the second
sentence. It helped me and made the first sentence’s meaning complete and clear."
Example 7: "I didn’t understand a couple of words in the above sentence. I prefer
to continue."
Reflecting strategy was also manipulated while reading.
Example 8: "As I was reading, I was reflecting. I mean I was reflecting on its
meaning to see what it is talking about."
They also made use of summarization.
Example 9: "This paragraph is generally talking about magnet, its design, etc."
Some of them made summarization after reading every couple of sentences to help
them understand much better.
Example 10: "It is explaining about a part which is important and is inside the
scanner."
More proficient readers also made use of self-questioning which another
monitoring strategy is. Indeed some of them were deeply involved in reflecting
and questioning to make sense of the text.
Example 11: "What does it mean by ‘center’?"
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Example 12: "What does it (third sentence) want to say?"
5-2-2 Think aloud protocol analysis of less proficient readers
Most of less proficient readers looked up the meaning of almost all words in
dictionary and tried to translate the sentences.
Example 1:"Now, I know the word, I try to translate them into Farsi but linking
words is really hard for me."
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Example 2: "I finished reading the passage and looked up the meaning of the
words that I couldn’t find. Now I got the meanings but I can’t link the points. I
must read it once more from beginning to the end."
Some of them also tried to make inferences and guesses based on what they read in
a sentence.
Example 3: "Probably this process is called homogeneity which should be
completed."
They employed summarization strategy, too.
Example 5: "All three parts are about magnet itself."
This participant also utilized her background knowledge in order to make
comprehension easier.
6- Discussion
Concerning the proposed research question, the difference between MP and LP
groups was verified through high percentages that MP group had in total
comprehension monitoring use and results of the qualitative analysis. Based on
these results we can safely reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference
between MP and LP learners in terms of the quantity and quality of
comprehension monitoring performance. What follows is the discussion of the
main findings of this study.
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It was discovered that MP's comprehension monitoring was different from LP's
comprehension monitoring. In fact, all MP group members implemented planning
strategies before commencing their reading enterprise. Specifically, majority of MP
members had a goal in the beginning of their reading which was in some cases
modified and new goals were set throughout the reading task. Another planning
strategy which was prevalent among MP members was over viewing information
in the text by which they tried to get a general picture of what the text was about.
This is while members of the LP group started their reading process often without
any planning beforehand, in that; there was no specific goal setting or over
viewing information in the text, except activating background knowledge.
Activating background knowledge happened when they were involved in actual
reading of the material. Besides, they employed it when they couldn’t make sense
of a part of the passage.
One more point is that LPs explored the text word for word, sentence to sentence
and paragraph to paragraph rather than taking a more holistic approach when
dealing with the text. Instead, a majority of them started reading the passage from
the first sentence and proceeded sentence to sentence while MP members had a
much more holistic behavior when reading the text. These results are consistent
with Hosenfeld (1977). In his study, the successful reader, for example, kept the
meaning of the passage in mind while reading, read in broad phrases and skipped
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inconsequential or less important words. The unsuccessful reader on the other
hand, lost the meaning of the sentences when decoded, read in short phrases,
pondered over inconsequential words and seldom skipped words as unimportant.
Also while looking for the embedded error and as a result of not being able to
detect the error at first prompt, LPs frequently declared that they lost the meaning
of sentences since they were busy translating them word by word. This is
consistent with Carrell’s (1992) study which concluded that unskilled readers focus
on decoding single words, fail to adjust their reading for different texts or
purposes, and cannot make use of the strategies adequately.
Another finding to be discussed is that LPs looked for errors in those sentences
(parts) that they had not understood. When they couldn’t guess the error in their
first or second attempt, they invested more time on incomprehensible parts rather
than making sure of their correct comprehension of other sections. However, the
error was in the part that they stated they had understood. It indicates that they
didn’t have a good judgment of their comprehension. This finding is consistent
with Thorndike (1917, cited in Baker and Brown, 1986, p. 356) “The vise of the poor
reader is to say the words to himself without actively making judgments
concerning what they reveal.” In his research, Thorndike found that many sixth
graders did not spontaneously test their understanding; although they often felt
that they have understood, while they had not." "Such behaviors reflect poor
comprehension monitoring" (Baker and Brown, 1984, p. 356)
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This difference between comprehension monitoring of MPs and LPs is also
consistent with Block's (1992) study. Data from this study also revealed that more
proficient readers seemed to be able to use inter-sentential information in the
passage to check whether their initial hypothesis was appropriate or not. Similarly,
less proficient readers seemed to monitor at word-level by using intra-sentential
information. Additionally findings of the present study support Paris and Meyers's
(1981) study in which successful readers or high proficient readers appear to use
strategies more frequently than less successful or poor readers.
7- CONCLUSION
As discussed previously, the core interest of this study was to explore the
manifestation of comprehension monitoring of Iranian EFL learners with high and
low reading proficiency. This study was an attempt to explore the role of
comprehension monitoring in reading comprehension ability of learners in an EFL
context since it was observed that most studies have been conducted with native
English speakers (Block, 1992). Also, comparing EFL learner's more limited
environment, we see that comprehension monitoring is of more importance to
them. Block also pinpoints the fact that L2 learners will probably encounter more
linguistic difficulties and therefore need to "repair more gaps in their
understanding" through comprehension monitoring [Block, 1992, p. 320].
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In sum, the results of the present research indicated that less proficient readers
perform comprehension monitoring poorly and less frequently in comparison with
more proficient readers in that they were unsuccessful in examining whether the
employed strategies were helpful in overcoming their reading problems. In this
respect, the present study contributes to the existing body of knowledge in the
domain of EFL learners comprehension monitoring. Finally, underlying differences
in comprehension monitoring of more and less proficient readers has been shown.
In this respect, too, this study supported previous research that has suggested that
reading proficiency makes a difference in comprehension monitoring of langua ge
learners (Block, 1992; Paris & Meyers, 1981). As the results of the present study
revealed, more proficient readers perform more and efficient comprehension
monitoring and knowing this fact helps teachers in accomplishing their
challenging task of teaching English in EFL context where learners have less
exposure to language compared to L1/ESL contexts.
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ABSTRACT
ESP has been a separate branch of English language teaching since about thirty
years ago (Carter & Nunan, 2002). It has been considered as a materials-driven and
a classroom-based activity. As ESP is primarily concerned with needs analysis, and
the foremost goal of offering ESP courses is to help the students whose major is not
English to be able to read and understand English texts related to their major
easily, the purpose of the present study is to find out the extent to which the
content of two sets of commonly ESP books published by SAMT and Payam-eNoor University in Iran correlate with each other in achieving ESP course
objectives. For this purpose, 284 students majoring in Management, Geography,
Literature, dna Social Sciences were selected out of all available students majoring
fields other than English at Islamic Azad university and Payam-e-Noor university
in Abadeh. Controlling the possible effect of methodology, the researcher tried to
examine the degree of correlation between students' scores studying the same
major at Azad University, and thus using SAMT ESP books, and Payam-e-Noor
University using the ESP books published by the Payam-e-Noor publications. All
the subjects took reading comprehension tests at the beginning of the instruction
for homogeneity. The reading passages were chosen from their course books and
the content of the test matched the subjects' field of study. After two months
instruction, the same tests as the ones administered for pretest were used, and the
correlation between students' scores studying the same major at the two
universities was calculated. The results showed that there is a high correlation
between the scores implying that both SAMT and Payam-e-Noor ESP books are
written based on the same syllabus and thus follow the same objectives for ESP
courses in Iran.
KEY WORDS
Payam-e-Noor-published ESP books, SAMT-published ESP books, English as a
foreign language, content-based instruction
1. Introduction
The global spread of English as an international language has resulted in its
operation in a range of professional domains of an academic, economic, and
political kind (Widdowson, 2003). As the language has spread, it necessarily enters
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different fields of study with different registers, lexis and concepts. Searching for
an article in a special field of study, medicine for example, in the net will result in
thousands of sources all written in English, and if one does not understand
English, his search would turn out to be totally in vain, and on the other hand, if
one has a good knowledge of his field in English, new horizons will be open to
him. It has long been suggested that since this is the reason for the continuing use
of English, there should logically be an opportunity for learning it at the university.
In that case we can propose that the objectives of ESP are formulated in reference
to the registers that serve global purposes.
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To Johns and Price-Machado (2001), English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is a
movement based on the proposition that all language teaching should be tailored
to the specific learning and language use needs of identified groups of students.
The main interests of the ESP movement can be categorized in different ways.
David Carver (1983) identified three types of ESP: English as a restricted language,
English for Academic and Occupational Purposes, English with specific topics. For
example, the language used by air traffic controllers or by waiters are types of
English as a restricted language. Examples of the second type can be English for
business and economics, English for social studies, English foe science and
technology. Regarding the third type, Carter noted that it is only here where
emphasis shifts from purpose to topic. This type of ESP is uniquely concerned with
anticipated future English needs; for example, scientists requiring English for
postgraduate reading studies or attending conferences. A classification offered in
Celce-Murcia (2001) is as the following:

As the figure shows, ESP is often divided into two main categories: EAP and EOP.
EAP speaks for itself: it relates to the English needed in an educational context.
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EOP is more complicated: it relates to professional purposes. The biggest branch of
EOP, according to Dudley-Evans (2002), is business English, the teaching of which
can range from teaching general business-related vocabulary to the teaching of
specific skills important in business.
Another key distinction is between more general and specific ESP. Dudley-Evans
and St John (1998) made a distinction between English for general academic
purposes designed for groups that are heterogeneous with regard to discipline,
and English for specific academic purposes designed to meet specific needs of a
group from the same discipline.
According to Hutchinson and Waters (2005), ESP was not originally the result of a
planned movement; rather, it was a phenomenon which appeared out of a number
of trends. Three reasons are considered to be responsible for the emergence of ESP.
The first one was the growing expansion in scientific, technical, and economic
activities on an international scale at the end of the Second World War. For the
economic power of the United States in the post-war era, English was chosen as the
common international language of technology and commerce. English became
especially a big business by the Oil Crises of 1970s, and a lot of time and money
was devoted to create courses in English learning. And since then, English has
become the language of communication in different majors.
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Another reason for the emergence of ESP was the revolution in linguistics as it was
found out that the spoken and written language varies considerably from one
context to another. Language experts found out that English needed by a particular
group of learners could be identified by the linguistic characteristics of their
specific area of work and study. The third reason was the focus on the learners as
they were seen to have different needs and interests, which in turn had an impact
on their motivation to learn.
ESP, then, developed based on the analysis of register. Fiorito (2005) compared the
language of texts his Science students had to read with the language of some
available school textbooks. He found that the school textbooks neglected some
language forms found in Science texts. He concluded that the ESP course should
give preference to those forms. Another aspect which was taken into account from
the very first day ESP enjoyed a special attention was moving beyond sentence
level and discourse analysis. While register analysis had focused on sentence
grammar, attention is now shifted to understanding how sentences were combined
in different kinds of discourse to produce meaning. Trimble's (1985) rhetorical
process chart can be a representative of this approach. The typical teaching
materials based on the discourse approach taught students to recognize textual
patterns and discourse markers. The target situation analysis in ESP aimed to take
the existing knowledge and set it to a scientific basis. Proposing that the purpose of
an ESP course is to enable learners to function adequately in a target situation, the
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ESP course design should proceed by identifying the target situation and carrying
out a comprehensive analysis of the linguistic features of that situation.
The target situation analysis was a certain coming of age for ESP as whatever was
done was now systematized and learners' need was placed at the center of the
course design process. The next thing which was taken into account for designing
an ESP course was skills and strategies used. Chitravelu (1980) pointed out that
reading skills are not language specific but universal and there is a core of
language which can be identified as academic. Therefore, reading skill became the
core of any ESP course. The general approach taken by ESP course designers was a
learning-centered approach. The concern in ESP is not with language use but
language learning, that is the students would no more need to read a grammar
book and a dictionary in order to learn a language. They learn the main concepts in
the field I English and are able to comprehend the texts.
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In general, in designing an ESP course, there are a number of factors involved.
They are represented in the following figure (adapted from Hutchinson & Waters,
2005):

The factors to consider here are language description which is the way in which the
language system is broken down and described for the purpose of learning;
learning theories which provides the theoretical basis for the methodology; and
needs analysis which specifies what the learners need to learn. Target needs is an
umbrella term which in practice involves necessities that is the type of need
determined by the demands of the target situation or what the learner has to
know in order to function effectively in the target situation; lacks as we know
what the learner knows already, so we can decide `which of the necessities the
learner lacks, and wants as the learners have a view as to what their needs are
since awareness is a matter of perception and it may vary according to one's
standpoint. The investigation of subjectively felt needs, as opposed to the
objective needs established by target situation analysis is called learning situation
analysis, and the investigation of learners’ weaknesses or lacks is called present
situation analysis. Holliday and Cooke (1982) stated that analysis of learning
situation within the teaching institution is also important and is called means
analysis. To them, for an ESP to be successful and lasting effect on learners’ ability
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to study or work using English, the environment in which English is taught
versus that in which it is used must be assessed.
The major defining feature of ESP is that its teaching and materials are founded
on the results of needs analysis. The initial needs analysis provides information
about the target situation, what learners will have to do in English and the skills
and language needed. To Chambers (1980), this is called target situation analysis.
The first question which is usually raised is what the students need to do with
English. Brumfit (1984) remarked that needs analysis is not exclusive to ESP and
basically communicative language teaching is based on an analysis of the
learners’ needs. But, in ESP one can be more precise about learners’ needs which
are defined by learning or occupational situation in which English plays a key
role. Many attempts have been made to make a deliberate choice of a variety of
language which is most relevant to particular group of learners based on their
needs. Avandz (2009), for example, showed a significant relationship between
using translation and reading comprehension for Iranian ESP students. The result
of his study was a indicative of the effective role of translation and, accordingly,
the necessity of emphasizing the contribution of the mother tongue to teaching of
ESP materials.
Sterevens (1988) defined ESP by identifying its absolute and variable
characteristics. His definition made a distinction between four absolute and two
variable characteristics. In the absolute characteristics he mentioned that ESP
consists of English language teaching which is designed to meet specified needs
of the learner; it is related in content (i.e., theme and topic) to particular
disciplines; it is centered on the language appropriate to those activities in syntax,
lexis, discourse, and semantic; it is in contrast with General English. He, then,
talked about variable characteristics such that ESP may be restricted as to the
language skills to be learned
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(Esp. reading only) and not taught according to any pre-ordained methodology.
ESP, as Dudley-Evans (2002) put it, is concerned with teaching language,
discourse, and relevant language skills. It exploits topics to present language and
its skills. The absolute characteristics of ESP are as follows:
o ESP is designed to meet the specific needs of the learner.
o ESP makes use of the activities of the discipline it serves.
o ESP is concerned on the language (grammar and lexis), skills, and
discourse.
Variable characteristics of ESP are:
o ESP may be designed for specific disciplines.
o ESP may require a different methodology compared to teaching
general English.
o ESP is mostly designed for adult language learners.
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ESP is generally designed for intermediate or advanced students.

A comparison between Stevens and Dudley-Evans’ definition shows that in the
second, the absolute characteristic that ‘ESP is in contrast with General English’
and added more variable characteristics. They asserted that ESP is not necessarily
related to a specific discipline. As for a broader definition of ESP, Hutchinson and
Waters (1993) theorized that ESP is an approach to language teaching in which all
decisions as to content and method are based on the learner’s reason for learning.
Anthony (1997) noted that it is not clear where ESP courses end and general
English courses begin; numerous non-specialist ESL instructors use an ESP
approach in that their syllabi are based on analysis of learners’ needs and their
own personal specialist knowledge of using English for real communication
(Gatehouse, 2001).
ESP courses should have, according to Carter (1983), three features: authentic
materials, purpose-related orientation, and self-direction. Being authentic means
that it should carry the sense of ‘taken from the target situation’, and not originally
constructed for language teaching purposes. Purpose-related orientation refers to
the simulation of communicative tasks required for the target setting. Self-direction
is characteristic of ESP courses in that the “… point of including self-direction … is
that ESP is concerned with turning learners into users”. In order for self-direction
to occur, he learners must have a certain degree to decide when, what, and how
they will study.
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Even though ESP courses are available to students of different majors, there are so
many language teachers who find it difficult to comprehend ESP subject matter.
The problem, according to Hutchinson and Waters (2005) arises from four causes.
First of all, there is a tradition in education of separating Humanities and the
Sciences. Languages are allocated to the Humanities camp, so English teachers
often receive little education in the Sciences. Another reason is that many ESP
teachers are reluctant settlers in the new territory. They do not have the desire to
learn about the new area. The last reason is that the general attitude in ESP seems
to be to expect teachers to conform to the requirements of the target situation. This
one-way accommodation seems to be unreasonable. What teachers are required to
have is a positive attitude towards the ESP content, knowledge of principles of the
subject area, an awareness of how much they probably know.
A key factor which helps the teachers be confident in ESP classes is the text they
are to use. Do ESP textbooks really exist? This is a central question Johns (1990)
addressed. One of the core dilemmas he presented is that “ESP teachers find
themselves in a situation where they are expected to produce a course that exactly
matches the needs of a particular group of learners” (Johns, 1990, p.91). This
happens when the ESP teacher considers the texts that the learner has to produce
or understand, tries to identify the texts’ key features and devises teaching material
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that will enable the learners to use the texts effectively. In real world, however,
many teachers are not provided with ample time for needs analysis for each ESP
class they have. There are many texts which claim to meet the needs of ESP
courses. Allen and Widdowson (1978), Trimble (1985), and Widdowson (2003)
showed ways of analyzing scientific and technical texts that led to material
production. Although it has long been argued that ESP is a materials-led field,
most materials are prepared by individual teachers for particular situations, and
there is not a huge number of published ESP books. Johns (1990) commented that
no one ESP text can live up to its name. He suggested that the only real solution is
that a resource bank of pooled materials be made available to all ESP instructors.
But, Gatehouse (2001) later stated that it is not doable. He said that there is value in
all texts – some even more than others. Familiarizing oneself with useful
instructional materials is part of growing as a teacher, regardless of the nature of
learning. Resources, therefore, can include authentic materials, ESL materials, ESP
books, and teacher-generated materials. Hamp-Lyons (2002) discussed a number of
course books in EAP. In EOP, St John (1996) talked about various types of
materials, giving short description of key course books.
As for the textbooks used in ESP classes, in Iran, usually two kinds of ESP books
are available to the teachers and students with different majors: those published by
SAMT publications and those by Payam-e-Noor University publications. Books
published by SAMT are almost taught at most of the universities whereas Payame-Noor books are only taught at different branches of Payam-e-Noor University
with few exceptions. Taking into account the fact that materials play a great role in
ESP classes, the researcher formed the following research question:
Q- Does the content of SAMT- and Payam-e-Noor published ESP books correlate
with each other?
Accordingly, a null hypothesis was formulated as the following:
H0- There is no correlation between the content of SAMT and Payam-e-Noor
published ESP books.
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In order to reject the above-mentioned null hypothesis, a comprehensive procedure
was followed.
2. Method
Participants
The participants of the present study were 284 male and female junior students
taking ESP course at Islamic Azad University and Payam-e-Noor University in
Abade. They were studying Management, 30 students at Islamic Azad University
and 53 at Payam-e-Noor University; Literature, 47 students at Islamic Azad
University and 32 at Payam-e-Noor University; Social Sciences, 28 students at
Islamic Azad University and 43 at Payam-e-Noor University; Geography, 13
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students at Islamic Azad University and 38 at Payam-e-Noor University. Before the
final selection of the participants, the researcher made sure that those studying the
same major were homogeneous in terms of English knowledge.
Instrumentation
A set of eight paragraphs were chosen from both SAMT and Payam-e-Noor
published EPS books for students of Management, Geography, Social Sciences, and
Literature. For each set, 50 reading comprehension questions were written. Then
the tests were piloted for validity and reliability. As the content validity was
considered high by two experts in each field of study, and KR-21 formula showed
a high level of reliability, the tests were selected as the instruments of the study.
Procedure
In order to see if there is any relationship between the content of SAMT and
Payam-e-Noor published ESP books, the researcher chose four majors, namely,
Management, Literature, Social Sciences, and Psychology at both Islamic Azad
University and Payam-e-Noor University, Abade branch; through asking the
instructors in which field at the two universities, the possible effect of teacher's
methodology was controlled.
A number of eight paragraphs were selected from both SAMT and Payam-e-Noor
published ESP books on the above-mentioned majors, and 50 comprehension
questions were written for the paragraphs related to each major (see the
Appendix).
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In order to see if the tests were valid and reliable enough to be used as the
instruments of the study, the researcher gave each set of questions to two experts
in each major to examine the content of the tests. As the content of the tests was
proven by the experts to be exactly related to what the students are expected to
read and learn in their ESP classroom, the researcher was assured that they
enjoyed a high level of content validity. To examine if they are reliable enough, the
researcher piloted the tests to the students of Management, Literature, Social
Sciences, and Geography at Islamic Azad University and Payam-e-Noor University
in Abade. Using KR-21 formula, the researcher, then computed the reliability, and
it turned out to be 0.7, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.5 for the above-mentioned majors
respectively, so they were, to a large extent, valid and reliable.
The tests administered at the beginning of instruction followed two purposes: first
reliability of the test and then homogeneity of subjects. After they were proved to
be reliable, all tests were administered in ESP courses for students of Management,
Literature, Social Sciences, and Geography at Abade Islamic Azad University and
Payam-e-Noor University. This time, the researcher wanted to make sure that the
students who were studying the same major at different universities were
homogeneous.
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Then, the participants took the treatment for two months. ESP books published by
SAMT publications were used at Islamic Azad University whereas at Payam-eNoor University the ESP books which were published there, were considered as
the text book. It is worth mentioning here that the methodology used for teaching
ESP at both universities were examined to be the same so that the possible effect of
methodology could be controlled.
At the end of the instruction, all the participants again took the same reading
comprehension tests they had taken before. Their scores on the ESP tests were then
correlated two by two, based on their major at the two different universities; for
example, the scores of the ESP students of Management at Islamic Azad University
and Payam-e-Noor University were correlated with each other and so on. The
results were interesting!
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3. Results, Data Analysis and Discussion
At the beginning of the instruction, as it was mentioned before, the reading
comprehension tests were administered to all eight groups of subjects to see if the
students of each major at both universities were homogeneous as far as the
knowledge of English was concerned or not. Then, using SPSS program, four t tests were applied to see if the difference between the means of each two groups
were significant. The first t-test was applied to the scores of ESP students of
Management at Payam-e-Noor and Islamic Azad University. The results are as
follows:
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As table 1 suggests, while the mean score for Azad university students was 13.36
that of Payame Noor university students was 13.30. It shows that the mean scores
for both groups were almost the same. Table 2 displays two different t-values for
the data, one with the assumption that the variances in the two groups are equal
and the other with the assumption that the variances are not equal. To determine
which t-value to use, we look at the result of Levene's test for equality of variances.
The significance value for Levene's test is .728 which is greater than.05 and not
significant. Therefore, we should consider the row in which variances are assumed
to be equal. Since the t- observed (t-.125) is smaller than t-critical (t =.901), it can be
concluded that the difference between the groups was not significant. In other
words, the groups were homogeneous.
The second t-test was applied to the scores of ESP students of Literature at both
universities. The results are represented in tables 3 and 4.
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As table 3 represents, the mean score for ESP students of Literature a Azad and
Payame Noor University was 12.5 and 13.5 respectively. In table 4, it is shown that
t-observed (-1.9) is not much greater than significance level (.057), it is concluded
that these two groups of subjects were again homogeneous.
The scores of the next two groups to be compared were those of ESP students of
Social Sciences at the two universities. The results of the t-test are indicated in
tables 5 and 6.
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According to table 5, the mean scores for ESP students of Social Science at Azad
and Payame Noor University were 13.17 and 13.65 respectively. Based on the
results of the t-test in table 6, as the t value (t = -.81) was not much greater than the
significance level (sig =.41), it is concluded that the two groups are comparable and
there is no significant differences between them.
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The last two groups to be compared in terms of homogeneity were ESP students of
Geography. The results of their scores' comparison through general descriptions
and t-test are as tabulated in tables 7 and 8.
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As table 7 shows, the mean score for ESP students of Geography at Azad and
Payame Noor University were 12.7 and 13.7 respectively. According to table 8, the
t value was 1.28 which is not much greater than the significance level (.206), and
therefore it can be concluded that the two groups were homogeneous.
When the four pairs were proved to be equal, the next phase of the study was the
treatment. The students of Azad University were taught SAMT published books in
their ESP course while those at Payame Noor University used Payame Noor
university ESP books as their text book. After the instruction, the same reading
comprehension tests used at the beginning of the term were administered. Then, to
find out if there is any correlation between the final scores of each pair at both
universities, four correlational analyses were applied to the students' scores using
SPSS program. The results are, then, tabulated as follows. In table 9 the results of
the correlation between the scores of ESP students of management at both
universities are represented:
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According to table 9, the correlation between the scores of ESP students of
management at both universities of Azad and Payame Noor (r =.80) was
significant. Therefore, it can be concluded that the content of the tests for ESP
books published by SAMT and Payame Noor publications correlated to a large
degree.
In the following table (table 10), the results of correlation between the scores of
ESP students of Geography at both universities are indicated:
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As the table suggests, the correlation between the scores of ESP students of
Geography at 0.05 level is.549 which is significant. Thus, there is a correlation
between the content of ESP books published by SAMT and Payame Noor
University.
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The next table (table 11) is the representation of the correlation between scores of
EPS students of Literature at Azad and Payame Noor University.

Since the correlation between the scores of ESP students of Literature at Azad and
Payame Noor University at the 0.01 was high (r=.738), it can be concluded that for
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Literature ESP books also, there is a high correlation between the content of ESP
books published by SAMT and Payame Noor University.
The last table (table 12) is an indication of the correlation between the scores of ESP
students of Social Science at Azad and Payame Noor University.

According to table 12, at the 0.05 level of significance, there is a high correlation (r
=.423) between scores of ESP students of Social Science at both universities. It can,
then, be concluded that the content of the tests and, accordingly, books published
by SAMT and Payame Noor publication correlated with each other.
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4. Pedagogical Implications
The implication of the present study for pedagogical purposes is that it is not the
case which university one is studying at, and thus which ESP book he is studying;
the point is that ESP books published by any publications should follow specific
criteria in order to, in the first place, meet the needs of the students in different
majors, and secondly, to follow the objectives of the course and curriculum.
5. CONCLUSION
The results of the present study support Dudley-Evans (2002) who said that the
content of all ESP materials, whatever it is, should follow the objectives of ESP
courses. In this study, it was proved that the content of ESP books published by
SAMT and Payam-e-Noor University for the students of Management, Literature,
Social Science, and Geography at Abade Islamic Azad University and Payam-eNoor University correlated to a large extent. Therefore, the writer of ESP books in
the above-mentioned areas have followed the same principles in writing the ESP
books, and tried to help students of different majors achieve the same objectives in
ESP courses.
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ABSTRACT
This research is broadly concerned with the differences among language learners.
In fact, it is an endeavor to unravel the enigma of vocabulary teaching in EFL
environment by scrutinizing the effect of the personality factors of
extroversion/introversion on the learners' breadth of vocabulary knowledge.
Furthermore, it tries to investigate the relationship between the learners’ passive
and productive levels of vocabulary knowledge. The research method was that 94
juniors were selected from the Islamic Azad University, Roudehen Branch. They
were administered four types of tests: The 1000 frequency level, the passive version
of the Vocabulary Levels Test, the productive version of the Vocabulary Levels
Test, and the Eysenck extroversion/introversion questionnaire respectively. The ttest analysis of the study indicated that extroverts outperformed their introverted
counterparts in both fields of passive and productive vocabulary. In addition, the
results of the correlational analyses between the participants’ passive and
productive vocabulary at different levels and as a whole were indicative of the idea
that growth in passive vocabulary does not necessarily lead to growth in the
learners’ active vocabulary.
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KEYWORSS: Extroversion, Introversion, Active vocabulary, Passive Vocabulary,
Eysenck
Introduction
We use language for communication, and so naturally one key issue in lexical
studies is how much vocabulary is necessary to enable this communication. In fact,
the answer depends on one’s learning goals. “If one wishes to achieve native-like
proficiency, then presumably it is necessary to have a vocabulary size similar to
native speakers” (Schmitt, 2010, p.6). Fortunately, foreign language learners do not
need to obtain native-like vocabulary. However, they need to possess a rich size of
vocabulary to satisfy the various forms of communication in English. Schmitt
(2010) reported that 8,000-9,000 word families are required to read a wide variety
of texts without having difficulty in understanding novel words. In fact, a good
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reason supporting the significance of lexical acquisition and vocabulary breadth is
the oft-repeated observation that learners carry around dictionaries and not books
related to the other sub-skills like grammar. The upshot is that English language
learners need to possess a large size of lexical items to operate effectively and
functionally across a variety of domains.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

According to Alderson, 2005 (cited in Schmitt, 2010, p. 5) “the size of one’s
vocabulary is relevant to one’s performance on any language test, in other words,
that language ability is to quite a large extent a function of vocabulary size.”
Augustin Liach (2011, p.19) believes that “in L1 and L2 acquisition, vocabulary
represents the onset of language development and plays a central part in it.
Therefore, finding out how vocabulary acquisition proceeds is of extreme
relevance to the field of SLA.” Additionally, Chacon-Beltran, Abello-Contesse, and
Torreblanca-Lopez (2010) stated the fact that vocabulary has suffered a lower
status in comparison with the other fields of L2 acquisition, primarily grammar.
One reason for such a blatant negligence was the apparent dominance of
structuralism, language teaching methods and approaches depicting language as a
closed system of manageable grammar rules rather than an open-ended system,
referred to as vocabulary.
According to Schmitt (2010), we have a galaxy of empirical investigations
regarding vocabulary acquisition and its significance since the blossoming of
research which Meara initially noted in 1987. However, in recent years there has
been an increasing awareness of the necessity in second language research to
examine personality factors that have undeniable effect on language learning and
teaching. Affective factors have received some attention, but there has been a
neglect of certain traits within the typology of personality factors.
Affective/temperament traits as personality indicators like extroversion–
introversion have been researched in different areas of SLA (e. g., Moody, 1988;
Mac Intyre and Charos, 1996; Carrell, et al, 1996; Kiany, 1997; Oxford, 1997;
Dewaele and Furnham, 1999 as cited in Sharp, 2004). Although the role of
personality traits in predicting the academic performance has been studied by
some scholars, the impact of the affective factors of extroversion/introversion on
the learner’s vocabulary breadth has been a neglected area particularly in nonwestern cultural groups. This short article describes some preliminary research
which intends to go some way in correcting this omission by evaluating the effect
of the personality factors of extroversion/introversion on the learners’ vocabulary
breadth in FLA.
If we were to devise theories of second language acquisition and teaching methods
which were only based on cognitive considerations, we would be omitting the
most fundamental aspect involved in second language acquisition as the learner’s
personality factor. From another perspective learners are unrealistically assumed
to learn only what teachers intend to teach them. Referring to such an implication
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regarding language learning, we leave no room for the kinds of indiv idual
differences that naturally exist among individuals. However, we have to be alert to
make a general distinction between overt behavior–what learners appear to be
doing–and covert learning processes that cannot be scrutinized easily. Apparently,
as teachers we would wish to bring these two aspects in line as closely as possible
to provide the students with more effective teaching and learning atmospheres.
Thus, any investigation analyzing the learner’s personality factors (e.g.,
extroversion/introversion) may be helpful in grasping the distinction between
overt and covert behavior.
Perhaps, research on personality factors is a developing area that is beginning to
contribute to our understanding, and one to which teachers, with their rich
knowledge of classrooms and learners, have much to contribute. Any investigation
pertinent to the learners’ personality factors and vocabulary acquisition would be
helpful in grasping how lexical acquisition proceeds and where it does not proceed
smoothly. Additionally, any analysis evaluating the link between the learners’
personality factors and their degree of lexical achievement may be helpful in
formulating new theories regarding the structure of L2 mental lexicon. Therefore,
the general idea of this research is primarily based on pursuing the effect of the
learners' personality trait of extroversion/introversion on their breadth of
vocabulary knowledge.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Literature Review
Different personality factors as tolerance of ambiguity, empathy, self-esteem,
inhibition, and intelligence have also been addressed by SLA research, but it is also
argued that extroversion/introversion is regarded to be one of the most important
factors affecting L2 acquisition. According to Wakamato (2009) research interest in
individual differences like extroversion/introversion corresponds to a simple
pedagogical question: Why are some learners more prone to success in language
acquisition than others even if they all experience the same learning and teaching
conditions.
The two terms of introvert and extrovert (extravert) as two methods of processing
information were coined by Carl Jung (1913) for the first time. Jung viewed these
two terms from the perspective of preferred orientation with which we all as
human beings are well equipped. In this multi-dimensional field, introverts resort
to their inner thoughts and feelings in the way of searching meaning. However,
extroverts prefer the outside world of object, people, and activities, despite the fact
that both attitudes are present in each person. Extroversion/introversion stands
out among the other learning styles as a continuum but as mentioned by Eysenck
and Chan (1982, p.154, cited in Ellis, 1994, p.520) it is possible to identify idealized
types. “Extraverts are sociable, like parties, have many friends and need
excitement; they are sensation-seekers and risk–takers, like practical jokes and are
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lively and active. Conversely, introverts are quiet, prefer reading to meeting
people, have few but close friends and usually avoid excitement.”
Extroversion has been frequently studied with respect to cognitive processing.
According to Tobacyk, Driggers, and Hourcade, 1991 (cited in Matthews, 1997) the
perceptual/cognitive information processing preferences associated with
extroversion, intuition, and perceiving complement high self-monitoring, while the
processing preferences associated with introversion, sensing, and judging
complement low self-monitoring. The introverted type withdraws into himself,
seeing the world from his own subjective view. In this way he prefers his internal
world of thoughts, fantasies and dreams. This is of course not because of being shy
or misanthrope but is related to the fact that he feels more comfortable as he
becomes involved with a sort of inner contemplation.
There are several studies devoted to the analysis of extroversion/introversion in
EFL and ESL. The results of the study conducted by Farely (1967) showed greater
vocabulary achievement for introverts compared with their extroverted
counterparts. Busch (1982, as cited in Wakamato, 2009) examined the relationship
between the extroversion and English proficiency of 185 Japanese learners of
English as a foreign language. The results indicated a weak negative correlation
between extroversion and the sections pertinent to grammar and vocabulary (r=.18, p<.057, n=80) and reading (r= -.16, p<.069, n=80).
Astika, Carell, and Monetal (1996) investigated the relationship between
personality types as measured by MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 1962) and
English proficiency of 76 English majors from an Indonesian university EFL
context. They reported a weak negative relationship between extraversion and
vocabulary as well as the composite course scores (r=-.19, p<.05). However, they
did not find any relationship with other measures of English proficiency.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Strong (1983, cited in Ellis, 1994) reviewed 12 studies related to extroversion or
similar traits. In 8 of these studies with 'natural communicative language' as a
measurement base, 6 studies reported extroversion as an advantage. Van Daele,
Housen, Pierrard, and Debruyn (2006) explored the effect of extroversion on L2
oral proficiency among 25 Dutch-speaking students learning English and French as
foreign languages. The findings of the study indicated that the extroversion had
little impact on the oral speech production of L2 learners of English and French.
Gan (2011) examined the relation of one dimension of personality trait,
extroversion and introversion with the L2 oral performance dealing with fluency,
accuracy, and complexity in task performance. The findings of the study showed
no significant relation between the degree of extroversion/introversion,
“assessment scores”, and “discourse-based measure”.
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Equally, though, being able to harmonize both orientations within one self is
important for healthy psychological development toward one's own individual
maturity as well as appreciating the internal and external aspects of everything in
our world. Now, the question which obtrusively invades our minds regarding the
behavior of extroverts/introverts in the area of language learning revolves around
the size of their passive and productive vocabulary knowledge as they smoothly
glide toward the state of being proficient language learners. Vocabulary size has
received attention given the more representative picture of the overall state of the
learner's vocabulary.
Despite the facts that clear definitions on what to know a word means exist, they
seem unpractical from the assessment perspective. The significance of the question
becomes transparent as we refer to our occupational requirements as teachers. As
EFL teachers at some point of our professional practice, we may have to measure
general language knowledge, make decisions on the constructs to be assessed, and
administer a test where vocabulary is used as a component to determine the level
of proficiency a learner has in both oral and written context. In all the cases
described above sound theoretical knowledge on active and productive vocabulary
assessment and a basic understanding of the impact of the personality factors of
extroversion/introversion on vocabulary learning may be helpful in drawing more
objective inferences on a learner's performance in different fields of language
proficiency.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Laufer and Paribakht (1998, p. 369) stated that “the relationship between an L2
learner’s passive and active vocabularies remains interesting but unexplored;
statements about this relationship have been vague and unsubstantiated. Most
writers have assumed that passive vocabulary is larger than active; however, no
one has conclusively demonstrated how much larger it is, or whether growth in
passive vocabulary automatically results in growth in active vocabulary, or
whether the gap between the two remains stable or changes overtime.” According
to Schmitt (2010) one of the difficulties in monitoring receptive and productive
mastery and the relationship between the two lies in the complexity of
measurement. It may be worth recalling that one of the major concerns of this
research is related to the relationship between the learners’ productive and passive
vocabulary levels.
As mentioned by Nation (1993) all those learners who wish to apply language have
to be familiar with the first 1000 words of English which mainly includes words
like the, and, of, they, and because. Of course these words make up fewer than 150
of the 1,000 words and they form the essential basis for simplified teaching
material. Schonell et al, (1956, as cited in Nation, 1993) expressed that the most
frequent 1000 words in spoken English make up for the 94% of the running words
in informal conversation. In the same way Carrol (1971, as cited in Nation, 1993)
reported that 74% of written text is covered by the first written words. Nation
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(1993) made a close connection between vocabulary size, coverage of the
vocabulary in a text, and the ease a learner will have in dealing with the language
of the text. To have a clear perspective regarding the importance of vocabulary
knowledge in language learning, first we have to make a clear distinction between
the high and the low frequency words. Nation (1993) believed that the 2000 word
level could be applied as a boundary between high and low frequency words.
Accordingly, the academic word list could be considered as belonging to high
frequency words especially for those who follow academic purposes. Teachers
provide learners with different types of treatments regarding high and low
frequency words. Therefore, it is crucial to have a vivid picture of the learners'
level of vocabulary knowledge at each level. The reason is that the high frequency
words deserve repeated attention although the low frequency words are not
maneuvered by teachers directly.
In a similar way Beck and Kucan (2002, as cited in Pearson, Hiebert, and Kamil,
2007) believed that vocabulary falls into three tiers. In the first tier, they set highfrequency words like ''happy'', ''some'' or ''go'' that do not need to be taught. The
second vocabulary tier receives the greatest importance on the basis that it
characterizes the vocabulary of mature language users when they read and write.
This category resembles academic vocabulary and the lexical items which appear
across a variety of domains (Nisbet, 2010). The formal instruction should be
focused on this group of words. “They are best taught of as less common labels for
relatively common concepts: Stunning in place of pretty, pranced instead of
walked, astonished but not surprised'' (Pearson, Hiebert, and Kamil, 2007, P. 291).
By the third tier they refer to rare words which are specialized to particular fields
of study like ''chlorophyle'', ''xylum'' or ''photosynthesis''.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Here, it seems logical to have a clear perspective regarding the term vocabulary
breadth as the major cornerstone of this study compared with vocabulary depth.
Breadth is thought of as the number of words a learner knows. However, depth
could be simply defined as a continuum ranging from some familiarity with a
lexical item to a full understanding of various forms and meanings associated with
that specific word as well as the ability to employ that word in various contexts
properly (Kieffer and Lesaux, 2010).
To assess the learners’ vocabulary breadth, we can refer to a model of vocabulary
testing provided by Nation (1993) as one of the most valid and reliable samples of
vocabulary testing. It is important to note that despite the existence of several
methods of assessing vocabulary size, the Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) proposed
by Nation as a measure of learners' breadth of lexical knowledge in 1983 and
revised version in 1993 is regarded to be the most widely used tool. In fact, “the
test provides a profile of a learner's vocabulary, rather than a single figure estimate
of overall vocabulary size” (Schmitt, Schmitt, and Clapham, 2001, p. 58).
Furthermore, Laufer and Nation (1999) have provided two main reasons regarding
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why it is useful to view vocabulary knowledge as consisting of several series of
levels based on their frequency of occurrence. First, words are strikingly different
on the basis of their frequency of occurrence. For instance, “the most frequent 1000
words account for around 75% of the running words in formal written texts and
around 84% of informal spoken use. By contrast, the tenth 1000 most frequent
words account for much less than 1% of the running words in a text” (Laufer and
Nation, 1999, P.35). The second reason refers to the idea that we are dealing with
an immense number of words in English. Thus, any English course would be able
to focus on only a small portion of this vast field by choosing carefully what words
to centralize on. The test consists of four major parts (excluding the 1000 level)
depending on the classification of the most frequent words.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

In VLT, five levels were selected for testing vocabulary–the 2 nd 1000 word level, the
3 rd 1000 word level, the 5th 1000 word level, the academic word level, and the
10th000 word level. A representative sample of 60 words was taken from each of
the five levels. The 60 words at each level were grouped into blocks of six words
according to part of speech. The words in each block were then checked to make
sure that they were not similar in form or related meaning. In this way the
distracters in each block were not distracting. Such a case will help the learners
with partial knowledge of a word to select the correct answer. The aim of VLT is to
get an accurate record of what the learners know even of the words that they have
not yet fully learned. Three words in each block of six were randomly chosen as
the words to be tested. The other three in the block were the distracters. The tests
were checked for reliability and validity (Schmitt, Schmitt, and Clapham, 2001).
The above-mentioned elaborations provide a lucid picture regarding the
importance of vocabulary knowledge in the field of second language acquisition
from the perspective of personality traits. Some researchers believe that there is no
priority between extroverts and introverts in case of their language achievement
and that the teacher should consider the needs of both groups. However, the
results of some research like the one carried out by Wakamoto (2000, cited in
Adamopoulos, 2004) presented that extroverts resort to ''functional strategies'' and
''social affective strategies'' more than their introverted counterparts. He concluded
that extroverts are naturally endowed with more chances to develop their
interlanguage, due to the fact that they are more inclined to ask for clarification
compared with introverts. Furthermore, Brown (2001) believed that extroverts are
more intended to focus on meaning rather than form. This strategy is proved to be
linked with success in L2 acquisition.
Based on the above-mentioned clarifications, we may conclude that extroversion
/introversion may have some undeniable effects on the quality of the learners’
engagement with L2 words. “In essence, anything that leads to more and better
engagement should improve vocabulary learning, and thus promoting
engagement is the most fundamental task for teachers and materials writers, and
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indeed, learners themselves” (Schmitt, 2008 as cited in Schmitt, 2010, p. 29).
However, we have a few empirical investigations assessing the effect of the
personality type of extroversion/introversion on the learners’ vocabulary breadth
in FLA
We all as language teachers have an intuitive sense regarding the fact that some
students become proficient language learners faster and easier in comparison with
the others. Greater achievement in the field of second language learning could be
assigned to different factors like cognitive styles, motivation, personality factors as
well as many other facets which are beyond the scope of this research. To sum up,
the major purpose of this empirical study is to monitor the impact of the affective
factor of extroversion/introversion on the learners’ breadth of vocabulary
knowledge as a personality trait which ebbs and flows in complex ways in
response to different learning and teaching situations.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Objective of the Study
The title of this study begs a prior question on the label, the effect of the
personality traits of extroversion/introversion on the students' breadth of
vocabulary knowledge. With respect to this question several answers from several
perspectives could be provided based on the research carried out in the past. There
have been a limited number of research studies to date, and none has identified
clearly the effect of extroversion or introversion on English vocabulary
achievement. Besides, the approval of these ideas is a matter of conjecture and will,
therefore cast doubt on the validity of the assumed conception. In other words,
research has yet to be able to identify the impact of introversion/extroversion on
the learners’ success in second language acquisition (particularly with regard to the
field of vocabulary achievement). The present study tried to evaluate the effect of
these two factors based on an empirical research and shed light on the direction it
was headed. Furthermore, the researchers attempted to elaborate on the
unsubstantiated and vague statements about the relationship between L2 learners’
passive and active vocabulary by analyzing the relationship between the two
variables at five different levels and as a whole.
Research Questions
The study set out to seek answers to the following research questions:
1) Is there any significant difference between the extroverts and introverts with
respect to their active vocabulary knowledge?
2) Is there any significant difference between the introverted/extroverted groups
dealing with their productive vocabulary knowledge?
3) What is the relationship between the learners’ passive and active vocabulary
knowledge (at different five levels proposed by the VLT and as a whole)?
Methods
Participants
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The participants of this study were 94 juniors at the Islamic Azad University,
Roudehen Branch majoring in English Teaching. They were the students of four
intact classes (all native-speakers of Persian). Five students were eliminated from
the study at the beginning of the research program due to their weak performance
on the 2000 level of the Vocabulary Levels Test. Moreover, 12 students were
omitted because they were measured as being neither extroverts nor introverts
(flawed questionnaires), reducing the number of participants to 77. Additionally,
17 students were excluded because they had either not taken the tests seriously or
they were absent in the session of the passive vocabulary test administration.
Finally, there were 60 informants left and the data obtained from this group were
analyzed.
Instruments
Four types of tests were administered in this study: The 1000 frequency level,
Nation’s Vocabulary Levels Test (version1), the productive version of the
Vocabulary Levels Test, and the Extroversion/Introversion questionnaire.
The 1000 vocabulary Levels Test
The 1000 word level test is developed by Nation (1993). The test includes 40 items.
Each item is in the form of a full sentence accompanied with a picture. The
students were expected to write T if a sentence is true, N if it is not true and X if
they did not understand the sentence. The test measures the knowledge of content
words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs).

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT)
The Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) was the first version of the Levels Test revised
and validated by Schmitt, Schmitt, and Clapham (2001). It was utilized to measure
student' comprehension of the most basic and frequent meanings of the target
words. The test encompasses samples from five levels of frequency including the
2000 most frequent words, the 3000 most frequent words, the 5000 thousand, the
University Word list, and the 10000 most frequent words. Learners were expected
to match groups of three words out of six with their paraphrases as follows:
1. Birth
2. Dust
3. Operation
4. Row
5. Sport
6. Victory

____________ game
____________ winning
____________ being born

It is worth mentioning that, the major purpose of this test is to measure the
learners' sight vocabulary (the number of words they understand without any
contextual clues). The test consists of five separate sections to measure each of the
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five frequency levels. Each section includes 8 items which gives the maximum
score of 90 on the whole test package. Dichotomous scoring were assigned to the
answers with one point to each correct answer and zero to incorrect or blank ones.
The Productive Version of the Vocabulary Levels Test
This test is developed by Laufer and Nation (1999) to measure the learners'
productive vocabulary size. The major difference between this test and VLT is that
items are not provided but rather elicited in short sentences. However, the first
letters of the target word are provided to avoid the elicitation of non-target words
which may fit the sentence context. The following example provides further
clarification regarding the structure of the test.
She earns a high sal…... as a lawyer.
Like the previously mentioned test, VLT, this test also consists of five frequency
levels, each comprising 18 items, with a maximum score of 90. The items were
scored dichotomously in that each correct response received one point and each
incorrect or blank one received zero. Furthermore, items with incorrect
grammatical form (e.g., present instead of past) or unobtrusive errors were marked
as correct.

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

Eysenck Extroversion Questionnaire
The Eysenck questionnaire was administered to divide the students into two
groups of extroverts/introverts. The questionnaire includes 57 questions and three
scales based on which the degree of extroversion and introversion becomes
clarified. The L scale encompasses 9 items and the E scale comprises 24 items.
Those students who have answered above 53 percent of the items (equal to raw
score of 13) would be regarded as extravert and the score below 53 percent would
indicate the introversion. The participants were expected to provide their prompt
answers (without no deep reflection) by crossing out the yes-no options in answer
sheets. Furthermore, the researchers attempted to convince the participants that
there was no wrong or right answer to the questions but their answers to each
question must be a real representative of their initial reaction. The obtained
Cronbach's alpha as 0.83 was considered as the sign of the reliability of the
questionnaire.
Procedure
The tests were administered in four sessions. The 1000 frequency level test was
used at the initial stage of this research program. In a separate session the
participants were provided with the Eysenck extroversion questionnaire and they
were divided into two groups of extrovert/introvert. Next, the receptive version of
the test was administered. Participants scoring lower than 27 at the 2000 level were
excluded due to their poor knowledge of vocabulary. Finally, after five weeks
interval, the productive version was provided. To estimate the reliability of the
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vocabulary test, the participants were provided with the whole package of the test
for the second time after two weeks interval. The obtained correlation coefficients
as .90 for the passive version and .92 for the active version were considered as the
sign of the reliability of the test. The raw scores obtained from the questionnaire
and the tests were fed into the computer implementing the SPSS program.
Ultimately, scores for different parts were computed and codes were assigned to
the extroverted/introverted groups.
Results
The first step toward assessing the results was to measure the students' passive
and active vocabulary levels. The measurement task was accomplished by utilizing
the procedure adopted by Laufer (1998).
The following formula developed by Laufer (1998) was employed for estimating
the students' passive vocabulary level.
Passive Vocabulary level
{(2000 passive score* 2) + 3000 passive score + Academic vocabulary score + 5000
passive score + [(3000 passive score +5000 score) / 2] + [5000 passive score + 10000
passive score) / 2 *4] + 10000 passive score} /330 * 10000
The following formula adopted by Laufer (1998) was used in the way of measuring
students' active vocabulary level.
Active Vocabulary Level
{(2000 active score * 2) + 3000 active score + 5000 active score + University word
List score + [(3000 active score +5000 active score) / 2] + [(5000 active score +10000
active score) / 2*4] +10000 active score} / 198 *10000
The results related to the participants' active vocabulary with the separation of the
personality factors of extroversion/introversion are presented in Table 1.
Table1. Extroverts/introverts and active vocabulary level
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Personality factor Maximum

Minimum

Mean

SD

Variance

N

Extroverts

1313

4469

2848.90

843.21

711007.8

31

Introverts

1035

3737

2351.83

664.89 442084.5

29

Total

1035

4469

2608.65

634080

60
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Table 1 elucidates that extroverts with the mean score of (2848.90) enjoyed a higher
level of active vocabulary compared with their introverted counterparts with the
mean score of (2351.83). Table 2 presents the results pertinent to the t-test analysis
of the study monitoring the difference between the two groups of
extroverts/introverts with respect to their active vocabulary knowledge.
Table 2. Independent sample t-test between extroverts/introverts and their active
vocabulary
Mean
F
t-value
df
Sig (2-tailed)
Difference
-497.076

3.07

-2.524

58

.014

As table 2 shows, the independent sample t-test result with (df =58) and (p = .014)
is reported to be significant. Figure 1 displays the difference between these two
groups in terms of their active knowledge of vocabulary graphically.
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Figure1. Introverts/ Extroverts and Active vocabulary Levels
The descriptive statistics for the participants' passive vocabulary with regard to the
learning styles of extroversion/introversion are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Extroverts/introverts and their knowledge of passive vocabulary
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Mean

SD

Variance

N

Extroverts

3484

6363

4846.58

680.745

463413.3

31

Introverts

2727

4106

3531.93

387.871

150443.9

29

Total

2772

6363

4211.17

863.679

745942.0

60

The results in table 3 reveal the fact that extroverts gained a higher mean score
(4846.58) compared with their introverted rivals with the mean score of (3531.93).
The results of the independent sample t-test between the two groups are illustrated
in Table 4.
Table 4. Independent sample t-test between extroverts/introverts and passive vocabulary
Mean
Difference
-1314.650

F

7.233

t-value

df

-9.264

48.21

Sig (2-tailed)

.000
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The results of the independent sample t-test with (df = 48.21) and (p = .000) present
that dealing with passive levels, too, extroverts outperformed their introverted
counterparts. Figure 2 shows the difference between extroverts and introverts in
terms of their passive vocabulary levels graphically.

Figure 2. Introverts/Extroverts and Passive Vocabulary Levels
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To answer the third research question the correlation coefficients between the
students’ passive and productive vocabulary as a whole and at five different levels
of the 2 nd 1000 word level, the 3 rd 1000 word level, the 5th 1000 word level, the
academic word level, and the 10 th000 word level were calculated. Table 5 shows
the results.
Table 5. Correlations between participants’ active and passive vocabulary at different
levels assessed by VLT& as a whole.
Passive Vocabulary
Tests
Active Vocabulary
1) 2 thousand level

1

2

3

4

5

.35**
.33**

2) 3 thousand level
3) 5 thousand level
4) 10 thousand level
5) Academic level

.30*
.20
.14
.26*

[ Downloaded from mail.mjltm.org on 2023-01-09 ]

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
The results in Table 5, using Pearson’s correlation coefficient present the fact that at
all levels the correlational relationships between the participants’ passive and
productive vocabulary enjoyed moderate to weak effect sizes. They were .33 for
the 2000 level, .30 for the 3000 level, .20 for the 5000 level, .14 for the 10,000 level,
and .26 for the academic level. The findings indicate that as the learners' passive
vocabulary knowledge increased at each separate level, their active vocabulary did
not increase in the same way. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient as (r = .35)
between the participants’ passive and active vocabulary levels as a whole did not
confirm a strong relationship between the two dependent variables. As table 5
shows, moderate correlations were found between the scores related to the lower
levels of the receptive and productive versions (the 2 nd 1000 and the 3 rd 1000 word
levels). However, the correlational relationships between the two versions
emaciate at higher levels assessing the learners’ knowledge of more complicated
and less frequent words (the 5th 1000 and the 10 th 1000 word levels). The results
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related to the academic level show a weak relationship between the two receptive
and productive versions. The findings could be justified in terms of the idea that
any increase in passive vocabulary levels does not necessarily lead to a growth in
the learners’ active vocabulary levels. In other words, the participants’
performances related to the receptive version of the test (at five different levels)
were not predictive of their performances on the productive version of the test
with respect to the same five levels. Figure 3 depicts the results graphically.
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Figure 3. Participants’ passive and active vocabulary levels
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Pedagogical Implications and Suggestions for Further Research
The implications of this study for English teaching in classroom environment lie in
the following three perspectives: The first is relevant to vocabulary learning
strategies for students in which useful strategies for effective vocabulary learning
is taught. Introverts might be trained in strategies used by extroverts encouraging
the practice of English vocabulary in real or quasi-real communication.
The second implication is pertinent to the modes of learning. For creating a lowrisk classroom climate in favor of introverts, the first thing to do is to make small
groups and get learners to practice or try various kinds of vocabulary activities and
strategies through shared communications where students feel less risk or tend not
to fear making mistakes. Accordingly, the students will be given the opportunity to
enrich both their active and passive vocabulary. The next thing to consider is how
to make groups, that is how to combine students. One implication of this study is
to think about making groups from the perspective of personality traits. Further
research is needed, but one possibility is combining the extroverts and introverts
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and offering them the chance to learn new words from their respective
characteristics.
The ultimate implication is also concerned with modes of learning. The introverted
participants of this study were found to be less successful in vocabulary
achievement. Thus, the results could be helpful in determining a more appropriate
mode of learning for the introverts. In terms of risk taking, speaking in person
undeniably involves risk and students get nervous. Besides, teachers as well as
students seem to attach great importance to vocabulary learning with the emphasis
on speaking as a sign of communicative language teaching. This is right in putting
stress on communication but wrong in overlooking possibilities in communication
through writing. Especially in the so-called internet era, communication through email is now within reach of every one and opens the road to improving knowledge
of vocabulary in the shape of an easy communication through writing. Learners do
not have to feel pressured to speak or be worried about the appropriateness of
their choice of vocabulary. They can just sit in front of the computer read the
messages received, reflect on what they want to say in case of appropriate words,
and take their time to type in their ideas. This must be good news for everyone,
especially for introverts. We can count this as one mode of communication and one
mode of English class. Perhaps, better results may be obtained if the researchers
explore the effect of the personality factor of extroversion/introversion from the
perspective of specific interactions between the two personality types under
several instructional conditions which serves as a topic worthy of investigation for
future research.
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Discussion and Conclusion
The researchers embarked upon working on this piece of research with this idea in
mind that a knowledge and awareness of personality type on the part of the
students will allow the development of natural strengths and predisposition and it
triggers motivation. On the part of teachers, this type of understanding and
awareness acts as an aid in methodological choices and nurtures teacher–student
understanding
The results of this study present the fact that extroverts outperformed their
introverted counterparts in both facets of productive and passive knowledge of
vocabulary. The findings may be interpreted with this idea that extroverts learn
foreign languages better because of their willingness to interact with others and
because of their reduced inhibitions. The theoretical interpretations provided by
some scholars like Ehrman and Oxford (1995) and Wakamato (2009) as cited in
Wakamato (2009) could be used to buttress up the findings in favor of the
extroversion. Extroverted students are more likely to prefer interactive role-plays
and group work. Such an inherent inclination would be helpful in developing
different aspects of language proficiency including vocabulary Knowledge. In
contrast, introverted personalities do not have many friends, and have a preference
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for working in pairs or smaller groups. They may prefer individual activity,
perhaps with one evident purpose, working in groups may well be less successful,
because of a reluctance to participate in speaking activity. Thus, they have a more
limited chance to grow the size of their vocabulary knowledge due to their inner
propensity to learn alone and to avoid social context, spontaneous situations, and
conversational risks in comparison with their introverted counterparts.
Schmitt (2010) believes that anything that leads to a deeper and better engagement
would lead to success in vocabulary learning. Therefore, the most fundamental
task for learners and teachers is to promote engagement. Based on the obtained
results, we may hypothesize that extroversion may lead to more and better
engagement with lexical items as a personality trait irrespective of the properties
associated with teaching situations and teaching materials.
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However, the results in favor of the extroverted group of this study stand in
contrast with the results reported by Farely (1968) who found greater vocabulary
achievement for introverts over extraverts. Additionally, the findings stand in
opposition with the results reported by Busch (1982, as cited in Wakamato, 2009)
and Astika, et al, (1996) who found a weak negative relationship between the
personality trait of extroversion/introversion and the learners’ vocabulary
knowledge. Yet, the results of this brief study could be generally supported by the
findings of Strong (1983, cited in Ellis, 1994) who reviewed 12 studies related to
extroversion or similar traits. In 8 of these studies with 'natural communicative
language' as a measurement base, 6 studies reported extroversion as an advantage.
Many classroom teachers are convinced that extroverts are more successful in
second or foreign language learning than introverts, particularly in terms of
communicative ability. However, the existing contradictions prevent a consensus
in our understanding of the impact of the personality trait of
extroversion/introversion on second or foreign language achievement.
Laufer and Paribakht (1998) referred to the relationship between passive and active
vocabulary as being vague and unexplored by inserting the idea that no one has
conclusively elaborated on the size of the two or explicated the flexibility or
changeability of the gap between passive and productive vocabulary. It is logically
assumed that receptive vocabulary sizes are larger than productive ones due to the
fact that receptive knowledge of vocabulary precedes productive knowledge.
Assessing the learners’ receptive and productive vocabulary is a multi-dimensional
task involving great intricacies.
In this study the correlation coefficient results between the learners’ passive and
productive vocabulary at five different levels related to VLT did not confirm a
strong relationship between the paired levels of active and productive vocabulary
knowledge. Furthermore, the obtained correlation coefficient as (r = .35) bet ween
the two facets of vocabulary knowledge as a whole, implies the idea that growth in
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passive vocabulary levels does not automatically result in growth in the active
ones. The results stand in contrast with the findings reported by Golkar and
Yamini (2007) who reported high correlations between the learners’ active and
passive vocabularies as a whole and at each separate word-frequency level.
According to Schmitt (2010) one of the difficulties in explicating receptive and
productive mastery and the link between the two lies in the complexity of
measurement. In fact, the relationship between the two primarily depends on the
measurement devices used. The analysis may lead to totally different results under
different assessment procedures.
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As a coda to this section, it could be concluded that although no one would doubt
that an increasing understanding of the effect of the learners’ personality factors of
extroversion/introversion can have significant practical implications, it is
questionable whether research in the area of personality factors in general has
reached a level of sophistication that would allow researchers to translate research
results into straightforward educational recommendations.
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ABSTRACT
Logistic regression is mostly used in statistics for prediction of the probability of
occurrence of an event by fitting data to a logit function logistic curve (Miller, T. R.,
& Spray, J. A., 1993). It is a generalized linear model used for binomial regression.
Like many forms of regression analysis, it makes use of several predictor variables
that may be either numerical or categorical. The Mantel–Haenszel and logistic
regression procedures are the most widely used methods to investigate DIF. As it
is stated in the DIF literature, DIF analysis provides an indication of unexpected
behavior by item on a test. An item does not display DIF if people from different
groups have a different probability to give a certain response; it displays DIF if
people from different groups of same underlying true ability have a different
probability to give a certain response. Zumbo (2007) offers a review of various DIF
detection methods and strategies. The present paper aims at introducing the
Logistic Regression as an arithmetical modus operandi for investigating and
exploring the Differential Item Functioning (DIF). Also, it elaborates thoroughly on
the statistical models, the tests of significance for DIF, and the measures of
magnitude of DIF.
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1. Introduction
Language testing researchers have constantly tried to construct a set of items
providing an estimate of a test-takers' ability and is as fair and accurate as feasible
to all groups of population. As such, the test development process should include a
systematic item analysis to make sure that the entire examinees with the same
underlying level of knowledge have the same probability of getting an item correct
(Camilli and Shephard. 1994). In other words, attempts should be made to make
sure that the test and its items are not biased toward a special group, and hence
any differences in the test results are only due to the differences in the ability
under measurement and not the artifacts of some other factors. These factors may
have any significance to the construct being measured and may therefore put in
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danger the validity of the decisions made based on the tests results. In this case, the
test becomes based toward certain test-takers.
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A method called differential item Functioning (DIF) has become accepted
determining this bias. DIF refers to a situation when an item functions differently
for respondents from one group to another. In other words, respondents, with
similar levels on a latent trait have a different likelihood of responding to an item
due to their membership into a special group. Technically, DIF analysis provides
an indication of unexpected behavior by item on a test. An item does not display
DIF if people from different groups have a different probability to give a certain
response; it displays DIF if people from different groups of same underlying true
ability have a different probability to give a certain response. Currently, many
statistical techniques have been proposed, based upon various theoretical
backgrounds and practical aims. They include incident table, such as the MantelHaenszel procedure as modified by Holland and Thayer (1988), parametric-based
Item Response Theory (IRT) methods, such as area measures (Raju, 1988), and
likelihood-ratio tests (Thissen, Steinberg, & Wainer, 1988), and non-parametric
multidimensional-based IRT approach (Shealy & Stout, 1993). DIF items may
function as a serious threat to the validity of the measuring instruments.
Instruments containing such items may have condensed validity for betweengroups comparisons, as their scores may be indicative of a variety of characteristics
other than those the scale is indented to measure (Thissen, Steinberg, and Wainer,
1988). Consequently, the assessment of DIF is an indispensable step in the
validation of educational psychological tests (Camilli and Shephard, 1994). It
provides researchers with powerful tools to investigate unrelated factors that may
unjustly distinguish some test-takers and thus threaten the validity of decision
made (Pae 2004).
Differential item functioning (DIF) happens when people from different groups with
the same latent trait have a different probability of giving a definite response on a
questionnaire or test. More precisely, an item displays DIF when the difficulty
level (b), the discrimination (a) or the lower asymptotes (c) – estimated by item
response theory (IRT) – of an item differ across groups. Thus, when one or more
item parameters differ across groups, an item displays DIF.
Once an item is identified as functioning to understand why the item is functioning
differently between groups and it is may be useful for many audiences. As one
attempt, Bolt (2000) studied gender DIF in mathematics by combining substantive
and statistical analyses, as a two-stage process. Three different statistical methods:
SIBTEST, DIMTEST, and multiple linear regression, were used to test hypotheses
about gender differences and to test whether content and cognitive differences
were among items. Bolt (2000) found that multiple-choice items had more DIF
characteristic than constructive-response items between males and females on SAT
math pretest items. According to Walker and Beretvas (2001), DIF between
proficient writers and non-proficient writers were very important only for
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constructed-response items that required writing about their solution. These
results can possibly provide suggestions that may be informative to minimize DIF
items in future by many different means, including instruction, policy and test
construction. These studies were based on multidimensional IRT based
approaches.
According to Swanson et al. (2002) two approaches have been proposed to explain
another statistical way to evaluate sources of DIF. This approach explicitly
accounts for the nested structure of the data and combines results of logistic
regression analyses across individual items to investigate the variation of DIF. The
first level suggests that this model is a logistic regression model for DIF detection
which proposed by Swaminathan and Rogers (1990). In the second level, the
coefficients from level-1 model are treated as random variables and allow one to
incorporate item characteristic variables to the models in order to explain the
variation of DIF across items.
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According to Meulders and Xie (2004) DIF model parameterizes an interaction
between group indicator and item properties. Alternatively, their parameterization
was by item facets instead of interaction between group indicator and item
indicator, consequently referred as the differential facet functioning (DFF). DFF can
be used to identify and explain that the group property is very important in the
effect of item properties on item difficulty. They also proposed a random-weight
DIF (RW-DIF) and a random-weight DFF (RW-DFF) by making some of DIF and
DFF parameters random across persons to find evidence of individual difference
on the DIF/DFF within groups. Each random DIF/DFF can be considered as an
extra person dimension added to the model that may be assumed to correlate with
the person ability distribution for each group. There is also a possibility that the
significance of the DIF depends on group units, such as schools, and communities.
Kamata and Binici (2003) extended a two-level DIF model (Kamata, 1999) to threelevel DIF model using the hierarchical generalized linear model (HGLM)
framework. Their three-level model approach can be used to model variation of
DIF across schools as well as applied to identify the school characteristic variables
that explain such variation. Chaimongkol (2005) demonstrated different
parameterizations from Kamata and Binici by implementing a fully Bayesian
approach. Cheong also demonstrated the use of HGLM is crucial for investigation
of the effect of contexts on DIF.
The Mantel–Haenszel and logistic regression procedures are the most widely used
methods to investigate DIF. Zumbo (1998) offers a review of various DIF detection
methods and strategies.
The two most commonly used scoring formats for tests and measures are binary
and ordinal. We should recall that it is not the question format that is important
here but the scoring format. Items that are scored in a binary format are either: (a)
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items that are scored correct/incorrect in aptitude or achievement tests, or (b)
items that are dichotomously scored according to a scoring key in personality or
social measures. Items that are scored according to an ordinal scale may include
Likert-type scales.
Historically DIF statistical methods have focused on binary scored items, so the
issue of type of score becomes important. Most of the standard DIF methods focus
on binary items. For the case of ordinal responses, researchers will apply a
statistical methodology that is a natural extension of the methodology for binary
items; they will also introduce a new approach to measuring the magnitude of DIF
for ordinal response formats. According to Zumbo and Thomas (1997) this new
measure of DIF for ordinal variables is a natural extension of the strategy for
binary item responses.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief introduction to logistic regression.
This paper first considers the statistical models, next the tests of significance for
DIF, and finally the measures of magnitude of DIF.
2. What is Logistic Regression?
Logistic regression is mostly used in statistics for prediction of the probability of
occurrence of an event by fitting data to a logit function logistic curve (Miller, T. R.,
& Spray, J. A., 1993). It is a generalized linear model used for binomial regression.
Like many forms of regression analysis, it makes use of several predictor variables
that may be either numerical or categorical. Logistic regression is used extensively
in the medical and social sciences fields (Swaminathan, H., & Rogers, H. J., 1990).
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An understanding of logistic regression usually begins with an explanation of the
logistic function:

A graph of the logistic function is illustrated in figure 1. The input is z and the
output is ƒ (z). The logistic function is useful since it can receive as an input any
value from negative infinity to positive infinity, whereas the output is limited to
values between 0 and 1 (Thomas, D. R., & Zumbo, B. D., 1998). The variable z
represents a set of independent variables, while ƒ (z) shows the probability of a
special result, i.e. explanatory variables. The variable z is a measure of all the
independent variables employed in the model and is known as the logit (Thomas,
D. R., & Zumbo, B. D., 1998).
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Figure 1. The logistic function, with z on the horizontal axis and ƒ(z) on the
vertical axis

The variable z is usually defined as
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where β0 is called the "intercept" and β1, β2, β3, and so on, are called the "regression
coefficients" of x1, x2, x3 respectively (Miller, T. R., & Spray, J. A., 1993). The
intercept is the values of z when the values of all independent variables are zero.
Each of the regression coefficients explains the effect size of the risk factor. A
positive regression coefficient indicates that the explanatory variable increases the
probability of the outcome, whereas a negative regression coefficient means that
the variable reduces the possibility of that outcome; a large regression coefficient
also means that the risk factor significantly influences the probability of the
outcome, while a near-zero regression coefficient means that the risk factor has
little impact on the probability of that outcome (Miller, T. R., & Spray, J. A., 1993).
3. The Statistical Models
3.1. Binary Scored Items
For binary scored items, the detection of DIF can be accomplished through a
number of different ways (Clauser & Mazor, 1998; Green, 1994; Langenfeld, 1997).
Currently, one of the most effective and suggested methods for detecting DIF is
through the use of logistic regression (Clauser & Mazor, 1998; Swaminathan &
Rogers, 1990). In statistics, logistic regression is used for prediction of the
probability of occurrence of an event by fitting data to a logit function logistic
curve. It is based on statistical modeling of a criterion or conditioning variable.
This criterion or conditioning variable is usually the scale or subscale total score
but sometimes a different measure of the same variable.
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Logistic regression is a technique for analyzing problems in which there are one or
more independent variables that determine an outcome. The outcome is measured
with a dichotomous variable in which there are only two possible outcomes. The
logistic regression procedure will use dependent variable which is binary (0 or 1),
with grouping variable, i.e. dummy coded as 1=reference, 2=focal, total scale score
for each subject, which is characterized as variable TOT and a group by TOT
interaction as independent variables. This method will provide a test of DIF
conditionally on the relationship between the item response and the total scale
score, testing the effects of group for uniform DIF, and the interaction of group and
TOT to assess non-uniform DIF.
The logistic regression equation is
Y = b0 + b1TOT + b2GENDER + b3TOT*GENDER. (1)
Where Y is a natural log of the odds ratio. That is, the equation

Where p is the proportion of individuals that answer the item correctly in the
direction of the latent variable. Then, one can test the two-degree of freedom ChiSquare test for both uniform and non-uniform DIF.
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Three benefits of utilizing logistic regression, over other DIF methods such as the
Mantel Haenszel, are that one:
 need not categorize a continuous criterion variable,
 can model uniform and/or non-uniform DIF (Swaminathan, 1994), and
 Can generalize the binary logistic regression model for use with ordinal
item scores.
3.2. Ordinal item scores
Ordinal logistic regression is one method presently on hand for scrutinizing DIF
for items frequently found in personality and social psychological measures
(Swaminathan, 1994). Researchers referred to ordinal logistic regression rather
than a generalized Mantel-Haenszel (Agresti, 1990) or logistic discriminant function
analysis (Miller & Spray, 1993) because: (a) using ordinal logistic regression has the
advantage that the strategy model for binary and ordinal items is the same as each
other, (b) this common statistical model for binary and ordinal items should ease
the process of implementation in an organization where DIF analyses are not yet
common, and (c) the Zumbo-Thomas DIF effect size method can be extended to
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ordinal logistic regression hence one has a test statistics and a natural
corresponding measure of effect size.
One can infer logistic regression as a linear regression of predictor variables on an
unobservable continuously scattered indiscriminate variable, y*. Consequently,
Equation (1) can be re-expressed as

where the ε i are distributed with mean zero and variance 3 π 2. From this and
some additional conditions, one can understand an R2 for ordinal logistic
regression (Latila, 1993; McKelvey & Zavoina, 1975).
It is important to note that the notion of psychometrics variable is as a latent
continuum of variation. We normally conceive of unobserved variables the same as
observable variables but unobservable variables are not observable because the
observed magnitudes are subject to measurement error or because these variables
do not correspond directly to anything that is likely to be measured. Examples are
concepts such as "ability", "knowledge", or a personality variable such as
"extroversion". Their existence is assumed and they are defined unconditionally by
the specification of the model and the methods used to guesstimate it.
Equation (3) reminds us that ordinal logistic regression hypothesizes an
unobservable continuum of variation 2. However, ordinal logistic regression can
also be expressed as:
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(4)

Where a logit is the accepted logarithm of the proportion of two probabilities as
seen in Equation (2), j = 1, 2, …, c-1, where c is the number of categories in the
ordinal scale. The model requires a separate intercept parameter α j for each
cumulative probability. Equation (4) emphasizes two other theories of ordinal
logistic regression over and above assumption of a continuum of variation
(Agresti, 1996):
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1. It shows the principle of cumulative information across the latent variable. That
is, for example, for a 3-point response an ordinal logistic regression model
describes two relationships: the effect of X (in our case the total score for the scale)
on the odds that Y ≤ 1 instead of Y > 1 on the scale, and the effect of X on the odds
that Y ≤ 2 instead of Y > 2. Of course, for our three point scale, all of the responses
will be less than or equal to three (the largest scale point) so it is not informative
and hence left out of the model. The model requires two logistic curves (see Figure
2), one for each cumulative logit. The dashed line in Figure 2 shows the cumulative
probability for scoring less than or equal to 1 versus greater than 1; and the solid
line represents the cumulative probability for scoring less than or equal to 2 versus
greater than 2.
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2

2. Actually, above we can see at any given point on the X-axis the order of the two
logistic curves is the same. In Figure 1 at any point on the X-axis, if one starts at the
X-axis going directly upward one will first come across the dashed line, where in
the legend to the Figure P(Y le. 1) denotes "the probability that Y is less than or
equal to one", and then the solid line, P(Y l.e. 2). This means that at any point on
the X-axis the order of the lines are the same. This means that the logistic curves
have a common slope, denoted b in Equation (4). Agresti (1996, pp. 213-214).
For DIF analysis, Equation (4) can be written as
logit [P(Y ≤ j)] =α j + b1tot + b2group + b3(tot * group), (5)
Based on the facts and evidences mentioned above, we can say that if we had a 3 point Likert-type scale for an item, an ordinal logistic regression models the odds
that a person chooses the scale point 2 (or less) on the scale in comparison to
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selecting a response higher on the scale. Moreover, the regression model does the
same for each point on the scale concurrently. Therefore, we can end up with a
regression equation having more than one intercept coefficient and only one slope.
4. Tests of Significance for DIF
DIF modeling has an innate hierarchy of entering variables into the model
(Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990). That is,
Step #1: One first should enter the conditioning variable (i.e., the total score),
Step #2: The group variable is entered, and finally
Step #3: The interaction term is entered into the equation.
Consequently, the statistical tests for DIF can be calculated by logistic regression
obtained by information and the Chi-squared test. In other words, one gets the
Chi-squared value for Step #3 and subtracts from it the Chi-squared value for Step
#1. The resulting Chi-squared value can be compared to its distribution function
with 2 degrees of freedom. The 2 degrees of freedom arise out of the reality that the
model Chi-squared statistics at Step #3 is three and the model Chi-squared
statistics at Step #1 is one. The resulting two-degree of freedom Chi-squared test is
a simultaneous test of uniform and non-uniform DIF (Swaminathan & Rogers,
1990).
According to Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) the major focus was on the two
degree-of-freedom Chi-squared test. Thus, the resultant effect size would be the R
squared relevant to both the group and interaction terms concurrently. In logistic
regression terms, DIF is estimated by the instantaneous test of uniform and nonuniform DIF (Agresti, 1996). On the other hand, the chronological modeling
strategy mentioned above permits one to contrast the R squared values at step #2
to the R-squared value at step #1 to measure the distinctive variation relevant to
the group variations over-and-above the conditioning variable. Also, comparing
the R-squared values for step #3 and #2 measures the sole distinction attributable
to the interaction hence ascertaining how much of the DIF is non-uniform.
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The same three-step modeling strategy is utilized regardless of whether one has
binary or ordinal logistic regression. In reality, this modeling strategy is similar to
testing whether the group and interaction variables are statistically significant
over-and above the conditioning variable.
5. Measures of the Effect Size of DIF
In statistical hypothesis testing, the test statistics should happen with some
measure of the size of the effect. This point is praiseworthy because small sample
sizes can hide interesting statistical effects whereas large sample sizes (like the
ones found in typical psychometric studies) can point to statistically significant
findings where the effect is quite small and meaningless (Kirk, 1996). Second,
researchers accept the advice of Zumbo and Hubley (1998) who urge other
researchers to report effect sizes for both statistically significant and for statistically
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non-significant results. Moreover, this practice with time the psychometric
community will have accumulate an archive of effects for both statistically
significant and non-significant DIF and therefore we can eventually move away
from the somewhat arbitrary standards set by Cohen (1992).
Measuring the magnitude of DIF follows, as it should, the same strategy as the
statistical hypothesis testing except that one only works with the R-squared values
at each step. According to Zumbo and Thomas (1997) an examination of both the 2 df Chi-square test (of the likelihood ratio statistics) in logistic regression and a
measure of effect size is needed to identify DIF. Without an examination of effect
size, trivial effects could be statistically significant when the DIF test is based on a
large sample size (i.e., too much statistical power). The Zumbo-Thomas measure of
effect size for R2 parallels effect size measures available for other statistics (Cohen,
1992).
For an item to be classified as displaying DIF, the two-degree-of-freedom Chi
squared test in logistic regression has to have a p-value less than or equal to 0.01
and the Zumbo-Thomas effect size measure has to be at least an R-squared of 0.130.
Pope (1997) has employed a parallel principle to binary personality items. It should
be noted that Gierl and his colleagues (Gierl & McEwen, 1998, Gierl, Rogers, and
Klinger, 1999) have taken up a more conservative criteria (i.e., the requisite Rsquared for DIF is smaller) for the Zumbo-Thomas effect size in the context of
educational measurement. They have also shown that the Zumbo-Thomas effect
size measure is correlated with other DIF techniques like the Mantel-Haenszel and
SIBTEST hence providing validity to the method.
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It is useful to calculate the R-squared effect for both (a) uniform DIF, and (b) a
synchronized test of uniform and non-uniform DIF since one is able to take benefit
of the hierarchical nature of DIF modeling and hence compare the R-squared for
uniform DIF with the simultaneous uniform and non-uniform DIF to estimate a
sense of the magnitude or non-uniform DIF.
5.1. Decontaminating the Matching Variable and Sample Size
McKelvey and Zavoina (1975) believed that matching criteria should be purified in
the process of doing the DIF analysis. In other words, items that are recognized as
DIF are deleted, and the scale or total score is recalculated. This matching
purification approach has been depicted to work empirically (McKelvey, R. D., &
Zavoina, L, 1975).
Holland and Thayer (1988) emphasize that when the purification process is
employed, the item under investigation should be included in the matching
criterion even if it was known as displaying DIF that is the item under study
should always be included in its own matching criterion score. According to
Holland and Thayer this decreases the number of Type I errors. Regarding the
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sample size, it has been mentioned in the literature that for binary items at least 200
people per group is sufficient. But, the more people per group the better. Lastly, it
will help the interpretation of the results if the sample does not have missing data.
One should perform the analysis only on test takers from which you have complete
data on the scale at hand.
6. Various R-squared Measures for DIF
Table 1 lists the various R-squared measures available to measure the magnitude
of DIF. In short, the R-squared measures are used in the hierarchical sequential
modeling process of adding more terms to the regression equation. The order of
entering variables is determined by the definition of DIF.
Table 1. R-squared Measures for DIF
Item Scoring
Ordinal
Binary (Nominal)
Binary (Nominal)
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Binary (Ordinal)

Measure
R-Squared for ordinal
Nagelkerke R-squared
Weighted – Least – Squared Rsquared
R-squared for ordinal

In contrast to the ordinal item scoring in which there is one R-squared, there are
three choices available for binary items: (1) the Nagelkerke, (2) weighted-leastsquares (WLS), and (3) ordinal R-squared measures. Before considering the
benefits of each of these techniques, it is vital to emphasize that like the
conventional strategy in DIF analyses (Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990), the
Nagelkerke and WLS consider the binary variable as nominal. The binary items are
scored as "1" or "0" depending on whether the testee gets the question correct or
not. This is a traditional and conventional scoring rubric for binary items in
aptitude, achievement, knowledge, or personality / social measures. In these cases,
there is an inherent order of responses. That is, the responses scored as "1" are
indicators for more knowledge or achievement than a score of "0". For example, in
a knowledge test, an item score of "1" is pinpointing that the respondent knows
more than an individual who gets a score of "0". Each of these measures has its
advantages. That is, (a) the Nagelkerke R-squared measure is easily obtained as
output in a frequently used statistical package, SPSS; (b) the WLS R-squared can be
partitioned without route to hierarchical sequential modeling ( Thomas & Zumbo,
1998; Zumbo & Thomas, 1997) and therefore is useful, (c) unlike the other two Rsquared measures listed in Table 1, the ordinal logistic regression R-squared
provides a uniform strategy for modeling ordered Multi-category and binary
items, and because it is assuming a latent continuous variable, it has the same
properties as the R-squared we typically use in behavioral and social research
involving continuous dependent variables.
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7. Final Remark
Studies of Differential Item Functioning (DIF) are one of most important
methodological tools for accosting issues about fairness in standardized
assessment programs. A full accounting of DIF should embrace an investigation
into each form in which the phenomenon can become apparent. For the
dichotomous case, there are two possible types of DIF: (1) uniform, which happens
when the item uniformly favors one group over another across the ability scale,
and (2) non-uniform, in which there is an interaction between ability level and
performance on the item. Logistic Regression (Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990) has
been depicted to be an effective method for identifying both kinds of DIF in
dichotomously scores items.
Finally, the authors of the present paper emphasize that although the ordinal
logistic regression R-squared for estimating DIF in both multi-category scores and
binary scores is effectual, it is founded on the statistical hypothesis for ordinal
logistic regression, and the hierarchical sequential modeling strategy implied in the
definition of DIF. Future research applying this technique to a variety of measures
will almost definitely result in a modification of the approach and its
understanding.
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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted to investigate the relationship between Iranian EFL
learner's level of language proficiency and their ability to flout Grice's maxims in
order to create implicatures. The participants were 120 senior students (both
intermediate and advanced), studying EFL at Borujerd Islamic Azad University.
They were selected out of 150 students on the basis of their performance on
MTELP. The selected subjects had each an oral interview consisting of 10 questions
regarding ‘your friend’. The questions were the same for all subjects, and in some
cases, the students' answers triggered other questions, as well. The interview had
an attempt to test their familiarity with creating implicatures through 'flouting'.
The research followed a special kind of ex post-facto design called criterion-group
design. The collected data underwent chi-square statistical analysis and the result
revealed that there is no significant relationship between the Iranian EFL learners'
level of English language proficiency and their familiarity with flouting maxims of
conversation as a way of creating implicatures. That is, both intermediate and
advanced students were poor in this regard. Accordingly, the researcher came to
this conclusion that this strategy is neglected in EFL teaching and it should be
taken into more consideration as a way of proceeding conversation.
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1. Introduction
Human beings spend a large part of their lives engaging in conversation, and for
most of them conversation is among their most significant and engrossing
activities. Speakers and hearers are seen to share assumptions about the goals and
processes of conversation which enable them to interact with each other and to
interpret conversation as an ongoing, developing, and related succession of
utterances. In other words, as Richards and Schmidt (1983) state, they are common
principles of conversation that lead them to interpret each other's utterances. The
idea that conversation proceeds according to a principle, known and applied by all
human beings, was first proposed by the philosopher Paul Grice (1975), who put
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forward what he described as the cooperative principle (CP). He proposed four
maxims as follows:
Maxims of Quantity:
1. “Make your contribution as informative as required.”
2. “Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.”
Maxims of Quality: Be truthful.
1. “Do not say what you believe to be false.”
2. “Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.”
Maxim of Relation:
“Be relevant.”
Maxims of Manner: “Be perspicuous.”
1. “Avoid obscurity of expression.”
2. “Avoid ambiguity.”
3. “Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity).”
4. “Be orderly.”
Grice, who writes from the perspective of formal semantics and logic, is concerned
with the ways in which meaning can be conveyed not by what we say, but by how
we say things, and by what we deliberately do not say. The maxims set out in t his
article (which are called Gricean maxims in later work) are phrased as if they were
prescriptive rules, but this is not how they are intended; rather, Grice’s point is that
people generally interpret utterances on the assumption that the speaker is
following these rules. As Finch (2000) argues, Grice wants to tell that in order for
communication to take place in natural language, speakers should have attained an
unspoken agreement over ways of interpreting what is said. This agreement
accounts for the rules by which implicatures work and constitutes a form of
cooperation.
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2. Nonobservance of Maxims
There are occasions when a speaker observes all the maxims listed by Grice; that is,
he answers clearly, truthfully, gives just the right amount of information, and
addresses directly the goal in asking the question. Grice was well aware, however,
that there are very many occasions when people fail to observe the maxims. This
might be because, for example they are incapable of speaking clearly, or because
they deliberately choose to lie.
In his first paper (1975), Grice listed three ways in which a participant in talk
exchange may fail to fulfill a maxim: flouting, violating, and opting out. Then, in his
next paper (1978), he added a fourth category: infringing. Several writers since
Grice like Thomas (1995) among others have argued the need for a fifth category,
suspending a maxim. The distinctions which are originally made among these
categories are important for a full understanding of Grice's theory.
3. Flouting a Maxim
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Flouts are those kinds of nonobservance in which Grice is chiefly interested.
Thomas (1995) defines it in the following way: "Flouts are situations in which a
speaker blatantly fails to observe a maxim, not with any intention of dec eiving or
misleading, but because the speaker wishes to prompt the hearer to look for a
meaning which is different from, or in addition to the expressed meaning” (p. 65).
The meaning ‘which is different from, or in addition to the expressed meaning’ is what
Grice calls “conversational implicature”. Robinson (2003) also discusses
conversational implicatures and remarks that the conversational implicatures are
implied speech acts because the speaker does not explicitly convey his intended
meaning; in other words, the speaker does not follow the maxims in a straight way
and in this way breaks the rules, but in a controlled fashion. Every person brings
some expectations to the context of language use and it is possible to manipulate
those assumptions and expectations so as to become understood indirectly. So by
breaking the rules at a superficial and surface level, the person signals to listeners
that he or she is in fact obeying the maxims at the deeper level and therefore gets
understood. The metaphor, "you are the cream in my coffee" (Grice's (1975)
example) shows the flouting of the maxim of quality –"do not say what you believe
to be false".
3.1. Implicatures
H. P. Grice was the first to systematically study cases in which what a speaker
means differs from what the sentence used by the speaker means. Consider the
following dialogue.
1. Alan: Are you going to Paul's party?
Barb: I have to work.
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If this was a typical exchange, Barb meant that she is not going to Paul's party. But
the sentence she uttered does not mean that she is not going to Paul's party. Hence
Barb did not say that she is not going, she implied it. Grice introduced the technical
terms implicate and implicature for the case in which what the speaker said is
distinct from what the speaker thereby meant (implied, or suggested). Thus Barb
implicated that she is not going; that she is not going was her implicature.
Implicating is what Searle (1975) called an indirect speech act. Barb performed one
speech act (meaning that she is not going) by performing another (saying that she
has to work).
Our sample implicature is said to be conversational. Because the implicature is not
part of the conventional meaning of the sentence uttered, but depends on features
of the conversational context. Grice (1975) contrasted a conversational implicature
with a conventional implicature, by which he meant one that is part of the meaning
of the sentence used.
2. (a) He is an Englishman; he is, therefore, brave.
(b) His being an Englishman implies that he is brave.
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Grice observed that speakers who use (2a) implicate (2b). They imply, but do not
say, that his being an Englishman implies that he is brave. Hence the use of (2a)
while disbelieving (2b) would be misleading, but not a lie. Barb's sentence in (1)
can be used with its conventional meaning without implicating what she did. But
(2a) cannot be used with its conventional meaning without implicating (2b). The
meaning of “therefore” carries this implicature.
Grice (1975) called conventional conversational implicatures generalized
implicatures (see also Levinson 2000). As our examples make clear, it is not
possible to understand speakers fully without knowing what they have
conversationally implicated as well as what they have said. Semantics, conceived as
the study of the meaning of words and sentences, does not exhaust the study of
meaning. The study of speaker meaning and implicature is included in pragmatics,
which covers the broad range of speech acts that can be performed by using words.
The field of applied pragmatics has developed out of the recognition that second
language learners cannot become fully proficient without mastering more than
grammar and literal meaning (Kasper 2003).
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Grice (1975) argues that in order to work out the conversational implicature which
arises from the flouting of the maxims, the hearer will rely on the following data.
1. Conventional meaning of the words used, together with the identity of any
reference that may be involves.
2. The cooperative principles and its maxims.
3. The context, linguistic or otherwise, of the utterance.
4. Other items of background knowledge.
5. The fact that relevant items falling under the previous headings are
available to both participants and both participants know or assume this to
be the case.
Bouton (1988, 1994) designed a 33-item test of L2 learners’ comprehension of
conversational implicature, incorporating two major types of implicature, which he
termed “idiosyncratic implicature” and “formulaic implicature”. Idiosyncratic
implicature is conversational implicature in Grice’s terms (1975); that is, it violates
a Gricean maxim and forces the hearer to infer meaning beyond the literal meaning
of the utterance by using background knowledge. Bouton viewed formulaic
implicature as a specific kind of implicature, which follows a routinised schema.
He placed the Pope Q (“Is the Pope Catholic?”), indirect criticism (“How did you
like the food?”—“Let’s just say it was colorful.”), and sequences of events in this
category. In longitudinal studies, Bouton found that learners acquired
idiosyncratic implicature over time without instruction but did not develop
significantly on some types of formulaic implicature. At the same time, he found
that formulaic implicature was easy to teach, whereas idiosyncratic implicature
was nearly impervious to instruction. Bouton attributed learners’ improved
performance on idiosyncratic implicature to exposure, but as he did not compare
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exposed with unexposed learners (ESL and EFL groups), he confounded exposure
and proficiency.
3.2. Violating a Maxim
In his first published paper on conversational cooperation (1975), Grice defines
‘violation’ very specifically as “the unostentatious non observance of a maxim” (p.
49). If a speaker violates a maxim, s/he "will be liable to mislead" (p. 49). It means
that in violation of the maxims, the speakers who intentionally disobey them are
fully aware that the addressee will fail to perceive the real truth and interpret the
speaker’s utterances literally. As a consequence, the hearers falsely assume that
speakers are cooperative while in fact there is a large lack of cooperation on the
part of the speakers, resulting in misleading interpretation.
3.3. Infringing a Maxim
According to Grice (1978), a speaker who, with no intention of generating an
implicature and with no intention of deceiving, fails to observe a maxim is said to
"infringe" the maxim. In other words, the non-observance stems from imperfect
linguistic performance rather than from any desire on the part of the speakers to
generate a conversational implicature. As Grice (1978) continues, this type of nonobservance could occur because the speaker has an imperfect command of the
language (a young child or a foreign learner), because the speaker's performance is
impaired in some way (nervousness, darkness, excitement), because of some
cognitive impairment, or simply because of the speaker is constitutionally
incapable of speaking clearly, to the point, etc.
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3.4. Opting out of a Maxim
Grice (1975) defines "opting out" as indicating unwillingness to cooperate in the
way the maxim requires. Examples of opting out occur frequently in public life;
when the speaker cannot, perhaps for legal or ethical reasons, reply in the way
normally expected. Another reason frequently given for "opting out" is that giving
the requested information might hurt a third party or put them in danger.
3.5. Suspending a Maxim
Thomas (1995) suggests that there are occasions when there is no need to opt out of
observing the maxims because there are certain events in which there is no
expectation on the part of any participant that will be fulfilled ( hence the nonfulfillment does not generate any implicature). Suspensions of the maxims may be
culture- specific or specific to particular events. For example, in the acting
community in Britain (but not among the population at large), people refrain from
uttering the name of Shakespeare's play "Macbeth" because to do so is supposed to
bring bad luck. They refer instead to "the Scottish play", thereby failing to observe
the maxim of quality.
3.6. The Six Misconceptions about Implicature
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According to Bach (2005, p. 2), the most pervasive and pernicious misconceptions
about implicature are like the following:
1. Sentences have implicatures. Grice was careful to use the verb implicate, not
imply, for what speakers do, and he coined the term implicature to use
instead of implication for what speakers implicate. The difference is
fundamental. If a sentence is true, what it implies must be true, whereas a
speaker can utter a sentence and implicates something false. For example,
you could say that there is a gas station around the corner and falsely
implicate that is open and selling gas. This fundamental difference reflects
the fact that what a sentence implies depends on its semantic content,
while what a person implicates is a matter of his communicative intention
in uttering he sentence.
2. Implicatures are inferences. As observed in The American Heritage Book of
English Usage: people sometimes confuse infer with imply, but the
distinction is a useful one. When we say that a speaker or a sentence
implies something, we mean that information is conveyed or suggested
without being stated outright. … Inference, on the other hand, is the
activity performed by a reader or interpreter in drawing conclusions that
are not explicit in what is said.
3. Implicatures cannot be entailments. It is commonly assumed that what a
speaker implicates in uttering the sentence cannot be entailed by the
sentence itself. To be sure, most implicatures (by speakers) are not
entailments (by sentences uttered by speakers), but there are expectation.
4. Grician maxims apply only to implicatures. Grice (cited in Bach, 2005:5)
introduces his maxims of conversation to explain how implicatures are
conveyed, but this does not mean, as is often supposed, that are idle
otherwise.
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5. All pragmatic implicatures are implicatures. Almost everyone recognizes the
difference between implicatures and pragmatic presupposition. Even so,
some people seem to think that anything that may be inferred from the fact
that the speaker uttered a sentence, but that does not automatically make it
an implicature, contrary to what is sometimes said.
6. Implicatures of the truth- conditional contents of utterances. There is an easy
explanation for not considering implicatures as part of truth- conditional
content of an utterance. The explanation is that what actually meant is that
an implicature carried by an utterance is not part of the semantic content of
the sentence, or it is not art of what is said by the speaker in uttering the
sentence. But this does not suggest that the implicature is not part of the
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truth- conditional content of an utterance, if by that we mean not the
sentence but the act of uttering.
4. Research Question and Hypothesis
The research question that this study tries to answer is: 'Is there any significant
relationship between Iranian EFL learners' proficiency level and their ability to create
implicatures through flouting Grice’s maxims?'
And to provide a reliable answer to such a question, the following null hypothesis
has been formulated: 'There is no significant relationship between Iranian EFL learners'
proficiency level and their ability to create implicatures through flouting Grice’s maxims.'
5. Method
5.1. Participants
The participants of the study were 120 senior EFL students, studying at Islamic
Azad University, Boroujerd branch. They were of two groups of intermediate and
advanced learners. Since sex and age were not considered as moderator variables,
the sample consisted of both male and female students with no age restrictions.
5.2. Materials
As the first step, the MTELP (Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency) was
administered to determine the subjects' proficiency level. 120 students from among
150 who fell within the range of -1 and +1 standard deviation of the mean were
selected. Those who scored above the median were considered as advanced, and
those who scored below the median, as intermediate. The selected subjects were
interviewed by answering 10 questions regarding 'Your Friend'. Their answers
were tape-recorded, and then were analyzed in terms of the times each subject
flouted a maxim.
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5.3. Research Design
Since two groups of intermediate and advanced learners were compared on one
measure, the design of the study, according to Best and Khan (2006), would be a
criterion group design which is a subset of ex post facto design.
5.4. Procedure
To see whether there is any relationship between the learners' language proficiency
level and their ability to create implicatures, both intermediate and advanced
students were interviewed on 10 questions whose answers would clarify their
personal ideas and feelings regarding their friends. It was believed that posing
personal questions might trigger flouting process. While listening to their taperecorded responses, the number of times each subject flouted a maxim was
counted, and their frequency distribution was determined.
5.5. Data Analysis & Result
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In order to analyze the data, a chi-square analysis was done and the results were
tabulated as follows:
Category

1 (advanced)
2
(intermediate)
Total

Cases
Observed
409
401

Residual
(0-E)
Expected
405.00
405.00

4.00
- 4.00

810

Chi-square: X² = 0.07
D.F.: 1
Significance: 0.77
Roever (2005) showed that it is actually the increase in L2 proficiency over time
that leads to better performance on measures of implicature comprehension. But as
the results of this study indicate, the critical value of x2 with 1 degree of freedom is
3.84. Since our value that is 0.07 is below 3.84, the null hypothesis is expected, and
it is concluded that there is no significant relationship between Iranian EFL
learners' proficiency level and their ability to use flouting. Meanwhile, as it was
observed, the mean score of the advanced group on MTELP was drastically higher
than that of the intermediate group. Naturally, one would expect the same to occur
in other areas of language learning, as well. Though, something fully different was
observed in this study.
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6. Pedagogical Implications
To sum up, based on the results of the statistical analyses, it can be concluded that
Persian learners of English have difficulty in using flouting as a strategy for
generating implicatures in their speech, mainly because this has been neglected by
both material developers and teachers. That is, teachers and material developers
should be aware that students need to be exposed to natural language use in order
to be able to use it naturally and they should also provide necessary guidance for
students in this area. Accordingly, creating implicatures through flouting maxims
of conversation is one of the considerations in this regard.
Since teaching and testing are closely interrelated, the same implication for
teaching conversation could be generalized to testing conversation. The areas of
language being tested show the areas of importance in EFL. And rarely, if ever,
questions or topics triggering implicature generation are used in testing
conversation. That is, it is rarely being tested. Therefore, this area should also be
included in language testing to show its importance and necessity.
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ABSTRACT
Literature is replete with studies that take a product- based approach towards
designing and assigning listening materials and activities. This product-based view
of listening is starkly at odds with the current advances in language teaching
which advocate a more process-based view towards mastering language skills.
Favoring outcome at the cost of the underlying processes will bring about test
likeness for the task and anxiety for the learners. In the present article, the authors
argue against the inherent characteristics of a product-based approach to listening,
arguing that this approach favors an efferent view of designing listening materials
where learners only seek to spot some specific pieces of information. Throughout
the article, some listening activities of different in-market English course books are
investigated. Then, the two broad product and process based approaches to
listening are compared and contrasted. Later, some process-based alternatives to
product-based activities are offered and following that some criteria for the
evaluation of listening materials are suggested. The findings have certain
implications for teachers as curriculum developers in EFL/ESL settings.
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Introduction
Listening found its way toward the top of language learning agenda during the
late nineteenth century when “reform movement” took place. Based on the tenets
of the reform movement, which emphasizes the theory of child language
acquisition, spoken language became a source for language learning (Rost, 2001).
This increased emphasis on oral approach and Krashen's (1982) ideas about
comprehensible input was formalized into the once famous Audiolingual method
with an emphasis on intensive aural-aural drills and extensive use of the language
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laboratory. The main principle of this method was based on that learners could be
trained through intensive, structured and graded input to change their hearing
habits (Richards & Rogers, 2001).
According to Flowerdew and Miller (2005), the audio-lingual approach to listening
primarily emphasizes listening to pronunciation and grammatical forms and then
imitating those forms by way of drills and exercises. They also added since there is
no attempt to teach lexis or to contextualize the sentences, the development of
listening would not be the main focus of the audio-lingual approach, but rather the
focus is directed at the manipulation of structures.
Other key background influences associated with the communicative language
teaching movement, which had its roots in the threshold syllabus of van Ek (1973),
began to view listening as an essential part of communicative competence, stating
that what is crucial is not a better understanding of how language is structured
internally, but a better understanding of how language is used. Listening for
meaning became the primarily focus and finding relevant input for the learner
assumed greater importance. Morrow (1981) outlines the principles on which
communicative activities can be based. The activities for listening must be
considered real-life aspects to the communication such as information gaps, choice
of what to say, and feedback to what has been said, the activities can be filling in a
form, answering a telephone, and the mistakes be tolerated as long as they do not
interfere with the communication.
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In the late 1960s and early 1970s applied linguists recognized that listening was the
primary channel by which the learners gain access to L2 data and it therefore
serves as the trigger for acquisition. Succeeding works by applied linguistics such
as (Krashen, 1985; Long, 1985; Chaudron, 1988; Pica, 1994), have helped to define
the role of listening input and interaction in second language acquisition. Since
1980, listening has been viewed as a main medium for language learning.
This paper aims at investigating the current in market listening materials and
seeking ways to improve and broaden the scope and effectiveness of these
materials. To this end, we take a brief look at the pertinent literature. Tomlinson
(2001) argued "materials include anything which can be used to facilitate the
learning of a language. They can be linguistic, visual, auditory or kinesthetic, and
they can be presented in print, through live performance or display, or on cassette,
CD-ROM, DVD or the internet" (p. 66). Richards (2001) in this regard remarked,
“Materials can be textbook, institutionally prepared materials, or teachers' own
materials. Instructional materials generally serve as the basis for much of the
language input learners receive and the language practice that occurs in the
classroom" (p.251). To Hutchinson ( 1987, cited in Rubdy, 2003), materials have
more and more come to be viewed as an embodiment of the aims, values and
methods of the particular teaching learning situation.
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1. The Product Approach of Material Selection
From the late 1960s, practitioners recognized the importance of listening (Field,
2002). Accordingly, the types of listening activities provided in the majority of
widely used course books have constantly been: 1) Pre-listening: Pre-teaching of all
important new vocabulary in the passage; 2) Listening: Extensive listening
(followed by general questions establishing context), Intensive listening (followed
by detailed comprehension questions); 3) Post-listening: Analysis of the language
in the text, Listen and repeat: teacher pauses the tape, learner repeats words.
Based on the literature, there has been no noticeable change in listening activities
and materials of any ELT course books. White (2006) believes that, the listening
activities and materials which are provided in the textbooks are the ones that: 1)
the teacher chooses and to which the student should listen (a video or audio
recording). The students are not involved in the selection procedure; 2) Learners
become passive over-hearers rather than active participants in the listening
process; 3) Detailed questions are asked to understand particular information in
the listening text. The whole class is thus required to listen in the same way for the
same information and the individual differences of the learners' (Ellis, 2008) are not
considered at all; 4) Most of listening tasks focus on the products of listening,
students often experiences the listening class a kind of test which creates anxiety
and tension.
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In order to have a clear understanding of how listening materials and activities of
recent textbooks are put to use, four listening activities of various books such as
Interchange 3 rd Edition (pre-intermediate level) - American Headway (Level 1) Top Notch (2A) – Passages 2 (upper-intermediate) were randomly selected and
considered. Four famous market course books at differing levels of proficiency are
compared and contrasted. The common core of all these course books is
completion and recognition tasks. A detailed analysis of the course books revealed
that a significant proportion of the activities pivot around production rather than
process. Tasks are mainly completion and recognition type.
As illustrated in "Natural English" page (46), learners must listen to three different
people who talk about their cinema-going habits and after that they have to
complete a table that raise the following questions: " how often do the speakers go
to cinema?" and " what's unusual about their cinema habits?". Another example is
"Interchange third edition" on page (52), learners listen to a long lecture about
someone who has just returned from Brazil and talks about Carnaval; after that
students are asked to answer only four "wh questions" such as " what is Carnaval?,
How long does it take?, when is it?, what is samba?" The same exercises again is
seen in "Top Notch" on page (10) where learners listen to a game show; afterwards,
they must answer some "wh form questions" such as "where does Suzy live? What
does Suzy do? etc. In American Headway on page (101) someone is calling to find
out the time of train departures to New York and students have to listen and
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complete the trains' timetable. Then, learners are asked to listen and complete the
conversation. The aim of this exercise is to practice merely the indirect requests
and grammatical point. In the same way, in Passages (2) page (30), three people
talk about superstitions and their explanations about it. Learners must listen and
complete the chart.
Listening and answering and completing the pertinent questions have also
received exaggerated attention. Some of these listening exercises (term “exercise” is
a better fit for these sorts of tasks) have been specifically employed to review and
reinforce accuracy and structural points. All in all, these course books basically
have focused on the production of language whether it is through completion,
recognition, imitation, or memorization. The missing ring here is the processes
which lie at the depth of each production which functions as the cornerstone of any
single output produced. It’s not to say that exercises such as those discussed above
should be avoided or reduced, but that process tasks has to have a decent share of
the overall activities. The whole listening exercises of these books are summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1. Considering the Listening Materials of Different Textbooks
Row
1

Book
Interchange
(third
edition)

Level
Pre
intermediate (
blue one)





2

American
Headway

Level 1
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3
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Top Notch

2A

Materials
Completing the chart (specific
information)
True/ false
Listen and answer related questions
Listen and tick the boxes
Pronunciation practice( word stresssentence stress)
Listen and tick the boxes
Listen and answer related questions
Listen and complete the chart
The positive points of this book
using song in the listening and
making change
Putting some sentences in order and
listen for accuracy checking
Listening was just for more practicing of
grammar points or new vocabularies of
that specific unit

 Listen and complete the questions
 Listen and answer the questions
 Listen and complete a chart
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 Listen and write some specific
information
 Listen and tick the box
Upper-level
Listen and complete a chart (
extensive listening/writing the gist of
listening)

Broadening the Scope for Listening
As we have seen in the previous part, virtually all of the listening materials in the
recent textbooks are product-based. As White (2006) maintained, the methodology
and material of teaching listening and their relationship with the classroom and the
world beyond it appears to have remained somewhat unchanged by a number of
recent developments in teaching and learning processes. Vandergrift & Goh (2009)
added that teachers should focus more on the listening process, rather than just the
outcome of listening activities. They argued that, an effective listening curriculum
recognizes listening comprehension as an active, strategic and constructive
process. Flowerdew and Miller (2005) discussed that language teachers now must
focus not only on the product of listening but also on the process.
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To White (2006), listening materials lag behind the following characteristics
indicative of a process-based nature: 1) Learner's responsibility and autonomy:
learners should become active participants in their own learning rather than
passive receivers of what is taught. In so doing, students can: Choose what they
listen to; Make their listening text- Control the equipment ( being in charge of
replaying difficult parts of the listening text); Give the instructions; Design their
own listening tasks( listen several times in order to design tasks); Reflect on their
problems. As Dam (1995) believes, giving learners the responsibility of planning
and conducting learning activities makes them actively involved and results in
better learning; 2) Authenticity: In most listening activities only text authenticity
(to Guariento & Morely, 2001, authenticity is an attribute of language, text or
materials) is of primary importance and the four other types of authenticity namely
(task, learner, teacher, and classroom) are ignored.
Here a brief definition of all types of authenticity is proposed. Task authenticity: this
type of authenticity is proposed by Ellis (1990), the tasks which students are given
to do in connection with the listening text should be as near as possible to the kinds
of tasks they would do with those texts in real life and the focus must be on
meaning conditions. Learner authenticity: it concerns the notion that the student
should be motivated and interested in listening, and that listening materials should
engage the learner's prior knowledge, interest and curiosity.
For Widdowson (1978), authenticity does not reside in instances of language.
Rather, it resides in a text by the response of its reader or listener. Teacher
authenticity: refers to the fact that teachers can make inauthentic materials more
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authentic, by being culturally aware, friendly understanding and sensitive to
learners' needs (White, 2006). Classroom authenticity: refers to classrooms as part of
real life, they are social context in their own right. To Breen (1985) the authentic
role of the classroom is "the provision of those conditions in which the participants
can publicly share the problems, achievements and overall process of learning a
language together as socially motivated and socially situated activity "(p.68); 3)
Task-based learning: Scrivener (1994) argued that the word “task” referring to the
activity the students are asked to do may be something more useful, more realistic,
and more motivating than simply answers to comprehension questions. Rost
(2006) remarks the learner, in order to acquire the L2, must come to understand
input in personally meaningful ways, engaging in interactions and task based on
that input. A more task based approach would enable students and teachers to
concentrate more on the listening process and makes listening less threatening and
more enjoyable. Field (2002) remarks that instead of simplifying the language of
the text, simplification should occur at the level of task that is demanded of the
student;
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4) Intercultural competence (White, 2006): learners are not supposed to acquire just
American and British culture along with the English language, but they are
assumed to be exposed to a range of cultures and an emerging global culture. By
the work of Kachru (1985, quoted in Bolton, 2006) and coining the WEs (World
Englishes), he argues with the hegemony of native speaker standards. As a result,
materials for teaching listening should not exclusively feature English or American
native speakers in L1 contexts; 5) Changes in the way English is used worldwide:
English alters to an international lingua franca (Seidlhofer, 2001) between L2
speakers of English, who outnumber native speakers and English turns to the most
useful instrument for communication. She added that it can be applied in business,
casual conversation, science or politics, in print, on television and the Internet. By
the same token, the conclusion that can be arrived at is that in material
development students should not be asked to listen to L1 speakers exclusively;
they need to listen to the other teachers, peers, and also invited people from
outside.
In the process-based approach to developing listening materials in which both
learners and teachers are involved all forms of authenticity are considered. In this
form of materials, authentic text that is recorded just by native speaker is not
encouraged. Hill and Tomlinson (2003) propose that in addition to recorded
materials other sources of input such as the other teachers, invited spea kers,
learners from the other classrooms, official speakers in public places, people that
learners can call them, discussion groups outside the classes, people who have
interviewed by the learners, and discussion groups outside of the classroom can be
applied and these kind of materials can guarantee all forms of authenticity not just
text authenticity.
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Furthermore, Tomlinson (2008) assert that in the process-based material just
learners expose to rich input, while he believes that materials must be in a way not
only learner expose to rich input also they must have opportunity for maximizing
their intake. In the product-based materials learners must listen to find specific
information and answer related questions, or fill in the blanks, listen and check
some information and pronunciation practice, which Tomlinson (2008) considers it
as an "efferent listening"(p.8), all these forms of listening practices are just like test
that makes anxiety and stress for the learners. While in the process-based approach
toward listening materials "aesthetic listening" (Tomlinson, 2008) which both
engages learners totally and makes listening activity more enjoyable is encouraged.
Table 2 compares the differences between the product-based listening materials
and their process based on broadening alternatives.
Table 2. Comparing Two Approaches to Material Development in Listening
(Product and Alternative)

Model

Selection
listening
material
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Material
listening

118

Traditional
approach
to
listening
Product model (searching to
find the correct answer or
particular
information)bottom-up model

Broadening the materials

Teacher

Both teacher and learners

Process model – both bottomup & top down ( interactive
model)

of

for
 Recorded material presented
on the audio cassettes, and
printed as tape-scripts in the
back of the books.

 Monologues or dialogues

often appearing in the form

of an interview performed by
fluent native speaker.


In addition of presenting
recorded material
other sources of input are
used such as:
other teachers
invited speakers
people the learners have
phoned
people interviewed by the
learners
 learners from other classes
 discussion groups outside the
school
 official speakers in public
places ( Hill &Tomlinson,
2003)
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Activities for
listening

Extracting
factual
information from a spoken
text such as:
 Listen and check information
 Listening
for
specific
information
 Pronunciation
activities
(minimal pairs, sentence
stress, word stress)

Learning
theories

Focusing on rich input

Authenticity

Text authenticity

Level of stress

Learners have a lot of anxiety
because listening exercises
are like test.
Efferent listening: listening
for
detail
and
literal
comprehension (Tomlinson,
2008). (p.8)

Dec. 2011

Self-assessment, peer
assessment, strategy training.
Mendelsohn (2006)
added that the materials are
being used and designing
activities that inject strategy
instruction
into
existing
course or material.

Focusing on both rich and
relevant input and also
intake Maximizing intake
rather than concentrating on
language
item
coverage
(Tomlinson, 2008)
All forms of authenticity (
text, teacher, classroom, task,
learner)
Learners
enjoy
listening
activities
Aesthetic listening: stimulate
the total engagement and
leads to promoting both
enjoyment and language
acquisition ( Tomlinson,
2008).
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How Can Teachers Alter Product-based Activities to Process Ones?
As previously mentioned, most of the listening activities and materials in current
textbooks available in market are based on a product rather that process based
approach to learning. In these coursebooks, learners are only required to extract
specific information with no heed to the underlying learning processes. In this
section of the article, some ways are sought to alter the traditional activities and to
turn them to process-based ones and thus more enjoyable.
Rudby (2003) remarks that good materials must have some degree of flexibility,
adaptability, and relevance for the changing needs, goals and interests of the
language learner. There are some suggestions that can make product materials to
the process one such as: 1) Creating multi-dimensional mental representation of
what learners are hearing as an illustration acting and visualizing the listening and
this activity can be done in the group or pair; 2) Setting as homework to find
another listening which is related to the one in the classroom or ask learners to
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record their voice and it provokes learners to search and listen more. Also White
(2006) added the other points; 3) Instead of pen-pals students have tape-pals or epals in another place to whom they send audiotapes, videos or CD-ROMs; 4)
Students develop a listening corner of recorded material (extensive range of
materials such as interviews, TV programs) associated tasks, for self-access use by
their classmates; 5) Using recording of soap operas to recognize the mood of
particular characters from intonation, body language and facial expression; 6)
Asking students to bring pictures of the scenes people and objects taken from
magazine that are related to the related listening activities; 7) Telephoning activity
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Assessing Listening Material
Flowerdew and Miller (2005) proposed a model for second language listening
comprehension and this model could be proposed as a checklist in designing a
listening course or in evaluating/adapting listening materials. This model
includes: 1) individual variation- by this criteria teachers can evaluate how
materials help learners to individualize their learning and how they can share their
experiences of their real life when engaged in listening materials; 2) cross-cultural
dimension (paying attention to different cultural interpretations) – inclusion of
cultural aspects of language in the listening materials; Pulverness (2003) asserted
that the inclusion of culture in teaching materials must not be demonstrated in the
form of the comparison between two cultures; language and culture are two
integral components of teaching a foreign language; 3) paying attention to the
social dimension of speaking and that listening materials should not be in
monologue but rather in form of dyadic conversations; 4) having multidimensional listening materials- contextualizing the listening materials with other
activities or processes such as listening and note-taking- following graphs- reading
; 5) paying attention to the affective features of the learners- increasing the
motivation of learners to listen and describe their attitudes; 6) the last point is the
critical dimension of the materials that learners easily can compare and contrast
their own ideas with the listened texts.
Also Tomlisnson (2003) believes, materials must have some features as follow:
Greater personalization and localization of materials- Greater flexibility and
creativity of use -More respect for the learners-More affectively engaging contentA greater emphasis on multicultural perspective and awareness-More
opportunities for learners with experiential learning style preferences-More
attempts made to engage the learner in the language learning process as an
experienced, intelligent and interesting individual-More attempts made to use
multi-dimensional approaches to language learning. It is the teachers'
responsibility to adapt the listening activities and make some changes for the
criteria that the listening materials lack. The crucial point here is that all these
criteria are not applicable in their entirety to every classroom and every listening
task.
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CONCLUSION
Applying effective listening materials is not a simple matter of choosing what
course books to choose and then setting about teaching them. What deserves a
crucial understanding is the importance that teachers have to attach to the
underlying processes at work when carrying out listening tasks. Literature since
1960s suggests no deep change in developing listening activities and materials for a
process oriented approach in listening. Moving the pendulum away from a narrow
product and outcome based approach to listening and getting it close to a more
process oriented view of designing and applying listening activities was what was
suggested in this article. Of course, what should be accounted for in here is that it
is not sound to overlook product in its entirety and advocate process per se but
rather to strike a balance between the two. Unless this lost balance is tipped in
favor of broadening the listening activities by employing a more process-based
approach, learners cannot get the best of their potentials in mastering the listening
skill in their EFL/ESL setting.
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ABSTRACT
Reading fluency is one of the most important signs of language proficiency both
for native and foreign language speakers (Grabe,2010; Macalister,2010;Winston,
2010;Hasbrouck,2008; Rasinski,2004; Oakley,2003; Waldman 1985; Cited in
:Sayenko,2010, Introduction Para 1). This paper is in the area of reading fluency
and tries to investigate the relationship between reading rate or speed and reading
comprehension. Many studies have shown that increasing the reading rate will
improve reading comprehension (e.g.; Quinn and Nation, 1974; Bell, 2001; Chung
and Nation, 2006; Iwahori 2008; Macalister, 2010; Chang C-S & Coolege H-W, 2010;
Sayenko T, 2011). This paper reviews some findings of the previous researches.
Some of the materials as well as measurement scales which have been used in
these studies are discussed. Furthermore some issues that are closely related in the
study of the link between reading rate and comprehension are briefly explained.
The findings suggest that there is a relationship between reading speed and
comprehension, and this relation tend to be positive rather than negative. Finally
some limitations and suggestions for future studies have been prepared.
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1. Introduction
Reading skill is very important for the general and academic purposes, it is so
important that the success in the academic achievement highly depended on it.
Thus knowing the techniques and strategies which help the students improve their
reading skill is an essential part of any language course. Studies that measure
reading speed have been relatively few and far between however, and those that
do exist rarely evaluate reading speed in relation to the effect of different
classroom methodologies in the teaching of reading (Bell, 2001, p.1). Relatively
little research on reading speed and its effect in foreign language environment
have been published (Bismoko & Nation, 1974; Chung & Nation, 2006; Cramer,
1975; West, 1941; cited in Macalister, 2008a), and I am aware of only one study on
the effect of speed reading course in a second language learning as opposed to a
foreign language learning environment (Macalister, 2008a, p.23-33).
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This paper has been carried out to examine the relationship between reading rate
or speed and reading comprehension. While it is generally argued that the two are
closely related (Broughton et al 1978; Nuttall op cit; Champeau de Lopez 1993), the
nature of the link between them has been the focus of an ongoing debate lasting
more than half a century (Bell, 2001, Background studies Para 3).’
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Lots of questions can be developed when studying such kind of relation. Some of
them can be: what techniques or strategies can be applied to improve reading
speed? What about the comprehension, is there any significant relationship
between reading speed and comprehension? What is the optimal reading speed for
L1 and L2? These are some questions that this study tries to answer.
2. Background studies
The five reported studies in the Macalister (2008), which include: Chung &Nation
(2006), Macalister (2008a), Bismoko and Nation (1974), Cramer’s (1975), Nation &
Malarcher (2007), support the use of speed reading programs. But the question
remains is that, whether there is a relationship between increased reading speed on
speed reading course texts and reading speed on authentic texts (i.e., texts not
written for language learning purposes) (Macalister,2008b,p.107). The study by
Macalister (2007) himself, showed that students who do a speed reading course are
very likely to increase their reading speed. His research also demonstrated that,
students who do a speed reading course tend to show greater gains in reading
speed than those who do not (Macalister, 2008). Another implication of his
research was that students who do a speed reading course are significantly better
than those who don’t do a speed reading course in answering reading
comprehension questions. In Another study by Chung and Nation (2006) with a
group of 49 Korean university students, after conducting speed reading program,
the findings showed that almost all students made some improvement and this
improvement for the most of the students was gradual rather than a sudden jump
in the speed. However, this study contained no control group, reading
comprehension was assessed but not reported in the study, and some reading was
done outside the class which may have affected the study dramatically. Because
there may be some variables that was out of control. While the results were
compared to Macalister (2008), Macalister cautiously examined that the
improvements in reading rate at the end of speed reading curriculum may be due
to the “practice effect”. Practice effect refers to the development of reading rate at
the end of the course being the result of students practice in the type of texts in the
course. When they quit the practice, their gains in reading rate strays away from
the peak. The evidence that some students’ developments in reading rates were not
maintained after reevaluating at the end of the course supports Macalister’s claim.
Another study by Cramer (1975) with Malaysian elementary pupils suggested a
great enhancement in reading speed in both their native language and English
after reading eight passages in timed reading activities over four weeks. Although
reading comprehension ability was assessed, details were not given enough.
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Despite some flaws in the two studies, they showed that L2 readers can be trained
to read faster through speedy reading activity.
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The other two researches brought reading fluency training as part of the English
proficiency course in an English-speaking country. Cushing-Weigle and Jensen
(1996) examined reading rate enhancement in university ESL classes. The reading
rate improvement programs included paced reading and timed reading,
instruction in reading strategies as well as eye movement techniques. Subjects first
had to read 400- word text at an imposed rate which increased by 25 WPM (word
per minutes) every week, and then it was followed by 1000 –word timed reading
activity at their own time. Cushing-weigle (1990, cited in Chang A.C.S & College
H.W 2010), suggested that in the first year her students gained an average of 110
wpm in a 10-week period course without decreasing comprehension. In their later
studies, Cushing–Weigle and Jensen (1996) found that their student gained a
significant development in their reading speed and comprehension. In that study,
the reading rate of the students increased about 40 wpm, from 158 to 195, but their
comprehension scores decreased from 6.59 to 5.80 out of 10. The authors suggested
that the decrease in comprehension score was due to the more difficult texts used
in the pretests and posttests rather than reading practice effect in the class. In the
more recent study conducted by Sayenko T, (2011), he designed an experimental
study to examine the relationship between the oral reading speed of Japanese
learners of English in their native Language (L1) and in English (L2).The reading
tasks used in the included Japanese and English versions of two paragraphs from
the Book of Tea, by Okakura Tenshin.The results suggested some correlation
between the oral reading speed in their L1 and in the L2. However he suggested
that further studies would be require making any reliable conclusions about the
transfer of oral reading automaticity from one language to another (Sayenko T,
2011, Abstract).
These studies had some limitations. The first is that in many of these studies the
numbers of subjects which these results were obtained from were small. A second
important limitation is that the reliability and validity of the instruments used in
these studies, to measure reading speed and comprehension need to be established
by correlating them with standard tests of reading comprehension (Bell, 2001,
Discussion, Para.3). Hawthorne Effect, Halo Effect, and Subject Expectancy (Brown,
1998, p.33-34) all had influence over the results of such kind of studies. for example
in the study by Bell,(2001) subjects in the extensive group were aware of being
investigated in a separate and special reading program, and then it can be said that
research led subjects to assist the researcher, and therefore their performance on
the tests. The use of only one measure of reading speed transfer was another
limitation which can be found for example in the research by Macalister (2010).
Furthermore, that study was a quasi-experimental one, which reflected the reality
of working with intact classes in an authentic learning context. Consequently, not
all variables of interest could be controlled. It would seem, therefore, that there is
still more to discover about the contribution of speed reading courses to reading
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fluency development, and that future studies will continue to build on the work of
Bismoko and Nation(1974), Chung and Nation (2006), and others (Macalister,2010,
Concluding Remarks Para 3).
In the following is a number of reading activities which some of the conducted
studies used. These activities generally are divided into three groups. The first
groups of activities involve Extensive reading program these groups involve
skimming and scanning which Nation (2009) called them “expeditious reading”
(p.136). Repeated reading is the second group of activities which requires the
learners to read the same text repeatedly, either silently or aloud. Nation (2009)
explained how these activities have been done to development fluent reading
(p.134-138). The third group involve speed reading course generally consist of a
range number of texts, which their range of vocabulary (lexicon) is restricted and
followed by several multiple-choice questions.
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I) Extensive reading for improving reading comprehension rate:
Claims that extensive reading could lead to significant improvement in learning
reading speeds date back thirty years, and the role of graded readers in programs
to promote such reading has an even long history (Bell, 2001, Abstract). A number
of research studies have been done to investigate a link between extensive reading
and reading speed (e.g., Bell, 2001; Iwahori, 2008).The study by Bell (2001) was
conducted in the Yemen Arab Republic on young adult students working in
different government ministries. The study evaluated both reading speed and
comprehension in two groups of learners classified to “intensive” and “extensive”
reading programs respectively. The “extensive” group was exposed to a regime of
graded readers while the “intensive’ group studied short texts followed by
comprehension questions. The results of the study suggested that subjects exposed
to “extensive” reading achieved both significantly faster reading speed and higher
score on measures of reading comprehension. The study by Iwahori (2008),
conducted in Japan, students were provided with graded readers’ books as their
reading material, Pretests of reading rate and language proficiency were
administered and a t test was used to compare means of the rate and language
proficiency within groups. Results showed that ER (Extensive Reading) was an
effective approach to improve students’ rate and general language proficiency.
II) Repeated reading:
Repeated reading is one of the activities for increasing oral reading speed.
Repeated reading has been used with good results with first language readers to
help reach a good degree of oral reading fluency (Samuels 1979; Dowhower 198;
Rasinki 1990; Monda and O’Shea 1990; cited in nation, 2009, p.136). In the repeated
reading the learners read a text (about 50-300 words long) several times (around 3
to 5). There are some ways in which repeated reading can be established; Nation
(2009) explained these conditions (p.131-144). For example, the first condition
needed for a fluency development activity is that learners should focus on the
message. In the repeated reading this condition can be met by having listener. In
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this activity that called ‘assisted repeated reading’ learners read and
simultaneously listen to the text during some of the re-reading stages. In foreign
language teaching, assisted repeated reading has been found to be effective in
developing fluency as measured in words per minute (wpm), but with no
significant difference between the impact of repeated reading and extensive
reading (Taguchi, Takayasu-Mass,& Gorsuch,2004). Nation (2009), mentioned the
other types of activities for increasing oral reading speed, they include: paired
reading, 4/3/2 reading, Extensive reading aloud, read and look up, which he
explained thoroughly in his paper (p.137-139).
III) Speed reading courses:
The first course, published for English as a foreign language, was Reading Faster by
Edward F (1967). The course consisted of texts around 500 words long. The texts
were taken from a graded reader and include 2000 word level. The problems
associated for that course was that it was not suitable for less advanced students.
Quinn and Nation (1974) designed a course including the first 1000 words of
English consisting of 25 texts each around 500 words long which followed by ten
comprehension questions. The presence of the reading comprehension questions at
the end of the texts encourages learners to read the texts for understanding, rather
than focus on skimming the text as quickly as possible. Such courses meet all
Nation’s conditions for fluency development. Recording reading speed and
comprehension by the students themselves encourage them to perform faster than
usual speed. Other speed reading courses have not used a controlled vocabulary
and this has meant that they do not meet the conditions needed for fluency
development (Nation, 2009, p.139).
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Chang C-S & Coolege H-W (2010) used Timed Reading Activities to improve reading
fluency of the college students. Results showed that students doing the timed
reading activity increased their reading speed and comprehension. The theoretical
framework of the idea that timed reading activities improve reading fluency is
based on working memory.to minimize the functional limitation of short memory
in the reading process, a variety of strategies have been proposed, one of them is
timed reading. In the Timed reading students read under time pressure, the goal is
to improve reading speed to an optimal rate that supports comprehension rather
than developing speedy readers (Chang C-S & Coolege H-W, 2010, p.286).
Scales for measuring reading rate:
Perhaps the most widely used reading measure is word correct per minute
(WC/M). When assessing WC/M, students read passages aloud, often for 1
minute, as evaluator score their reading accuracy for each word. WC/M is a rate
measure that incorporates accurate aloud word reading as well as reading speed
(Hale A.D, Neddenriep C.E, and Hawkins R.O, 2009, Introduction Para 1).Other
reading skill measures include assessing rates of nonsense word reading (Good &
Kaminski, 2002), rates of selecting or providing deleted words (Jenkins & Jewell,
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1993; Parker, Hasbrouck, & Tindal, 1992), and reading comprehension rates
(Skinner, 1998).
Comparing with the other rate measures, many researches support that WC/M is
the most robust (Marston, 1989, p.18-78; cited in Hale A.D, Neddenriep C.E, and
Hawkins R.O, (2009), Introduction Para 4). A lot of researchers have found that
WC/M is a reliable and valid measure of broad reading skill development (Fuchs,
Fuchs, Hosp, & Jenkins, 2001; Marston, 1989). In addition, researchers evaluating
intervention between reading rate and comprehension have shown that WC/M is
sensitive enough to detect small changes in reading skill improvement over a short
period of time.(e.g. Chang C-S & Coolege H-W,2010; Iwahori 2008).
Although WC/M can be a reliable, valid, and sensitive indicator of overall reading
ability, researchers and educators have expressed concerns with WC/M (Potter &
Warme, 1990 cited in Hale A.D, Neddenriep C.E, and Hawkins R.O, 2009). One
concern is that the validity and senility of WC/M begin to decline at the 5 th-or 6 th –
grade reading level. A second concern is related to the indirect nature of the
measure, especially for advanced readers.
Skinner (1998) described another rate measure that directly measure reading
comprehension rate. Similar to other rate measures, reading comprehension rate
can be converted to a common metric system that is percentage of comprehension
questions answered correct per minute (% C/M). The percent of %C/M is the
percentage of passage comprehension questions answered correctly for each
minute spent reading (Skinner et al., 2002 cited in Hale A.D, Neddenriep C.E, and
Hawkins R.O, 2009).
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Optimal reading rate:
As mentioned, generally, studies conducted in the area of reading rate and reading
comprehension has shown increasing the reading rate will improve reading
comprehension. What then is an optimal reading rate?
There are controversial about the optimal reading speed in the conducted studies.
Research in L1 reading suggested that in silent reading a normal reader reads at
approximately 250 to 300 wpm (carver, 1990; Rayner, 1998).But, many L2
researchers found that many second language students perform well below these
figures (Cushing-Weigle & Jensen, 1996; Taguchi, Takayasu-Maass, & Gorsuch,
2004; Nation, 2005). Nation (2009) states that a good reading speed is around 150
words per minute, a good careful silent reading speed is around 250 words per
minute, and a good skimming speed is around 500 words per minute (p.131-144).
Fry stated that good readers achieve a speed of 350 words per minute, fair readers
250 words, and slow readers reads 150 words per minute.
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Carver (1990) made a distinction among five types of reading : scanning,
skimming, raiding (understanding the message),learning( acquiring information
)and memorizing and stated that each type has different reading rate. According to
him, the average reading rate for a college student who is raiding is 300 wpm, 200
wpm for learning, and 138 wpm for memorizing. However, some controversial
findings have been shown in an experiment by Meyer, Talbot, and Florencio
(1999), who explained the effects of time constraints on comprehension with
college students under three conditions. No time pressure (90 wpm), mild time
pressure (130wpm), and severe time pressure (300wpm).
Although “the relation between reading rate and comprehension remains
confusing ’’ (Meyer et al.,1999, p.303 cited in Chang C-S & College H.W, 2010, Para
3), the most optimal reading rate for L1 readers is between 250 and 350 wpm ;
readers reading at this rate comprehend the message with most efficiency
(Carver,1982).
What about comprehension:
As the mentioned studies suggest Comprehension is an essential part of the speedy
reading courses. Is comprehension decrease while reading fast? With the exception
of Cushing-Weigle and Jensen (1996), no studies measure and report on student
comprehension levels (ChangA. C.S, College H.W, 2010, p.284-303). In an L1 study
by Just and Carpenter (1987), it was suggested that speed readers could skim a text
at 600-700 wpm but only could answer questions about the summary of the
passage not the details. Nation (2005) states that for a careful silent reading,
readers should score at least seven out of ten on comprehension test,
comprehending approximately at least 70 percent ; if not, learners should decrease
their reading speed and read more texts at a similar level until comprehension
improves (p.131-144).
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Chung and Nation (2006), and Macalister (2008) did not look into students’
perception, which is a gap in this area of research (Macalister, 2008, p.104 -116). In
The study by Chang A.C.S & Coolege H.W (2010), it was found that reading
comprehension improved only marginally. An explanation for the limited
comprehension improvement in that study was that students’ reading rate had not
reached the optimal level to improve comprehension.
The advantageous and disadvantageous of reading fast:
It can be deduced from the above studies that advantageous of reading fast goes
far beyond it’s disadvantageous. It is appropriate for the courses with lots of
subject material and with short period of time. By learning to read faster and some
techniques associated with it (like eye movement) students will look at and read
paired words, phrases, sentences and even higher level rather than isolated words.
Researches on reading faster (like Bismoko and Nation 1974 & Cramer, 1975; West,
1941) suggested that increasing reading speed in one language result increasing
reading speed in another language. This has been tested from the first language to
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English and from English to the first language. It is likely that the transfer of
training here is the transfer of confidence, that is the confidence that you can read
faster and still comprehend (Nation, 2009, V.5 Para 2). Thus making students
confident is another advantageous of speed reading.
There would be some disadvantageous of reading faster. Nation (2009) stated that
the pressure to go faster can be a source of stress; such pressure can reduce the
enjoyment that learners get from reading (p.131-144)
CONCLUSION
Giving attention to “fast reading ’’is an essential part of any language course. It can
be concluded that many conducted researches support that there is a relationship
between reading rate and reading comprehension and this relationship tend to be
positive rather than negative. But the better conclusion can be, for L2 reading there
are no conclusive findings as yet, but some studies have shown that L2 learners
read much slower in L2 than in L1 (Fraser, 2007;Segalowitz,Poulsen, & Komodo,
1991, Raymond & Parks, 2002 cited in ; Chang A. C.S, College H.W 2010,
conclusion, Para 4 ).
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A number of limitations to the findings need to be spotlighted. The first important
limitation is that the reliability and validity of instruments used to measure
reading speed and comprehension is highly questionable. For example the findings
of Hale A.D, Neddenriep C.E, and Hawkins R.O, (2009) and (Williams et al., 2006;
cited in Hale A.D, Neddenriep C.E, and Hawkins R.O, 2009) suggested that when
considering the validity of brief rate measures that incorporate aloud passa ge
reading speed, what is measured (e.g., comprehension levels, words correct per
minute, selected or inserted missing words) may be less important than the
measure of reading speed embedded within rate measure.
It would be seen, that there is still more about discovering relationship between
speeds and reading comprehension, future studies need to examine the
relationship between reading speed and reading comprehension more closely.
Some questions that can be raised from such studies can be: Is there a threshold
speed below which processing and comprehension becomes impossible? What
about the relationship between reading rate and reading comprehension in ESP
(English for specific purpose) context? And can another more reliable and valid
scales be designed for the purpose of investigating the relationship between speed
and reading comprehension? Finally, does increasing reading speed in one
language (e.g. Persian), increase reading speed in another language (e.g., English)?
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USING DIFFERENT PRESENTATIONS OF PICTURES
AND VIDEO CUES AND IRANIAN EFL LEARNERS'
LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Fakhri Mesri
Islamic Azad University- Salmas Branch
rufiamesri@yahoo.com
ABSTRACT
Listening comprehension has been the forgotten skill in second language
acquisition. However, in recent years, more and more studies have focused on
listening comprehension and now acknowledge its importance in language
acquisition. This study tested the effects of different presentations using picture
and video cues for improving of Iranian EFL learners listening comprehension. In
this study, 90 Iranian EFL learners' at intermediate level took the Language
Proficiency to make sure about their homogeneity. They divided in three
experimental groups. The first experimental group received tape recorder. The
second experimental group received picture. Finally, third experimental group
received video cues. After treatment each group was given a test to answer. Data
analysis was done with statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) software. The
findings in this study indicated a statistically significant effect of video cues
compared with picture and tape recorder. Video cues were more successful than
that with picture and tape recorder. The study suggests some procedures to be
considered in EFL classrooms. Teachers can use video cues to give learners
opportunity for obtaining higher rates of listening comprehension.
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Introduction
Most research regarding language learning strategies has been devoted to reading,
writing and speaking; however, empirical studies from the past decade have begun
to focus more on listening comprehension in language acquisition comprehension
plays a role in language acquisition. Then, in the late 1940s James Brown, one of
the fathers of listening comprehension studies, were the first to identify the role of
listening in language acquisition. About this same time, Charles Fries’ (1945) Oral
Approach was very popular, and it emphasized the goal of “receptive
understanding of the language when it is spoken” (p. 8). Later, however,
audiolingualism reduced the role of listening to a mechanical “listen and repeat”
level (Henrichsen, 1985). Finally, in the 1990s scholars again acknowledged the
critical role of listening comprehension in language acquisition, revealing that
listening ability not only contributes to speaking ability but also to overall
language proficiency (Dunkel, 1991; Feyten, 1991; Oxford, 1993). Despite this
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rediscovery that listening comprehension plays a significant role in language
acquisition, it still remains a “young field” that needs greater research attention
(Oxford, 1993; Rubin, 1994). Listening has been neglected not only in research, but
also in the language classroom because listening is viewed as an implicit, or
passive, language skill.
In addition, previous studies indicate that language teachers’ knowledge about
listening comprehension strategies is limited, and listening strategies have rarely
been taught in the classroom nor have they been taught correctly (Rost, 1990). This
study investigated the effect of picture cues on Iranian EFL learners' listening
comprehension. It is believes that this study would be beneficial for more effective
teaching listening. The researcher is particularly interested in finding the most
effective pre-listening activities that help learners increase their listening
comprehension. Recent years have seen a growing interest in listening skill. The
present research is quasi experimental study that examines the effects of picture and
video cues on Iranian learners' listening comprehension. It is believed that this
study would be beneficial for more effective teaching of listening.
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Background
Some researchers consider the role of schematic knowledge as one of the factors
affecting comprehension. Brown and Yule (1983a), for example, describe schemata
as “organized background knowledge which leads us to expect or predict aspects
in our interpretation of discourse” (p. 248). The listener’s stereotypical knowledge
based on prior experiences predisposes him or her to construct expectations in
terms of seven areas: speaker, listener, place, time, genre, topic, and co-text. Brown
and Yule (1983a) contend that the listener uses two basic principles to relate the
new information to his or her previous experience: the principle of analogy, i.e.
things will be as they were before and the principles of minimal change, i.e., things
are as like as possible to how they were before. Several studies have been carried
out to find out the role of background knowledge in listening comprehension.
Sadighi a professor of applied linguistics and Zare an EFL instructor from Shiraz
University explored the effect of background knowledge on listening
comprehension. Two TOEFL preparation classes allocated to EFL students took
part in the study. The experimental group received some treatment in the form of
topic familiarity, and their background knowledge was activated. Then a 50-item
TOEFL test of listening comprehension was administered to both experimental and
control groups. A statistical analysis of the results provides some evidence in
support of the effect of background knowledge on listening comprehension.
Long (1990) conducted an exploratory study of background knowledge and L2
listening comprehension. Her third-quarter students of Spanish listened to two
passages- one was deemed familiar, the other unfamiliar. Comprehension was
assessed by a recall protocol in English and a recognition measure, a checklist
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comprised of statements that referred to the content of the passage and
purposefully false statements that were plausible according to the context. On the
checklist, students identified items that were mentioned in the passage. Although
the English summaries revealed a higher proportion of correct idea units for the
familiar topic, no significant differences were found between the familiar and
unfamiliar passages for the recognition measure.
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Omaggio (1979) carried out an experiment investigating pictorial contextual
organisers for second language reading passage s and providing sufficient
information to promote good comprehension according to the learners’ language
ability. Omaggio suggested that the presentation of contextual visuals at the
beginning of a story was
the most effective tool for comprehending a passage and indicated that the higher
the language skills, the less contextual visuals were needed. Muller (1980) also
investigated the effects of visual line-drawing context clues on listening
comprehension in beginning German college students at the United States Air
Force Academy. The students were randomly assigned to three conditions: visual
before, visual after, and no visual. Visual clues were used as script activators to
depict the participants, their relationships, general situation and other concepts
relevant to a recorded listening passage (300-word interview in German) which
were shown via an overhead projector. The results showed that when visual clues
were presented before or after hearing the passage, listening comprehension was
enhanced. He suggested that the more proficient students, who could derive a
context from the linguistic cues provided, needed less auxiliary visuals or
organisers for comprehending the passage than the less proficient students, who
could not rely on the linguistic cues. These
results paralleled Omaggio’s experimental results.
Pezdek & Stevens (1984) investigated children’s memory and its relationship with
auditory and visual information presented through TV programs by dividing them
into four groups: auditory only, visual only, simultaneous and sequential
presentations. The results showed that the visual information was superior in
terms of the modality effect and suggested that the visual information was
hindered by processing the auditory information in a TV program. Rubin (1990), in
his experiment to examine the effects of video with Spanish students, found that
the listening comprehension performance of high-beginning students, who
watched dramas on video, was significantly higher than that of students who did
not received video support for their listening training. Rubin argued that if video is
selected in order to provide learners with sufficient clues for information
processing,
it can facilitate listening comprehension. The important thing is not the use of the
video but the selection n of such a video.
Video is a form of communication and it can be achieved without the help of
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language, since we often interact by gesture, eye contact and facial expression to
convey a message. Video provides visual stimuli such as the environment and this
can lead to and generate prediction, speculation and a chance to activate
background schemata when viewing a visual scene reenacted. It can be argued that
language found in videos could help nonnative speakers understand stress
patterns. Videos allow the learner to see body rhythm and speech rhythm in
second language discourse through the use of authentic language and speed of
speech in various situations. Videos allow contextual clues to be offered. In
addition, video can stimulate and motivate student interest. The use of visuals
overall can help learners to predict information, infer ideas and analyze the world
that is brought into the classroom via the use of video instruction. In a teaching or
testing situation video can help enhance clarity and give meaning to an auditory
text; it can create a solid link between the materials being learned and the practical
application of it in a testing situation; the video can act as a stimulus or catalyst to
help integrate materials or aspects of the language; videos can help manipulate
language and at the same time be open to a variety of interpretations. Arthur
(1999) claims that: "Video can give students realistic models to imitate for roleplay; can increase awareness of other cultures by teaching appropriateness and
suitability; can strengthen audio/visual linguistic perceptions simultaneously; can
widen the classroom repertoire and range of activities; can help utilize the latest
technology to facilitate language learning; can teach direct observation of the
paralinguistic features found in association with the target language; can be used
to help when training students in ESP related scenarios and language; can offer a
visual reinforcement of the target language and can lower anxiety when practicing
the skill of listening."
Video used in a classroom should be interpretive and to the point. The visual
should show reasonable judgment and enhance comprehension, heighten sensory
acuteness, and illustrate the target language being used. Practitioners should avoid
the use of distracters, over-crowded or violent stimuli. Visuals are ineffective in the
learning process when the visual is too small; when the visual or video uses
stereotypes; when the visual or video is a poor reproduction; when the picture is
too far away from the text illustration; when the video has irrelevant captioning;
when the video or visual offers to much information related or unrelated to the
picture; when the video or visual is poorly scaled; and when the picture is not
esthetically meaningful. A visual cue may be accompanied by a written cue to
focus on a lexical item being furnished. Videos can make the task, situation or
language more authentic. More importantly, video can be used to help distinguish
items on a listening comprehension test, aid in the role of recall, help to sequence
events, as well as be adapted, edited or changed in order to meet the needs of the
language learner (Canning, 1998).
Hanleyet al. (1995) compared a video condition, which viewed a short video clip
presenting the narration of an advance organiser before receiving the written
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passage, with picture plus teacher narrative condition, which heard the identical
narration through the teacher’s loud voice and showed four pictures related in
context before receiving the written passage. They assigned sixty-two Englishspeaking primary school students to one of the two conditions. They found that the
video (dynamic visual) advance organiser was more effective in aiding
comprehension and retention than the picture (static visual) plus teacher narration
advance organiser and concluded that comprehension here was enhanced and
instruction was enriched by use of the video.
Method
This study was designed to investigate which activities (tape recorder, pictures and
video cues) have any effect on learners' listening comprehension. As it was
mentioned the main intention of the present research is to find out what are
differences among the three types of listening activities (tape recorder, picture cues
and video) on improving EFL learners' rate of listening comprehension?
Research Question and Hypothesis
The present research addresses the following question:
1- What are differences among three types of listening activities (tape recorder,
pictures and video cues) on improving EFL learners' rate of listening
comprehension?
Research Hypothesis
Ho1: Three types of listening activities (tape recorder, pictures and video cues) have
no differences in terms of improving EFL learners' rate of listening comprehension
Participants
The participants in this study were 90 male and female Iranian EFL students taking
part in this study. The proficiency test was administrated to establish participants'
homogeneity. Participants ages ranged from 18-25. They were divided to three
experimental groups: 1. tape recorder group, 2. picture cues group and 3. Video
group,
The following table provides a brief profile of the participants in this study.
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Table 3.1. The characteristics of participants of this study:
Number of participants
Age range
Course level
Sex

90
18-23
Intermediate
Male & Female

Instrumentation
To be sure of the homogeneity in three experimental groups Behpoyan Language
Center in was administrated to establish of participants' homogeneity. Then the
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students were divided into three classes. Each class consisted of 30 students and
received different listening activities, using the same course book by the same
teacher. The course book was new interchange 3.The students were at intermediate
level in this institute. In addition to this, cassettes, tape recorder and DVD of book
were the other key instruments for capturing the listening comprehension of all
participants of the study.
Procedure
The text book for this study was Head Way Intermediate Students book. Three
experimental groups received different listening activities. The first experimental
group received tape recorder, the second experimental group received picture, and
the third experimental group received video cues.
Design of the Study
The design of this study was quasi experimental in the sense that there was a
variable, which was manipulated by the researcher. Language proficiency test was
administrated to establish of participants' homogeneity. There were also three
experimental groups. Data analysis has been done with package for social sciences
(SPSS) software.
Variables
The independent variables in this study were tape recorder, picture and video cues
those were manipulated for the three experimental groups, respectively.
Data Analysis
In the present study the (one way - ANOVA and POT HOC) statistics were used to
analyze collected data.
Results and Discussion
Data analysis has been done with statistical package for social sciences (SPSS)
software. Data Analysis
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In the present study the (one way - ANOVA and POST HOC) statistics were used
to analyze the collected data. The results are displayed in different tables and
graphs.
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Table1. The descriptive statistics for three experimental groups
One-way
Descriptives
Intermadiate

N
او ل
دوم
سوم
Total

30
30
30
90

Mean
55.8333
63.1667
75.9333
64.9778

Std. Deviation
9.85090
11.01436
11.15389
13.46988

95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
52.1549
59.5117
59.0538
67.2795
71.7684
80.0983
62.1566
67.7990

Std. Error
1.79852
2.01094
2.03641
1.41985

Minimum
40.00
43.00
50.00
40.00

Maximum
69.00
80.00
100.00
100.00

As it is obvious in Table1, the experimental group that was in the video activity has
the highest mean (75.9333) in comparison to the group that took tape recorder and
visual support. In the next step, to compare their rate of comprehension their
comprehension indices were put into (SPSS) software.
Table 2. The ONE WAY ANOVA data for three experimental groups
ANOVA
Intermadiate

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
6207.756
9940.200
16147.956

df
2
87
89

Mean Square
3103.878
114.255

F
27.166

Sig.
.000
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To determine the effect of tape recorder, video and picture cues, the researcher
applied ONE – WAY ANOVA, which showed that the mean score of listening
comprehension for tape recorder students is 55.83. This score is 66.1667visual
support and using video group obtained 75.9333. According to F scores the
difference among the groups regarding listening comprehension is significant.
Since F score was significant, the researcher applied LSD (POST-HOC) test to
compare the listening comprehension scores between groups. Finally, it was
noticed that using video cue pr Post Hoc Tests
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Table 3: The LSD test to compare the listening comprehension score
Mul tiple Comparisons
Dependent Variable: Intermadiate
LSD

(I) GROUP
او ل

(J) GROUP
دوم
سوم
او ل
سوم
او ل
دوم

دوم
سوم

Mean
Difference
(I-J)
-7.3333*
-20.1000*
7.3333*
-12.7667*
20.1000*
12.7667*

Std. Error
2.75989
2.75989
2.75989
2.75989
2.75989
2.75989

Sig.
.009
.000
.009
.000
.000
.000

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-12.8189
-1.8477
-25.5856
-14.6144
1.8477
12.8189
-18.2523
-7.2811
14.6144
25.5856
7.2811
18.2523

*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 level.

Means Plots
Table 4. The Mean of scores for three experimental groups.
80

Mean of Intermadiate

70

60

50

اول

دوم

سوم
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GROUP

Results and Discussion
The final results of this research showed that the performance of the learners'
exposed video cues was significantly higher than those of picture and tape
recorder. Video materials play a crucial role in a language classroom. Using videos
especially stimulates improving listening skills as it provides much additional
information. The first one is the visuality. It allows the student the analysis of
pictures on the screen in order to learn about the culture and the people’s behavior.
Among other advantages of using videos are: authencity, motivation, engaging
students’ attention. Video provide a learning environment wherein students
practice their language skills and acquire target culture. It makes the learning more
meaningful process. Video has a great motivational potential. Motivation is, as we
know, involved in all learned responses. This kind of internal state or desire
activates, directs and energizes learning activities. A learning behaviour will not
occur unless it is energized. Using videos make the task of learning a more
meaningful and exciting one. The video material should be chosen according to the
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students’ level and interests. If it is too easy or too difficult the students will not be
motivated. If the content is irrelevant to the students’ interest, it may fail to engage
them (Harmer 1998). So it is a real challenge for teachers who should be familiar
with the students’ needs. It also demands an investment of time and energy to
prepare suitable video materials to achieve a goal. Video appeals to students’
senses and help them process information and increase their motivation toward
language learning. According to Brinton (2001) video tools serve an important
motivator in the language teaching process because ‘media materials can lend
authenticity to the classroom situation reinforcing for students the direct relation
between the language classroom and the outside classroom’ (Brinton 2001: 461).
Using authentic materials is a good way of developing not only listening skills but
also strategies. Predicting, asking for clarification, using non-verbal cues are
examples of strategies that increase chances for successful listening. Stempelski
(1990) views using video as a stimulus for classroom communication which
usually involves student interaction in pairs or groups and manipulation of the
television technology to create an information gap that the learners must fit.
Harmer (1998) lists the possible tasks the teacher can use while using video in the
classroom.
CONCLUSION
The final results of this research showed that the performance of the learners'
exposed video cues was significantly higher than those of picture and tape
recorder.
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Implications for teachers
Since this study shows that all students benefited most when using video cues, the
researcher suggests English using video when learners' listening to the material.
This can stimulate students to concentrate on relevant information. More
importantly, it gives students a sense of purpose to finish the task. As for picture
cues, it is still helpful for learners even though this study showed it was the least
helpful. Thus, the researcher suggests that English teachers also make use of
picture cues to students through diversified practicing activities. There are many
more techniques of using video in the classroom. It’s the teacher’s task to adopt the
language and exercises to fit the students’ needs and different classroom activities.
Videos allow teachers to ask both display and referential questions. Video tasks
used in the F/SL classroom, can include but are not limited to creating advanced
organizers, other visual representations and descriptors.
Implications for learners
The researcher suggests that learners who want to study English by themselves
select a listening material which is suitable for their proficiency level and interests.
More importantly, the material must include picture cues and CD. Although the
result of tape recorder and picture cues in this study showed that it was not the
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most effective support, it still contributed to students’ listening comprehension. It
is recommended that teachers encourage the use of instructional video in the EFL
classroom as it enables them to monitor and alternate instruction by fostering
greater mental effort for active learning instead.
Implications for text book designers
Since the results of this study shows video cues and pictures did have a positive
and significant effect on learners' listening comprehension for elementary level,
so the text book designer should be design book with picture and DVD.
Limitations and Delimitations of the Study
There are some variables not considered in this study which can be considered in
further studies. These factors are as follows: Gender and age of the learners were not
considered, controlled or compared in this study.
Suggestions for Further Research
Every research has its own limitations and almost always there is a way to remove
those limitations. According to the theoretical concepts and practice procedures in
this study, some other related researches projects can be recommended:
The first one would be increasing the number of the participants of the research.
The second suggestion could be the inclusion of sex as a variable into the study
and see the differences. Finally, we did not consider different levels of proficiency
of language learners' in this study. Only intermediate learners participated in this
research.
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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts an assessment of the Communicative approach to language
teaching (CLT) and finds it retains its status based on sound principles of language
teaching, comprehensive nature, flexibility and the its hands-on approach to
language learning. Data from Iran is given that supports the benefits of group work
and pair work activities. The paper also suggests that virtually all methods of
teaching are helpful and that affective factors, especially student motivation
leading to sufficient time spent learning the target language may be even more
important than teaching methods.
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Introduction
Communicative language teaching has been the prominent approach in English
language classrooms since the 1970’s. However, Spada (2007) notes that definitions
and approaches to CLT have become so diverse that CLT has “become a rather
vacuous term” (2007, p.271) and Bax (2003) writes about the end of CLT. While we
agree that CLT is now so broad in scope that it is hard to define we think this is a
mark of its flexibility and comprehensiveness, and we believe that the basic
essence- that of a methodology that maximizes student involvement in tasks that
have relevance to daily life – of CLT can still be found.
In the initial stages through the 1970’s it was more concerned with developing
syllabi compatible with communicative competence. This need led to proposals for
generating syllabi interims of functions and notions rather than creating interims
of grammatical structures. At the same time, a section of applied linguists stressed
the desirability of class room activities that could enhance the communicative
approach to learning. Thus activities such as task work, information gap activities
and pair/group work were elevated in rank.
CLT principles allow learners to use the target language in meaningful contexts,
thus bringing the real world into the classroom. And this approach can be adapted
to any level ranging from Pre-Beginner to Advanced and is suitable for classes
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comprising students with different linguistic backgrounds and varying levels of
communicative competence, thus allowing learners to interact with each according
to their level of proficiency. In CLT language learning is less about mechanical
reproduction and organic play and oral skills are taught against the background of
particular contexts. Sometimes, it is suggested, that a situation, mimicking a
probable context may be devised by the instructor and initiate two way
communication with the learners, necessitating the learner to respond by
attempting an expression in the target language. For example, the past tense of the
verb could be introduced when the context requires that the learner recalls upon an
experience. Experts classify two types of tasks in this respect: the ‘controlled
communicative activities’ and the ‘free communicative activities’. Controlled
communicative activities include creating situations, guessing games, information
gap exercises, exchange of personal information etc. and free communicative
activities include pair work and group work, such as eliciting and role-playing.
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Pair Work and Group Work
Pair work and group work, as part of the student-centered approach are a major
part of the CLT approach, and the reasons are mainly pedagogical and “concern
the potential of group work for increasing the quantity of language practice
opportunities, for improving the quality of student talk, for individualizing
instruction, for creating a positive affective climate in the classroom, and for
increasing student motivation” (Long and Porter, 1985, p.207).
In essence with group work or pair work activities, students get better language
practicing opportunities than in a teacher centered classroom. Moreover, group
work may help to strengthen the oral skills in English; especially the quality of
student’s talking. In pair and group work, instruction can be tailored to the
individual, which helps the teaching to be more inclusive. Also the learning
environment becomes less stressful and a positive affective climate merges out of
the group work and pair work. The psycholinguistic rationale for group work
involves comprehensive input in ESL and conversation among the non-native
learners of English. The important point here is that “learners must be put in a
position of being able to negotiate the new input; thereby ensuring that the
language in which it is heard is modified to exactly the level of comprehensibility
they can manage” (Long and Porter, 1985, p.214). In inter language talk, students
effectively communicate with varying degrees of accuracy as the group work
enables them to be more efficient. Participation and cooperation, not
individualized and isolated preparation for multiple choice exam questions are the
driving force of CLT.
Statistical Analysis on the Effect of Pair Work, and Group Work on the English
Achievement of EFL Learners
Data Collection and Analysis
An FCE sample test was administered on 117 FCE students, who were studying
English as a Foreign Language in Hafez Language Institute, as pretest. 117
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students were divided into 3 classes randomly. Based on their obtained score in the
FCE Sample Test, all the students were considered as intermediate. Moreover, the
level of the students was determined based on the Institute Curriculum. Two
groups were considered as Experimental groups and one as control group. In one
of the experimental groups Pair work was the main method of teaching and in
another one Group work. The other group was regarded as control group. The
teachers of experimental groups were asked to cooperate with the researcher and
try to run the classes through the Pair work and Group Work strategies, such as:
Think-Pair-Share, Jigsaw, Snowball Groups/Pyramids, and Circle of Voices. The results
for the descriptive analysis of the pretests for experimental and control groups are
shown in table 1.
Table 1
Mean score and Standard deviation for pretest
Group
Variables
Control Group
Pair Work
Group Work

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

44
34
39

56.65
51.95
48.69

6.548
9.727
11.737

According to the curriculum of Hafez Language Institute, all the FCE Preparation
classes should be held for 28 sessions. Therefore, all the 3 classes were held for 28
sessions. After the semester was finished, another FCE sample test was
administered on the subjects of three groups. Table 2 illustrates the results of the
post test for experimental and control groups.
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Table 2
Mean score and Standard deviation for posttest
Group
N
Mean
Std.
Std. Error
Variables
Deviation
Mean
Control
44
59.51
11.93
13.183
Group
Pair Work
34
87.10
10.77
14.141
Group
39
77.56
13.78
12.136
Work
To compare the group means for the study, an independent t-test analysis was
employed for posttest phase (see table 3). As shown in this table, the difference is
considered to be statistically significant between the two experimental and control
groups (P<0.01). That is the candidates in experimental groups have outperformed
the ones in control group in FCE sample test. This confirms that Pair Work and
Group Work are beneficial for improving FCE candidates.
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Table 3
Independent Sample T-Test

Speaki
ng
test

ladq
ndiidn
e
dssaa
ea
ladq
ndiidn
es net
assum
ed

F

.SiS

t

ad

Sig.(
2taile
d)

Mean
Differe
nce

Std.
Error
Differe
nce

Low
er

Upp
er

1.4
38

0.2
64

2.3
55

45

0.01
17

0.650

0.643

0.13
8

0.14
2

0.650

0.643

0.13
49

0.14
5

2.3
55

44.
14

0.01
17
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Discussion
The Communicative Approach in language teaching is driven by the notion that
language operates in more than one plane. This principle takes into account the
characteristics of language: in terms of its structure as well as its grammar and
vocabulary. This system aims, ideally, at combining the traditional structural view
of language with the newer functional view of language.
In communicative method a teacher his student are expected to be cautiously
aware of two objectives. A learner is to be taught the techniques for manipulating
the structures of a foreign language but it is only an interim goal and a learner
must cultivate techniques and strategies for relating the structures to their
communicative functions in practical applications in real life. And, in CLT, pupils
not only talk to each other but also listen to each other. Classroom activities
maximize opportunities for using the target language in a communicative way for
meaningful activities. The principle classifies language into meaning (the message
part of an utterance by a learner) and form (the structure of a language that
demands correctness). Emphasis is placed on meaning rather than on correctness
and language structure. Structure of a language is not as important in the initial
levels of second language learning as it is in the case of the acquisition of first
language. And it is widely recommended to use target language as normal
medium for classroom management and instruction. The idea is - such a practice
reflects naturalistic language acquisition.
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However, it is possible, ideally, to give students practice exercises and offer them
explanation on grammatical aspects; use some pair work and ensure awareness in
traditional skills as well as the required preparedness for the examination
questions. The CLT method aims at integrating various components advocated by
other methods. Yet it is not oblivious to the anomalies and limitations endemic to
those methods.
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For instance, Audi-lingual Method has attracted criticism for its over-emphasis on
repetition and accuracy ultimately, which supposedly detract from more
spontaneous communicative competence in the target language. The Audio-lingual
Method involves habit formulation through repetition and memorization in order
to avoid errors at all costs. It also gives learners numerous opportunities to speak.
The Audio-lingual Method implies providing ample opportunity for quick
reinforcement. This method is accused of attending more to structure and form
than conveying any meaning. Audio-lingual principle aims at perfection in
pronunciation and intonation as closely resembling the native speakers as possible.
Nevertheless many CLT advocates incorporate some audio-lingual type lesson due
to their popularity with students and also- we would say- its effectiveness. And
elements of audio-lingual methodology are still prevalent in many text books and
teaching materials. Moreover, advocates of audio-lingual methods point to their
success in improving aspects of language that are habit driven, most notably in
areas of pronunciation. The controlled practice part of CLT classes run in the form
of PPP( Present, Practice, Produce) are to some degree a modified and toned down
version not too different from the audio lingual method. In fact CLT has become so
broad that it has essentially co-opted the audio-lingual approach, the notional
functional syllabus, the natural approach and even the lexical approach (Michael
Lewis).
Thailand
Is CLT the best method? One of the signs of the dominance of CLT worldwide is
the disdain shown for older methods like grammar translation or even the audiolingual method or indeed even teacher-centered classroom. In Thailand the media
regularly commentators in Thailand, (e.g. Ahuja, 2011), teacher centered
classrooms, or non CLT approaches. According to these critics while students
might be successful in memorizing a good number of English language words,
they trip when attempting to use the words appropriately. Therefore, Witte argues
that “Students in Thailand are taught vocabulary by repeating words spoken by
their teachers and memorizing the word’s spelling and meaning, which are passive
learning strategies. Students do not have the opportunity to apply their vocabulary
in real-life situations, that is, through active learning strategies” (2000, p.176).
However, research such as that by Taguchi (2007) suggests that rote learning is
preliminary and can lead to natural and fluent language use. Indeed as a native
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speaker teaching in Thailand I find it encouraging seeing the work that devoted
students will put into memorizing. Pennycook (1996) also expressed surprise at a
very fluent non-native English speaking colleague who it turns out had put in
unusual amounts of time at memorization and that his eloquence and fluency had
apparently stemmed from a foundation of time-consuming memorization. Thus
this emphasis on vocabulary meaning can serve as a basis for further development
– and it seems that the problem is that, due to the lack of English opportunities in
the community – this next step of using the vocabulary in a meaningful way is not
taken. Of course this is where the Communicative approach shows its strength.
And while teachers often find the newness of CLT and smaller classroom sizes,
combined with the actual’ doing’ of English are strong points, it may be the
inherent motivational aspects of these things that are really doing the trick.
And in a questionnaire given to 387 students (and nine teachers) in nine of the
most successful schools in Thailand (Kirkpatrick, R. & Jianrattanapong, 2011)
found that in addition to CLT, teachers used at times used the Thai language to
explain grammar points, and that many successful students found this use of
traditional explanation of grammar L1 helped by conveying clear explanations
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CONCLUSION
In many ways the communicative approach brings together so many elements of
teaching methods that any criticism is overcome. A communicative class, can, at
different times bring in methods from almost every pedagogical concept of the last
century. Pair work and group work, role plays and information gaps are bona fide,
but also practicing reading aloud, audio-lingual elements and grammar
instructions.
However, a tendency among the language-teaching fraternity to dismiss all
previous methods when a new method dominates. What we would like to see is a
less triumphalism and superiority claims –which many language teachers seem to
have with regard to CLT. We believe basically all ‘methods’ have merit and that
the key is motivation and diligence. CLT works because it allows students the time
they need in the classroom to practice the language. Outside of the classroom the
time they spend doing grammar exercises, or memorizing passages, may be the
‘thing’ that helps them: we find that the students who gain the most in the CLT
classroom are -not coincidently- those who also spend much time in study alone,
that their ‘non-communicative’ vocabulary memorizing or grammar exercise study
directly supports their active participation in the classroom, leading to better
communication inside and outside, a virtuous circle. And as the research by
Kirkpatrick, R. & Jianrattanapong, (2011) showed many students find that a more
traditional teacher centered approach to grammar explanations can supplement
CLT.
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Teachers should also understand that sometimes the Communicative Approach
may rub against what students have come to expect in a classroom. Some of the
learners who have spent their entire school life studying in a teacher-centric
environment might find the reduction in a direct teacher-input as a deficiency in
the learning process. They may take the reduction in teacher input in a
communicative based class to be a sign of teacher inefficiency, or, even
incompetence, or laziness on the part of the teacher (see for example Defeng, 1998).
Also some students are not studying English as a means of communication but
with the instrumental goal of passing a course or exam. Teacher thus need to have
a very refined understanding of the various needs and motivations of their
students in order to modify or even use an alternative method that fits with
students’ needs.
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